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THE STAFF AND SCRIP

' Who rules these lands ?
'

the Pilgrim said.
1

Stranger, Queen Blanchelys.'
4 And who has thus harried them ?

' he said.

It was Duke Luke did this :

God's ban be his !

'

The Pilgrim said :
' Where is your house ?

I'll rest there, with your will.'
4 You've but to climb these blackened boughs
And you'll see it over the hill,

For it burns still.'

4 Which road, to seek your Queen ?
'

said he.
*

Nay, nay, but with some wound
You'll fly back hither, it may be,
And by your blood i' the ground

My place be found.'

4 Friend, stay in peace. God keep your head,
And mine, where I will go ;

For He is here and there,' he said.

He passed the hill-side, slow,
And stood below.

The Queen sat idle by her loom :

She heard the arras stir,

And looked up sadly : through the room
The sweetness sickened her

Of musk and myrrh.
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Her women, standing two and two,
In silence combed the fleece.

The Pilgrim said,
* Peace be with you,

Lady ;

' and bent his knees.
She answered, * Peace.'

Her eyes were like the wave within ;

Like water-reeds the poise
Of her soft body, dainty thin ;

And like the water's noise
Her plaintive voice.

For him, the stream had never well'd

In desert tracts malign
So sweet ; nor had he ever felt

So faint in the sunshine
Of Palestine.

_ it so, he knew that he saw weep
Each night through every dream

The Queen's own face, confused in sleep
With visages supreme

Not known to him.

*

Lady,' he said,
*

your lands lie burnt
And waste : to meet your foe

All fear : this I have seen and learnt.

Say that it shall be so,
And I will go.'

She gazed at him. * Your cause is just,
For I have heard the same,

'

He said :
* God's strength shall be my trust.

Fall it to good or grame,
'Tis in His name.'
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*
Sir, you are thanked. My cause is dead.

Why should you toil to break
A grave, and fall therein ?

'

she said.
He did not pause but spake :

* For my vow's sake.'

* Can such vows be, Sir to God's ear,
Not to God's will ?

' * My vow
Remains : God heard me there as here,'
He said with reverent brow,

Both then and now.'

They gazed together, he and she,
The minute while he spoke ;

And when he ceased, she suddenly
Looked round upon her folk

As though she woke.

*

Fight, Sir,' she said ;

' my prayers in pain
Shall be your fellowship.'

He whispered one among her train,
' To-morrow bid her keep

This staff and scrip.'

She sent him a sharp sword, whose belt

About his body there
As sweet as her own arms he felt.

He kissed its blade, all bare,
Instead of her.

She sent him a green banner wrought
With one white lily stem,

To bind his lance with when he fought.
He writ upon the same

And kissed her name.
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She sent him a white shield, whereon
She bade that he should trace

His will. He blent fair hues that shone,
And in a golden space

He kissed her face.

Born of the day that died, that eve
Now dying sank to rest ;

As he, in likewise taking leave,
Once with a heaving breast

Looked to the west.

And there the sunset skies unseal* d,
Like lands he never knew,

Beyond to-morrow's battle-field

Lay open out of view
To ride into.

Next day till dark the women pray'd :

Nor any might know there
How the fight went : the Queen has bade
That there do come to her

No messenger.

The Queen is pale, her maidens ail ;

And to the organ-tones

They sing but faintly, who sang well
The matin-orisons,

The lauds and nones.

Lo, Father, is thine ear inclin'd,

And hath thine angel pass'd ?

For these thy watchers now are blind

With vigil, and at last

Dizzy with fast.
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Weak now to them the voice o' the priest
As any trance affords ;

And when each anthem failed and ceas'd,
It seemed that the last chords

Still sang the words.

4 Oh what is the light that shines so red ?

"Tis long since the sun set ;

'

Quoth the youngest to the eldest maid :

* 'Twas dim but now, and yet
The light is great.'

Quoth the other :
' 'Tis our sight is dazed

That we see flame i' the air.'

But the Queen held her brows and gazed,
And said,

' It is the glare
Of torches there.'

1 Oh what are the sounds that rise and spread ?

All day it was so still ;

'

Quoth the youngest to the eldest maid :

Unto the furthest hill

The air they fill.'

Quoth the other :
' 'Tis our sense is blurr'd

With all the chants gone by.'
But the Queen held her breath and heard,
And said,

* It is the cry
Of Victory.'

The first of all the rout was sound,
The next were dust and flame,

And then the horses shook the ground :

And in the thick of them
A still band came.
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* Oh what do ye bring out of the fight,
Thus hid beneath these boughs ?

'

* Thy conquering guest returns to-night,
And yet shall not carouse,

Queen, in thy house.'

* Uncover ye his face,' she said.
' O changed in little space !

'

She cried,
* O pale that was so red !

O God, O God of grace !

Cover his face.'

His sword was broken in his hand
Where he had kissed the blade.
O soft steel that could not withstand !

O my hard heart unstayed,
That prayed and prayed !

'

His bloodied banner crossed his mouth
Where he had kissed her name.

' O east, and west, and north, and south,
Fair flew my web, for shame,

To guide Death's aim !

'

The tints were shredded from his shield
Where he had kissed her face.

' Oh, of all gifts that I could yield,
Death only keeps its place,

My gift and grace !

'

Then stepped a damsel to her side,
And spoke, and needs must weep :

' For his sake, lady, if he died,
He prayed of thee to keep

This staff and scrip.'
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That night they hung above her bed,
Till morning wet with tears.

Year after year above her head
Her bed nis token wears,

Five years, ten years.

That night the passion of her grief
Shook them as there they hung.

Each year the wind that shed the leaf

Shook them and in its tongue
A message flung.

And once she woke with a clear mind
That letters writ to calm

Her soul lay in the scrip ; to find

Only a torpid balm
And dust of palm.

They shook far off with palace sport
When joust and dance were rife ;

And the hunt shook them from the court ;

For hers, in peace or strife,

Was a Queen's life.

A Queen's death now : as now they shake
To gusts in chapel dim,

Hung where she sleeps, not seen to wake,
(Carved lovely white and slim),

With them by him.

Stand up to-day, still armed, with her,
Good knight, before His brow

Who then as now was here and there,
Who had in mind thy vow

Then even as now.
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The lists are set in Heaven to-day,
The bright pavilions shine ;

Fair hangs thy shield, and none gainsay ;

The trumpets sound in sign
That she is thine.

Not tithed with days' and years' decease
He pays thy wage He owed,

But with imperishable peace
Here in His own abode,

Thy jealous God.



THE BURDEN OF NINEVEH

In our Museum galleries

To-day I lingered o'er the prize
Dead Greece vouchsafes to living eyes,
Her Art for ever in fresh wise
From hour to hour rejoicing me.

Sighing I turned at last to win
Once more the London dirt and din ;

And as I made the swing-door spin
And issued, they were hoisting in
A winged beast from Nineveh.

A human face the creature wore,
And hoofs behind and hoofs before,
And flanks with dark runes fretted o'er.

'Twas bull, 'twas mitred Minotaur,
A dead disbowelled mystery :

The mummy of a buried faith

Stark from the charnel without scathe,
Its wings stood for the light to bathe,
Such fossil cerements as might swathe
The very corpse of Nineveh.

The print of its first rush-wrapping,
Wound ere it dried, still ribbed the thing.
What song did the brown maidens sing,
From purple mouths alternating,
When that was woven languidly ?

What vows, what rites, what prayers preferr'd,
What songs has the strange image heard ?

In what blind vigil stood interr'd

For ages, till an English word
Broke silence first at Nineveh ?
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Oh when upon each sculptured court,
Where even the wind might not resort,
O'er which Time passed, of like import
With the wild Arab boys at sport,
A living face looked in to see :

Oh seemed it not the spell once broke
As though the carven warriors woke,
As though the shaft the string forsook,
The cymbals clashed, the chariots shook,
And there was life in Nineveh ?

On London stones our sun anew
The beast's recovered shadow threw.

(No shade that plague of darkness knew,
No light, no shade, while older grew
By ages the old earth and sea.)

Lo thou ! could all thy priests have shown
Such proof to make thy godhead known ?

From their dead Past thou liv'st alone ;

And still thy shadow is thine own,
Even as of yore in Nineveh.

That day whereof we keep record,
When near thy city-gates the Lord
Sheltered His Jonah with a gourd,
This sun, (I said) here present, pour'd
Even thus this shadow that I see.

This shadow has been shed the same
From sun and moon, from lamps which came
For prayer, from fifteen days of flame,
The last, while smouldered to a name

Sardanapalus' Nineveh.

Within thy shadow, haply, once
Sennacherib has knelt, whose sons
Smote him between the altar-stones :

Or pale Semiramis her zones
Of gold, her incense brought to thee,
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In love for grace, in war for aid : ....
Ay, and who else ? . . . . till 'neath thy shade
Within his trenches newly made
Last year the Christian knelt and pray'd
Not to thy strength in Nineveh.

Now, thou poor god, within this hall

Where the blank windows blind the wall
From pedestal to pedestal,
The kind of light shall on thee fall

Which London takes the day to be :

While school-foundations in the act

Of holiday, three files compact,
Shall learn to view thee as a fact

Connected with that zealous tract :

'Rome, Babylon and Nineveh.'

Deemed they of this, those worshippers,
When, in some mythic chain of verse
Which man shall not again rehearse,
The faces of thy ministers
Yearned pale with bitter ecstasy ?

Greece, Egypt, Rome, did any god
Before whose feet men knelt unshod
Deem that in this unblest abode
Another scarce more unknown god
Should house with him, from Nineveh ?

Ah ! in what quarries lay the stone
From which this pillared pile has grown,
Unto man's need how long unknown,
Since those thy temples, court and cone,
Rose far in desert history ?

Ah ! what is here that does not lie

All strange to thine awakened eye ?

Ah ! what is here can testify

(Save that dumb presence of the sky)
Unto thy day and Nineveh ?
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Why, of those mummies in the room
Above, there might indeed have come
One out of Egypt to thy home,
An alien. Nay, but were not some
Of these thine own '

antiquity
'

?

And now, they and their gods and thou
All relics here together, now
Whose profit ? whether bull or cow,
Isis or Ibis, who or how,
Whether ofThebes or Nineveh ?

The consecrated metals found,
And ivory tablets, underground,
Winged teraphim and creatures crown'd,

When air and daylight filled the mound,
Fell into dust immediately.

And even as these, the images
Of awe and worship, even as these,
So, smitten with the sun's increase,
Her glory mouldered and did cease
From immemorial Nineveh.

The day her builders made their halt,
Those cities of the lake of salt

Stood firmly 'stablished without fault,

Made proud with pillars of basalt,
With sardonyx and porphyry.

The day that Jonah bore abroad
To Nineveh the voice of God,
A brackish lake lay in his road,
Where erst Pride fixed her sure abode,
As then in royal Nineveh.

The day when he, Pride's lord and Man's,
Showed all the kingdoms at a glance
To Him before whose countenance
The years recede, the years advance,
And said, Fall down and worship me :
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'Mid all the pomp beneath that look,
Then stirred there, haply, some rebuke,
Where to the wind the Salt Pools shook,
And in those tracts, of life forsook,
That knew thee not, O Nineveh !

Delicate harlot ! On thy throne
Thou with a world beneath thee prone
In state for ages sat'st alone ;

And needs were years and lustres flown
Ere strength of man could vanquish thee :

Whom even thy victor foes must bring,
Still royal, among maids that sing
As with doves' voices, taboring
Upon their breasts, unto the King,
A kingly conquest, Nineveh !

. . . Here woke my thought. The wind's slow sway
Had waxed ; and like the human play
Of scorn that smiling spreads away,
The sunshine shivered off the day :

The callous wind, it seemed to me,
Swept up the shadow from the ground :

And pale as whom the Fates astound,
The god forlorn stood winged and crown 'd :

Within I knew the cry lay bound
Of the dumb soul of Nineveh.

And as I turned, my sense half shut
Still saw the crowds of kerb and rut
Go past as marshalled to the strut

Of ranks in gypsum quaintly cut.

It seemed in one same pageantry
They followed forms which had been erst ;

To pass, till on my sight should burst
That future of the best or worst
When some may question which was first,

Of London or of Nineveh.
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For as that Bull-god once did stand
And watched the burial-clouds of sand,
Till these at last without a hand
Rose o'er his eyes, another land,
And blinded him with destiny :

So may he stand again ; till now,
In ships of unknown sail and prow,
Some tribe of the Australian plough
Bear him afar, a relic now
Of London, not of Nineveh !

Or it may chance indeed that when
Man's age is hoary among men,
His centuries threescore and ten,
His furthest childhood shall seem then
More clear than later times may be :

Who, finding in this desert place
This form, shall hold us for some race
That walked not in Christ's lowly ways,
But bowed its pride and vowed its praise
Unto the God of Nineveh.

The smile rose first, anon drew nigh
The thought : . . Those heavy wings spread high,
So sure of flight, which do not fly ;

That set gaze never on the sky ;

Those scriptured flanks it cannot see ;

Its crown, a brow-contracting load ;

Its planted feet which trust the sod : . . .

(So grew the image as I trod :)

O Nineveh, was this thy God,
Thine also, mighty Nineveh ?



ALAS, SO LONG !

Ah ! dear one, we were young so long,
It seemed that youth would never go,

For skies and trees were ever in song
And water in singing flow

In the days we never again shall know.
Alas, so long !

Ah ! then was it all Spring weather ?

Nay, but we were young and together.

Ah ! dear one, I've been old so long,
It seems that age is loth to part,

Though days and years have never a song,
And oh ! have they still the art

That warmed the pulses of heart to heart ?

Alas, so long !

Ah ! then was it all Spring weather ?

Nay, but we were young and together.

Ah ! dear one, you've been dead so long,
How long until we meet again,

Where hours may never lose their song
Nor flowers forget the rain

In glad noonlight that never shall wane ?

Alas, so long !

Ah ! shall it be then Spring weather,
And ah ! shall we be young together ?



CASSANDRA
(For a Drawing)

I

Rend, rend thine hair, Cassandra : he wjU go.

Yea, rend thy garments, wring thine hands, and cry
From Troy still towered to the unreddened sky.

~*

See, all but she that bore thee mock thy woe :

He most whom that fair woman arms, with show
Of wrath on her bent brows ; for in this place
This hour thou bad'st all men in Helen's face

The ravished ravishing prize of Death to know.

What eyes, what ears hath sweet Andromache,
Save for her Hector's form and step ; as tear

On tear make salt the warm last kiss he gave ?

He goes. Cassandra's words beat heavily
Like crows above his crest, and at his ear

Ring hollow in the shield that shall not save.

II

O Hector, gone, gone, gone ! O Hector, thee
Two chariots wait, in Troy long bless'd and curs'd ;

And Grecian spear and Phrygian sand athirst

Crave from thy veins the blood of victory.
Lo ! long upon our hearth the brand had we,

Lit for the roof-tree's ruin : and to-day
The ground-stone quits the wall, the wind hath way,-

And higher and higher the wings of fire are free.

O Paris, Paris ! O thou burning brand,
Thou beacon of the sea whence Venus rose,

Lighting thy race to shipwreck ! ^Even that hand

Wherewith she took thine apple let her close
Within thy curls at last, and while Troy glows

Lift thee her trophy to the sea and land.'
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INSOMNIA

Thin are the night-skirts left behind

By daybreak hours that onward creep,
And thin, alas ! the shred of sleep

That wavers with the spirit's wind :

But in half-dreams that shift and roll

And still remember and forget,

My soul this hour has drawn your soul
A little nearer yet.

Our lives, most dear, are never near,
Our thoughts are never far apart,
Though all that draws us heart to heart

Seems fainter now and now more clear.

To-night Love claims his full control,
And with desire and with regret

My soul this hour has drawn your soul
A little nearer yet.

Is there a home where heavy earth
Melts to bright air that breathes no pain,
Where water leaves no thirst again

And springing fire is Love's new birth ?

If faith long bound to one true goal
May there at length its hope beget,

My soul that hour shall draw your soul
For ever nearer yet.
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THE CLOUD CONFINES

The day is dark and the night
To him that would search their heart ;

No lips of cloud that will part
Nor morning song in the light :

Only, gazing alone,
To him wild shadows are shown,
Deep under deep unknown

And height above unknown height.
Still we say as we go,

'

Strange to think by the way,
Whatever there is to know,
That shall we know one day/

The Past is over and fled ;

Named new, we name it the old ;

Thereof some tale hath been told,
But no word comes from the dead ;

Whether at all they be,
Or whether as bond or free,
Or whether they too were we,

Or by what spell they have sped.
Still we say as we go,

*

Strange to think by the way,
Whatever there is to know,
That shall we know one day/

What of the heart of hate
That beats in thy breast, O Time ?

Red strife from the furthest prime,
And anguish of fierce debate ;



THE CLOUD CONFINES

War that shatters her slain,
And peace that grinds them as grain,
And eyes fixed ever in vain

On the pitiless eyes of Fate.
Still we say as we go,

'

Strange to think by the way,
Whatever there is to know,
That shall we know one day.'

What of the heart of love
That bleeds in thy breast, O Man ?

Thy kisses snatched 'neath the ban
Of fangs that mock them above ;

Thy bells prolonged unto knells,

Thy hope that a breath dispels,

Thy bitter forlorn farewells
And the empty echoes thereof ?

Still we say as we go,
*

Strange to think by the way,
Whatever there is to know,
That shall we know pne day.'

The sky leans dumb on the sea,

Aweary with all its wings ;

And oh ! the song the sea sings
Is dark everlastingly.
Our past is clean forgot,
Our present is and is not,
Our future's a sealed seedplot,

And what betwixt them are we ?

We who say as we go,

Strange to think by the way,
Whatever there is to know,
That shall we know one day.'
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AT THE SUN-RISE IN 1848

God said, Let there be light ; and there was light.

Then heard we sounds as though the Earth did sing
And the Earth's angel cried upon the wing :

We saw priests fall together and turn white :

And covered in the dust from the sun's sight,
A king was spied, and yet another king.
We said :

' The round world keeps its balancing ;

On this globe, they and we are opposite,
If it is day with us, with them 'tis night.

Still, Man, in thy just pride, remember this :

Thou hadst not made that thy sons' sons shall ask
What the word 'king' may mean in their day's task,

But for the light that led : and if light is,

It is because God said, Let there be light.

ON REFUSAL OF AID BETWEEN NATIONS

Not that the earth is changing, O my God !

Nor that the seasons totter in their walk,
Not that the virulent ill of act and talk

Seethes ever as a winepress ever trod,
Not therefore are we certain that the rod

Weighs in thine hand to smite thy world ; though now
Beneath thine hand so many nations bow,

So many kings : not therefore, O my God !

But because Man is parcelled out in men
To-day ; because, for any wrongful blow
No man not stricken asks, I would be told

Why thou dost thus ;

' but his heart whispers then,
4 He is he, I am I.' By this we know
That our earth falls asunder, being old.



PLACE DE LA BASTILLE, PARIS

How dear the sky has been above this place !

Small treasures of this sky that we see here
Seen weak through prison-bars from year to year ;

Eyed with a painful prayer upon God's grace
To save, and tears that stayed along the face

Lifted at sunset. Yea, how passing dear,
Those nights when through the bars a wind left clear

The heaven, and moonlight soothed the limpid space !

So was it, till one night the secret kept
Safe in low vault and stealthy corridor
Was blown abroad on gospel-tongues of flame.

O ways of God, mysterious evermore !

How many on this spot have cursed and wept
That all might stand here now and own Thy Name.

ON THE VITA NUOVA OF DANTE
As he that loves oft looks on the dear form
And guesses how it grew to womanhood,
And gladly would have watched the beauties bud

And the mild fire of precious life wax warm :

So I, long bound within the threefold charm
Of Dante's love sublimed to heavenly mood,
Had marvelled, touching his Beatitude,

How grew such presence from man's shameful swarm.

At length within this book I found pourtrayed
Newborn that Paradisal Love of his,

And simple like a child ; with whose clear aid
I understood. To such a child as this,

Christ, charging well His chosen ones, forbade
Offence :

* for lo ! of such my kingdom is.'
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ON LEAVING BRUGES
The city's steeple-towers remove away,
Each singly ; as each vain infatuate Faith
Leaves God in heaven, and passes. A mere breath

Each soon appears, so far. Yet that which lay
The first is now scarce further or more grey
Than the last is. Now all are wholly gone.
The sunless sky has not once had the sun

Since the first weak beginning of the day.

The air falls back as the wind finishes,
And the clouds stagnate. On the water's face
The current breathes along, but is not stirred.

There is no branch that thrills with any bird.
Winter is to possess the earth a space,

And have its will upon the extreme seas.

VOX ECCLESLE, VOX CHRISTI
I saw under the altar the souls of them that were slain for the word

of God, and for the testimony which they held
; and they cried with a

loud voice, saying, How long, O Lord, holy and true, dost Thou not
judge and avenge our blood on them that dwell on the earth ?

Rev, vi. 9, 10.

Not 'neath the altar only, yet, in sooth,
There more than elsewhere, is the cry,

* How long?
'

The right sown there hath still borne fruit in wrong
The wrong waxed fourfold. Thence, (in hate of truth)
O'er weapons blessed for carnage, to fierce youth
From evil age, the word hath hissed along :

* Ye are the Lord's : go forth, destroy, be strong :

Christ's Church absolves ye from Christ's law of ruth.'

Therefore the wine-cup at the altar is

As Christ's own blood indeed, and as the blood
Of Christ's elect, at divers seasons spilt

On the altar-stone, that to man's church, for this,
Shall prove a stone of stumbling, -whence it stood
To be rent up ere the true Church be built.
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THE CHURCH-PORCH

Sister, first shake we off the dust we have
Upon our feet, lest it defile the stones

Inscriptured, covering their sacred bones
Who lie i' the aisles which keep the names they gave,
Their trust abiding round them in the grave ;

Whom painters paint for visible orisons,
And to whom sculptors pray in stone and bronze ;

Their voices echo still like a spent wave.

Without here, the church-bells are but a tune,
And on the carven church-door this hot noon
Lays all its heavy sunshine here without :

But having entered in, we shall find there
Silence, and sudden dimness, and deep prayer,
And faces of crowned angels all about.

ON THE SITE OF A MULBERRY-TREE
Planted by Wm. Shakspeare ; felled by the Rev. F. Gastrell

This tree, here fall'n, no common birth or death
Shared with its kind. The world's enfranchised son,
Who found the trees of Life and Knowledge one,

Here set it, frailer than his laurel-wreath.
Shall not the wretch whose hand it fell beneath
Rank also singly the supreme unhung ?

Lo ! Sheppard, Turpin, pleading with black tongue
This viler thief s unsuffocated breath !

We'll search thy glossary, Shakspeare ! whence almost,
And whence alone, some name shall be reveal'd
For this deaf drudge, to whom no length of ears
Sufficed to catch the music of the spheres ;

Whose soul is carrion now, too mean to yield
Some Starveling's ninth allotment of a ghost.



ON CERTAIN ELIZABETHAN REVIVALS

O ruff-embastioned vast Elizabeth,
Bush to these bushel-bellied casks of wine,
Home-growth, 'tis true, but rank as turpentine

What would we with such skittle-plays at death ?

Say, must we watch these brawlers' brandished lathe,
Or to their reeking wit our ears incline,
Because all Castaly flowed crystalline

In gentle Shakspeare's modulated breath ?

What ! must our drama with the rat-pit vie,

Nor the scene close while one is left to kill ?

Shall this be poetry ? And thou thou man
Of blood, thou cannibalic Caliban,

What shall be said of thee ? A poet ? Fie !

* An honourable murderer, if you will.'

ENGLISH MAY
Would God your health were as this month of May
Should be, were this not England, and your face

Abroad, to give the gracious sunshine grace
And laugh beneath the budding hawthorn-spray.
But here the hedgerows pine from green to grey
While yet May's lyre is tuning, and her song
Is weak in shade that should in sun be strong ;

And your pulse springs not to so faint a lay*.

If in my life be breath of Italy,
Would God that I might yield it all to you !

So, when such grafted warmth had burgeoned through
The languor of your Maytime's hawthorn-tree,

My spirit at rest should walk unseen and see
The garland of your beauty bloom anew.



BEAUTY AND THE BIRD

She fluted with her mouth as when one sips,
And gently waved her golden head, inclin'd
Outside his cage close to the window-blind ;

Till her fond bird, with little turns and dips,

Piped low to her of sweet companionships.
And when he made an end, some seed took she
And fed him from her tongue, which rosily

Peeped as a piercing bud between her lips.

And like the child in Chaucer, on whose tongue
The Blessed Mary laid, when he was dead,

A grain, who straightway praised her name in song
Even so, when she, a little lightly red,

Now turned on me and laughed, I heard the throng
Of inner voices praise her golden head.

A MATCH WITH THE MOON

Weary already, weary miles to-night
I walked for bed : and so, to get some ease,
I dogged the flying moon with similes.

And like a wisp she doubled on my sight
In ponds ; and caught in tree-tops like a kite ;

And in a globe of Him all liquorish
Swam full-faced like a silly silver fish ;

Last like a bubble shot the welkin's height
Where my road turned, and got behind me, and sent

My wizened shadow craning round at me,
Andjeered,

*

So, step the measure, one two three !
'-

And if I faced on her, looked innocent.
But just at parting, halfway down a dell,

She kissed me for good-night. So you'll not tell.



DAWN ON THE NIGHT-JOURNEY

Till dawn the wind drove round me. It is past
And still, and leaves the air to lisp of bird,
And to the quiet that is almost heard

Of the new-risen day, as yet bound fast

In the first warmth of sunrise. When the last

Of the sun's hours to-day shall be fulfilled,

There shall another breath of time be stilled

For me, which now is to my senses cast
As much beyond me as eternity,
Unknown, kept secret. On the newborn air

The moth quivers in silence. It is vast,

Yea, even beyond the hills upon the sea,
The day whose end shall give this hour as sheer

As chaos to the irrevocable Past.

UNTIMELY LOST
Oliver Madox Brown. Born 1855 > Died 1874

Upon the landscape of his coming life

A youth high-gifted gazed, and found it fair :

The heights of work, the floods of praise, were there.
What friendships, what desires, what love, what wife ?-

All things to come. The fanned springtide was rife

With imminent solstice ; and the ardent air

Had summer sweets and autumn fires to bear ;

Heart's ease full-pulsed with perfect strength for strife.

A mist has risen : we see the youth no more :

Does he see on and strive on ? And may we
Late-tottering world-worn hence, find his to be

The young strong hand which helps us up that shore ?

Or, echoing the No More with Nevermore,
Must Night be ours and his ? We hope : and he ?



SPRING
Soft-littered is the new-year's lambing-fold,
And in the hollowed haystack at its side
The shepherd lies o' nights now, wakeful-eyed

At the ewes' travailing call through the dark cold.
The young rooks cheep 'mid the thick caw o' the old :

And near unpeopled stream-sides, on the ground,
By her Spring cry the moorhen's nest is found,

Where the drained flood-lands flaunt their marigold.

Chill are the gusts to which the pastures cower,
And chill the current where the young reeds stand
As green and close as the young wheat on land :

Yet here the cuckoo and the cuckoo-flower
Plight to the heart Spring's perfect imminent hour
Whose breath shall soothe you like your dearone's hand.

WINTER

How large that thrush looks on the bare thorn-tree !

A swarm of such, three little months ago,
Had hidden in the leaves and let none know

Save by the outburst of their minstrelsy.
A white flake here and there a snow-lily
Of last night's frost our naked flower-beds hold ;

And for a rose-flower on the darkling mould
The hungry redbreast gleams. No bloom, no bee.

The current shudders to its ice-bound sedge :

Nipped in their bath, the stark reeds one by one
Flash each its clinging diamond in the sun :

'Neath winds which for this winter's sovereign pledge
Shall curb great king-masts to the ocean's edge
And leave memorial forest-kings o'erthrown.
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(For a Picture)

/ x / s
There is a budding morrow in midnight :

'

So sarig^our Keats, our English nightingale.
And here, as lamps across the bridge turn pale

In London's smokeless resurrection -light,
S Dark breaks to dawn. But o'er the deadly blight

"Of Love deflowered and sorrow of none avail,
Which makes this man gasp and this tf

pjxian quail,
Can day from darkness ever again take flight ?

Ah ! gave not these two hearts their mutual pledge,
'0 Urider one mantle sheltered 'neath the hedge ,

In gloaming courtship ? And, O God ! tp-diay
He only knows he holds her

; but what part
Can life now take ? She cries in her locked heart,

' Leave me I do not know you go away !

'
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FIVE ENGLISH POETS
""'

I. THOMAS CHATTERTON
it

With Shakspeare's manhood at a boy's wild heart,

Through Hamlet's doubt to Shakspeare near allied,
And kin to Milton through his Satan's pride,

At Death's sole door he stooped, and craved a dart ;

And to the dear new bower of England's art,
Even to that shrine Time else had deified,
The unuttered heart that soared against his side, -

Drove the fell point, and smote life's seals apart.

Thy nested home-loves, noble Chatterton ;

The angel-trodden stair thy soul could trace

Up Redcliffe's spire ; and in the world's armed space
Thy gallant sword-play : these to many an one
Are sweet for ever ; as thy grave unknown
And love-dream of thine unrecorded face.

II. WILLIAM BLAKE

(To Frederick Shields, on his sketch of Blake's Work-room and

Death-room, 3 Fountain Court, Strand)

This is the place. Even here the dauntless soul,
The unflinching hand, wrought on ; till in that nook,
As on that very bed, his life partook

New birth, and passed. Yon river's dusky shoal,
Whereto the close-built coiling lanes unroll,
Faced his work-window, whence his eyes would stare,

Thought-wandering, unto nought that met them there,
But to the unfettered irreversible goal.

This cupboard, Holy of Holies, held the cloud
Of his soul writ and limned ; this other one,

His true wife's charge, full oft to their abode
Yielded for daily bread the martyr's stone,
Ere yet their food might be that Bread alone,

The words now home-speech of the mouth of God.
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III. SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE

His Soul fared forth (as from the deep home-grove
The father-songster plies the hour-long quest),
To feed his soul-brood hungering in the nest ;

But his warm Heart, the mother-bird, above
Their callow fledgling progeny still hove
With tented roof of wings and fostering breast
Till the Soul fed the soul-brood. Richly blest

From Heaven theirgrowth, whose food was Human Love.

Yet ah ! Like desert pools that show the stars

Once in long leagues, even such the scarce-snatched
hours

Which deepening pain left to his lordliest powers :

Heaven lost through spider-trammelled prison-bars.
Six years, from sixty saved ! Yet kindling skies
Own them, a beacon to our centuries.

IV. JOHN KEATS

The weltering London ways where children weep
And girls whom none call maidens laugh, strange road

Miring his outward steps, who inly trode
The bright Castalian brink and Latmos' steep :

Even such his life's cross-paths ; till deathly deep
He toiled through sands of Lethe ; and long pain,

Weary with labour spurned and love found vain,
In dead Rome's sheltering shadow wrapped his sleep.

O pang-dowered Poet, whose reverberant lips
And heart-strung lyre awoke the Moon's eclipse,
Thou whom the daisies glory in growing o'er,

Their fragrance clings around thy name, not writ
But rumour'd in water, while the fame of it

Along Time's flood goes echoing evermore.
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V. PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY

(Inscription for the couch, still preserved, on which he passed the

last night of his life)

'Twixt those twin worlds, the world of Sleep, which
gave

No dream to warn, the tidal world of Death,
Which the earth's sea, as the earth, replenisheth,

Shelley, Song's orient sun, to breast the wave,
Rose from this couch that morn. Ah ! did he brave

Only the sea ? or did man's deed of hell

Engulph his bark 'mid mists impenetrable ? . . .

No eye discerned, nor any power might save.

When that mist cleared, O -Shelley ! what dread veil
Was rent for thee, to whom far-darkling Truth
Reigned sovereign guide through thy brief ageless

youth ?

Was the Truth thy Truth, Shelley ? Hush ! All-Hail,
Past doubt, thpu gav'st it ; and in Truth's bright sphere
Art first of praisers, being most praised here.
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TO PHILIP BOURKE MARSTON
INCITING ME TO POETIC WORK

Sweet Poet, thou of whom these years that roll

Must one day yet the burdened birthright learn,
And by the darkness of thine eyes discern

How piercing was the sight within thy soul ;

Gifted apart, thou goest to the great goal,
A cloud-bound radiant spirit, strong to earn,

Light-reft, that prize for which fond myriads yearn
Vainly light-blest, the Seer's aureole.

And doth thine ear, divinely dowered to catch
All spheral sounds in thy song blent so well,
Still hearken for my voice's slumbering spell

With wistful love ? Ah ! let the Muse now snatch

My wreath for thy young brows, and bend to watch
Thy veiled transfiguring sense's miracle.

TIBER, NILE, AND THAMES
The head and hands of murdered Cicero,
Above his seat high in the Forum hung,
Drew jeers and burning tears. When on the rung

Of a swift-mounted ladder, all aglow,
Fulvia, Mark Antony's shameless wife, with show
Of foot firm-poised and gleaming arm upflung,
Bade her sharp needle pierce that god-like tongue

Whose speech fed Rome even as the Tiber's flow.

And thou, Cleopatra's Needle, that hadst thrid
Great skirts of Time ere she and Antony hid
Dead hope ! hast thou too reached, surviving death,

A city of sweet speech scorned, on whose chill stone
Keats withered, Coleridge pined, and Chatterton,

Breadless, with poison froze the God-fired breath ?
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RALEIGH'S CELL IN THE TOWER
Here writ was the World's History by his hand
Whose steps knew all the earth ; albeit his world
In these few piteous paces then was furl'd.

Here daily, hourly, have his proud feet spann'd
This smaller speck than the receding land
Had ever shown his ships ; what time he hurl'd
Abroad o'er new-found regions spiced and pearl'd

His country's high dominion and command.

Here dwelt two spheres. The vast terrestrial zone
His spirit traversed ; and that spirit was

Itself the zone celestial, round whose birth
The planets played within the zodiac's girth ;

Till hence, through unjust death unfeared, did pass
His spirit to the only land unknown.

THE LAST THREE FROM TRAFALGAR
At the anniversary banquet, 21 st October 187

In grappled ships around The Victory,
Three boys did England's Duty with stout cheer,
While one dread truth was kept from every ear,

More dire than deafening fire that churned the sea :

For in the flag-ship's weltering cockpit, he
Who was the Battle's Heart without a peer,
He who had seen all fearful sights save Fear,

Was passing from all life save Victory.

And round the old memorial board to-day.
Three greybeards each a warworn British Tar
View through the mist of years that hour afar :

Who soon shall greet, 'mid memories of fierce fray,
The impassioned soul which on its radiant way
Soared through the fiery cloud of Trafalgar.
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AFTER THE FRENCH LIBERATION OF ITALY

As when the last of the paid joys of love
Has come and gone ;

and with a single kiss

At length, and with one laugh of satiate bliss,
The wearied man a minute rests above
The wearied woman, no more urged to move
In those long throes of longing, till they glide,
Now lightlier clasped, each to the other's side,

In joys past acting, not past dreaming of :

So Europe now beneath this paramour
Lies for a little out of use, full oft

Submissive to his lust, a loveless whore.
He wakes, she sleeps, the breath falls slow and soft.

Wait : the bought body holds a birth within,
An harlot's child, to scourge her for her sin.

AFTER THE GERMAN SUBJUGATION OF
FRANCE, 1871

Lo the twelfth year the wedding-feast come round
With years for months and lo the babe new-born ;

Out of the womb's rank furnace cast forlorn,
And with contagious effluence seamed and crown 'd.

To hail this birth, what fiery tongues surround
Hell's Pentecost what clamour of all cries
That swell, from Absalom's scoff to Shimei's,

One scornful gamut of tumultuous sound !

For now the harlot's heart on a new sleeve
Is prankt ; and her heart's lord of yesterday
(Spurned from her bed, whose worm-spun silks o'erlay

Such fretwork as that other worm can weave)
Takes in his ears the vanished world's last yell,
And in his flesh the closing teeth of Hell.
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CZAR ALEXANDER THE SECOND
(i3th March 1881)

From him did forty million serfs, endow'd
Each with six feet of death-due soil, receive
Rich freeborn lifelong land, whereon to sheave

Their country's harvest. These to-day aloud
Demand of Heaven a Father's blood, sore bow'd
With tears and thrilled with wrath ; who, while they

grieve,
On every guilty head would fain achieve

All torment by his edicts disallow' d.

He stayed the knout's red-ravening fangs ; and first

Of Russian traitors, his own murderers go
White to the tomb. While he, laid foully low

With limbs red-rent, with festering brain which erst
Willed kingly freedom, 'gainst the deed accurst
To God bears witness of his people's woe.



A TRIP TO PARIS AND BELGIUM
I

LONDON TO FOLKESTONE

A constant keeping-past of shaken trees,
And a bewildered glitter of loose road ;

Banks of bright growth, with single blades atop
Against white sky : and wires a constant chain-
That seem to draw the clouds along with them
(Things which one stoops against the light to see

Through the low window ; shaking by at rest,
Or fierce like water as the swiftness grows) ;

And, seen through fences or a bridge far off,

Trees that in moving keep their intervals

Still one 'twixt bar and bar ;
and then at times

Long reaches of green level, where one cow,
Feeding among her fellows that feed on,
Lifts her slow neck, and gazes for the sound.

Fields mown in ridges ; and close garden-crops
Of the earth's increase ; and a constant sky
Still with clear trees that let you see the wind ;

And snatches of the engine-smoke, by fits

Tossed to the wind against the landscape, where
Rooks stooping heave their wings upon the day.

Brick walls we pass between, passed so at once
That for the suddenness I cannot know
Or what, or where begun, or where at end.
Sometimes a station in grey quiet ; whence,
With a short gathered champing of pent sound,
We are let out upon the air again.
Pauses of water soon, at intervals,
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That has the sky in it ; the reflexes
O' the trees move towards the bank as we go by,
Leaving the water's surface plain. I now
Lie back and close my eyes a space ; for they
Smart from the open forwardness of thought
Fronting the wind.******

I did not scribble more,
Be certain, after this

; but yawned, and read,
And nearly dozed a little, I believe ;

Till, stretching up against the carriage-back,
I was roused altogether, and looked out
To where the pale sea brooded murmuring.

II

BOULOGNE TO AMIENS AND PARIS

Strong extreme speed, that the brain hurries with ;

Further than trees, and hedges, and green grass
Whitened by distance, further than small pools
Held among fields and gardens, further than

Haystacks, and wind- mill-sails, and roofs and herds ;

The sea's last margin ceases at the sun.

The sea has left us, but the sun remains.
Sometimes the country spreads aloof in tracts
Smooth from the harvest ; sometimes sky and land
Are shut from the square space the window leaves

By a dense crowd of trees, stem behind stem
Passing across each other as we pass :

Sometimes tall poplar-wands stand white, their heads
Outmeasuring the distant hills. Sometimes
The ground has a deep greenness ; sometimes brown
In stubble ; and sometimes no ground at all,

For the close strength of crops that stand unreaped.
The water-plots are sometimes all the sun's,
Sometimes quite green through shadows filling them,
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Or islanded with growths of reeds, or else

Masked in grey dust like the wide face o' the fields.

And still the swiftness lasts ; that to our speed
The trees seem shaken like a press of spears.

There is some count of us : folks travelling-capped,
Priesthood, and lank hard-featured soldiery,
Females (no women), blouses. Hunt, and I.

We are relayed at Amiens. The steam
Snorts, chafes, and bridles, like three hundred horse,
And flings its dusky mane upon the air.

Our company is thinned, and lamps alight.
But still there are the folks in travelling-caps,
No priesthood now, but always soldiery,
And babies to make up for show in noise ;

Females (no women), blouses, Hunt, and I.

Our windows at one side are shut for warmth ;

Upon the other side, a leaden sky,
Hung in blank glare, makes all the country dim,
Which too seems bald and meagre, be it truth,
Or of the waxing darkness. Here and there
The shade takes light, where in thin patches stand
The unstirred dregs of water.

in
THE PARIS RAILWAY-STATION

In France, (to baffle thieves and murderers)
A journey takes two days of passport work
At least. The plan's sometimes a tedious one.
But bears its fruit. Because, the other day,
In passing by the Morgue, we saw a man
(The thing is common, and we never should
Have known of it, only we passed that way)
Who had been stabbed and tumbled in the Seine,
Where he had stayed some days. The face was black.

And, like a negro's, swollen ; an the flesh

Had furred, and broken into a green mould.
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Now, very likely, he who did the job
Was standing among those who stood with us,
To look upon the corpse. You fancy him
Smoking an early pipe, and watching, as
An artist, the effect of his last work.
This always if it had not struck him that
'Twere best to leave while yet the body took
Its crust of rot beneath the Seine. It may :

But, if it did not, he can now remain
Without much fear. Only, if he should want
To travel, and have not his passport yet,
(Deep dogs these French police !) he may be caught.

Therefore you see (lest, being murderers,
We should not have the sense to go before
The thing were known, or to stay afterwards)
There is good reason why having resolved
To start for Belgium we were kept three days
To learn about the passports first, then do
As we had learned. This notwithstanding, in

The fulness of the time 'tis come to pass.

IV

REACHING BRUSSELS

There is small change of country ; but the sun
Is out, and it seems shame this were not said.

For upon all the grass the warmth has caught ;

And betwixt distant whitened poplar-stems
Makes greener darkness ; and in dells of trees
Shows spaces of a verdure that was hid ;

And the sky has its blue floated with white,
And crossed with falls of the sun's glory aslant
To lay upon the waters of the world ;

And from the road men stand with shaded eyes
To look ; and flowers in gardens have grown strong ;

And our own shadows here within the coach
Are brighter ; and all colour has more bloom.



A TRIP TO PARIS AND BELGIUM

So, after the sore torments of the route ;

Toothache, and headache, and the ache of wind,
And huddled sleep, and smarting wakefulness,
And night, and day, and hunger sick at food,
And twenty-fold relays, and packages
To be unlocked, and passports to be found,
And heavy well-kept landscape ; we were glad
Because we entered Brussels in the sun.

ANTWERP TO GHENT
We are upon the Scheldt. We know we move

Because there is a floating at our eyes
Whatso they seek ; and because all the things
Which on our outset were distinct and large
Are smaller and much weaker and quite grey,
And at last gone from us. No motion else.

We are upon the road. The thin swift moon
Runs with the running clouds that are the sky,
And with the running water runs at whiles
Weak 'neath the film and heavy growth of reeds,
The country swims with motion. Time itself

Is consciously beside us, and perceived.
Our speed is such the sparks our engine leaves
Are burning after the whole train has passed.
The darkness is a tumult. We tear on,
The roll behind us and the cry before,

Constantly, in a lull of intense speed
And thunder. Any other sound is known
Merely by sight. The shrubs, the trees your eye
Scans for their growth, are far along in haze.
The sky has lost its clouds, and lies away
Oppressively at calm : the moon has failed :

Our speed has set the wind against us. Now
Our engine's heat is fiercer, and flings up
Great glares alongside. Wind and steam and speed
And clamour and the night. We are in Ghent.



NEAR BRUSSELS A HALF-WAY PAUSE

The turn of noontide has begun.
In the weak breeze the sunshine yields.
There is a bell upon the fields.

On the long hedgerow's tangled run
A low white cottage intervenes :

Against the wall a blind man leans,
And sways his face to have the sun.

Our horses' hoofs stir in the road,

Quiet and sharp. Light hath a song
Whose silence, being heard, seems long.

The point of noon maketh abode,
And will not be at once gone through.
The sky's deep colour saddens you,

And the heat weighs a dreamy load.



ANTWERP AND BRUGES

I climbed the stair in Antwerp church,
What time the circling thews of sound
At sunset seem to heave it round.

Far up, the carillon did search
The wind, and the birds came to perch
Far under, where the gables wound.

In Antwerp harbour on the Scheldt
I stood along, a certain space
Of night. The mist was near my face ;

Deep on, the flow was heard and felt.

The carillon kept pause, and dwelt
In music through the silent place.

John Memmeling and John van Eyck
Hold state at Bruges. In sore shame
I scanned the works that keep their name.

The carillon, which then did strike

Mine ears, was heard of theirs alike :

It set me closer unto them.

I climbed at Bruges all the flight
The belfry has of ancient stone.

For leagues I saw the east wind blown ;

The earth was grey, the sky was white.
I stood so near upon the height
That my flesh felt the carillon.



WORDS ON THE WINDOW-PANE
Did she in summer write it, or in spring,
Or with this wail of autumn at her ears,
Or in some winter left among old years

Scratched it through tettered cark ? A certain thing
That round her heart the frost was hardening,
Not to be thawed of tears, which on this pane
Channelled the rime, perchance, in fevered rain,

For false man's sake and love's most bitter sting.

Howbeit, between this last word and the next

Unwritten, subtly seasoned was the smart,
And here at least the grace to weep : if she,

Rather, midway in her disconsolate text,
Rebelled not, loathing from the trodden heart
That thing which she had found man's love to be,

DANTIS TENEBRffi

(In Memory of my Father)

And didst thou know indeed, when at the font

Together with thy name thou gav'st me his,
That also on thy son must Beatrice

Decline her eyes according to her wont,
Accepting me to be of those that haunt
The vale of magical dark mysteries
Where to the hills her poet's foot-track lies

And wisdom's living fountain to his chaunt
Trembles in music ? This is that steep land
Where he that holds his journey stands at gaze
Tow'rd sunset, when the clouds like a new height

Seem piled to climb. These things I understand :

For here, where day still soothes my lifted face,
On thy bowed head, my father, fell the night.
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SONNETS ON PICTURES

FOR

AN ANNUNCIATION
EARLY GERMAN

The lilies stand before her like a screen

Through which, upon this warm and solemn day,
God surely hears. For there she kneels to pray

Who walls~our prayers to God Mary the Queen.
She was Faith's Present, parting what had been
From what began with her, and is for aye.
On either hand, God's twofold system lay :

With meek bowed face a Virgin prayed between.

So prays she, and the Dove flies in to her,
And she has turned. At the low porch is one
Who looks as though deep awe made him to smile,

Heavy with heat, the plants yield shadow there ;

The loud flies cross each other in the sun ;

And the aisled pillars meet the poplar-aisle.
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FOR
A VENETIAN PASTORAL

BY GIORGIONE
(In the Louvre)

Water, for anguish of the solstice : nay,
But dip the vessel slowly, nay, but lean
And har^c how at its verge the wave sighs in

Reluctant. Hush ! beyond all depth away
The heat lies silent at the brink of day :

Now the hand trails upon the viol-string
That sobs, and the brown faces cease to sing,

Sad with the whole of pleasure. Whither stray
Her eyes now, from whose mouth the slim pipes creep
And leave it pouting, while the shadowed grass

Is cool against her naked side ? Let be :

Say nothing now unto her lest she weep,
Nor name this ever. Be it as it was,

Life touching lips with Immortality.

FOR
AN ALLEGORICAL DANCE OF WOMEN

BY ANDREA MANTEGNA
(In the Louvre)

Scarcely, I think ; yet it indeed may be
The meaning reached him, when this music rang
Clear through his frame, a sweet possessive pang,

And he beheld these rocks and that ridged sea.

But I believe that, leaning tow'rds them, he

Just felt their hair carried across his face
As each girl passed him ; nor gave ear to trace

How many feet ; nor bent assuredly
His eyes from the blind fixedness of thought
To know the dancers. It is bitter glad
Even unto tears. Its meaning filleth it,

A secret of the wells of Life : to wit :

The heart's each pulse shall keep the sense it had
With all, though the mind's labour run to nought.



FOR

RUGGIERO AND ANGELICA
BY INGRES

I

A remote sky, prolonged to the sea's brim :

One rock-point standing buffeted alone,
Vexed at its base with a foul beast unknown,

Hell-birth of geomaunt and teraphim :

A knight, and a winged creature bearing him,
Reared at the rock : a woman fettered there,

Leaning into the hollow with loose hair
And throat let back and heartsick trail of limb.

The sky is harsh, and the sea shrewd and salt :

Under his lord the griffin-horse ramps blind
With rigid wings and tail. The spear's lithe stem

Thrills in the roaring of those jaws : behind,
That evil length of body chafes at fault.

She does not hear nor see she knows of them.

II

Clench thine eyes now, 'tis the last instant, girl :

Draw in thy senses, set thy knees, and take
One breath for all : thy life is keen awake,

Thou mayst not swoon. Was that the scattered whirl
Of its foam drenched thee ? or the waves that curl
And split, bleak spray wherein thy temples ache ?

Or was it his the champion's blood to flake

Thy flesh ? or thine own blood's anointing, girl ?

Now, silence : for the sea's is such a sound
As irks- not silence ; and except the sea,

All now is still. Now the dead thing doth cease
To writhe, and drifts. He turns to her : and she,

Cast from the jaws of Death, remains there, bound,
Again a woman in her nakedness.
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FOR
A VIRGIN AND CHILD
BY HANS MBMMELINCK

(In the Academy of Bruges)

Mystery : God, man's life, born into man
Ofwoman. There abideth on her brow
The ended pang of knowledge, the which now
Is calm assured. Since first her task began
She hath known all. What more of anguish than
Endurance oft hath lived through, the whole space
Through night till day, passed weak upon her face
While the heard lapse of darkness slowly ran ?

All hath been told her 'touching her dear Son,
And all shall be accomplished. Where He sits

Even now, a babe, He holds the symbol fruit

Perfect and chosen. Until God permits,
His soul's elect still have the absolute
Harsh nether darkness, and make painful moan.

FOR
A MARRIAGE OF ST. CATHERINE

BY THE SAME
(In the Hospital of St. John at Bruges)

Mystery : Catherine the bride of Christ.
She kneels, and on her hand the holy Child
Now sets the ring. Her life is hushed and mild,
Laid in God's knowledge ever unenticed
From God, and in the end thus fitly priced.
Awe, and the music that is near her, wrought
Of angels, have possessed her eyes in thought :

Her utter joy is hers, and hath sufficed.

There is a pause while Mary Virgin turns
The leaf, and reads. With eyes on the spread book,
That damsel at her knees reads after her.

John whom He loved, and John His harbinger,
Listen and watch. Whereon soe'er thou look,
The light is starred in gems and the gold burns.



FOR
THE HOLY FAMILY
BY MICHELANGELO
(In the National Gallery)

Turn not the prophet's page, O Son ! He knew
All that Thou hast to suffer, and hath writ.

Not yet Thine hour of knowledge. Infinite

The sorrows that Thy manhood's lot must rue
And dire acquaintance of Thy grief. That clue
The spirits of Thy mournful ministerings
Seek through yon scroll in silence. For these things

The angels have desired to look into.

Still before Eden waves the fiery sword,
Her Tree of Life unransomed : whose sad Tree
Of Knowledge yet to growth of Calvary
Must yield its Tempter, Hell the earliest dead

Of Earth resign, and yet, O Son and Lord,
The seed o' the woman bruise the serpent's head.

FOR
SPRING

BY SANDRO BOTTICELLI
(In the Accademia of Florence)

What masque of what old wind-withered New-Year
Honours this Lady ? Flora, wanton-eyed
For birth, and with all flowrets prankt and pied :

Aurora, Zephyrus, with mutual cheer
Of clasp and kiss : the Graces circling near,
'Neath bower-linked arch of white arms glorified :

And with those feathered feet which hovering glide
O'er Spring's brief bloom, Hermes the harbinger.

Birth-bare, not death-bare yet, the young stems stand
This Lady's temple-columns : o'er her head
Love wings his shaft. What mystery here is read

Of homage or of hope ? But how command
Dead Springs to answer ? And how question here
These mummers of that wind-withered New-Year ?



FOR
OUR LADY OF THE ROCKS

BY LEONARDO DA VINCI

Mother, is this the darkness of the end,
The Shadow of Death ? and is that outer sea
Infinite imminent Eternity ?

And does the death-pang by man's seed sustained
In Time's each instant cause thy face to bend

Its silent prayer upon the Son, while He
Blesses the dead with His hand silently

To His long day which hours no more offend ?

Mother of grace, the pass is difficult,

Keen as these rocks, and the bewildered souls

Throng it like echoes, blindly shuddering through.
Thy name, O Lord, each spirit's voice extols,
Whose peace abides in the dark avenue

Amid the bitterness of things occult.

FOR
THE WINE OF CIRCE
BY EDWARD BURNS JONES

Dusk-haired and gold-robed o'er the golden wine
She stoops, wherein, distilled of death and shame,
Sink the black drops ; while, lit with fragrant flame,

Round her spread board' the golden sunflowers shine.
Doth Helios here with Hecate combine
(O Circe, thou their votaress !) to proclaim
For these thy guests all rapture in Love's name,

Till pitiless Night give Day the countersign ?

Lords of their hour, they come. And by her knee
Those cowering beasts, their equals heretofore,

Wait ; who with them in new equality
To-night shall echo back the sea's dull roar
With a vain waiTTrom passion's tide-strown shore

Where the dishevelled seaweed hates the sea.



MARY MAGDALENE
At the door of Simon the Pharisee

(For a Drawing)

' Why wilt thou cast the roses from thine hair ?

Nay, be thou all a rose, wreath, lips, and cheek.

Nay, not this house, that banquet-house we seek ;

See how they kiss and enter ; come thou there.
This delicate day of love we two will share

Till at our ear'love's whispering night shall speak.
What, sweet one, hold'st thou still the foolish freak ?

Nay, when I kiss thy feet they'll leave the stair.'

Oh loose me ! Seest thou not my Bridegroom's face
That draws me to Him ? For His feet my kiss,

My hair, my tears He craves to-day : and oh !

What words can tell what other day and place
Shall see me clasp those blood-stained feet of His ?

He needs me, calls me, loves me : let me go !

'



MARY MAGDALENE
AT THE DOOR OF SIMON THE PHARISEE
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THE PASSOVER IN THE HOLY FAMILY

(For a Drawing)

Here meet together the prefiguring day
And day prefigured.

*

Eating, thou shalt stand,
Feet-shod, loins girt, thy road-staff in thine hand,

With blood-stained door and lintel,' did God say
By Moses' mouth in ages passed away.
And now, where this poor household doth comprise
At Paschal-Feast two kindred families,

Lo ! the slain lamb confronts the Lamb to slay.

The pyre is piled. What agony's crown attained,
What shadow of Death the Boy's fair brow subdues

Who holds that blood wherewith the porch is stained

By Zachary the priest ? John binds the shoes
He deemed himself not worthy to unloose ;

And Mary culls the bitter herbs ordained.



ASPECTA MEDUSA
(For a Drawing)

Andromeda, by Perseus saved and wed,
Hankered each day to see the Gorgon's head
Till o'er a fount he held it, bade her lean,
And mirrored in the wave was safely seen
That death she lived by.

Let not thine eyes know
Any forbidden thing itself, although
It once should save as well as kill : but be
Its shadow upon life enough for thee.
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JENNY
Vengeance of Jenny's case ! Fie on her ! Never name her, child !

(Mrs. Quickly)

Lazy laughing languid Jenny,
Fond of a kiss and fond of a guinea,
Whose head upon my knee to-night
Rests for a while, as if grown light
With all our dances and the sound
To which the wild tunes spun you round :

Fair Jenny mine, the thoughtless queen
Of kisses which the blush between
Could hardly make much daintier ;

Whose eyes are as blue skies, whose hair
Is countless gold incomparable :

Fresh flower, scarce touched with signs that tell

Of Love's exuberant hotbed : Nay,
Poor flower left torn since yesterday
Until to-morrow leave you bare ;

Poor handful of bright spring-water
Flung in the whirlpool's shrieking face ;

Poor shameful Jenny, full of grace
Thus with your head upon my knee ;

Whose person or whose purse may be
The lodestar of your reverie ?

This room of yours, my Jenny, looks
A change from mine so full of books,
Whose serried ranks hold fast, forsooth,
So many captive hours of youth,
The hours they thieve from day and night
To make one's cherished work come right,
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And leave it wrong for all their theft,
Even as to-night my work was left :

Until I vowed that since my brain
And eyes of dancing seemed so fain,

My feet should have some dancing too :

And thus it was I met with you.
Well, I suppose 'twas hard to part,
For here I am. And now, sweetheart,
You seem too tired to get to bed.

It was a careless life I led
When rooms like this were scarce so strange
Not long ago. What breeds the change,
The many aims or the few years ?

Because to-night it all appears
Something I do not know again.

The cloud's not danced out of my brain,
The cloud that made it turn and swim
While hour by hour the books grew dim.

Why, Jenny, as I watch you there,
For all your wealth of loosened hair,
Your silk ungirdled and unlac'd
And warm sweets open to the waist,
All golden in the lamplight's gleam,
You know not what a book you seem,
Half read by lightning in a dream !

How should you know, my Jenny ? Nay,
And I should be ashamed to say :

Poor beauty, so well worth a kiss !

But while my thought runs on like this

With wasteful whims more than enough,
I wonder what you're thinking of.

If of myself you think at all,

What is the thought ? conject
On sorry matters best unsolve
Or inly is each grace revolved
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To fit me with a lure ? or (sad
To think !) perhaps you're merely glad
That I'm not drunk or ruffianly
And let you rest upon my knee.

For sometimes, were the truth confess'd,
You're thankful for a little rest,
Glad from the crush to rest within,
From the heart-sickness and the din
Where envy's voice at virtue's pitch
Mocks you because your gown is rich ;

And from the pale girl's dumb rebuke,
Whose ill-clad grace and toil-worn look
Proclaim the strength that keeps her weak,
And other nights than yours bespeak ;

And from the wise unchildish elf,

To schoolmate lesser than himself

Pointing you out, what thing you are :

Yes, from the daily jeer and jar,
From shame and shame's outbraving too,
Is rest not sometimes sweet to you ?

But most from the hatefulness of man,
Who spares not to end what he began,
Whose acts are ill and his speech ill,

Who, having used you at his will,
Thrusts you aside, as when I dine
I serve the dishes and the wine.

Well, handsome Jenny mine, sit up :

I've filled our glasses, let us sup,
And do not let me think of you,
Lest shame of yours suffice for two.
What, still so tired ? Well, well then, keep
Your head there, so you do not sleep ;

But that the weariness may pass
And leave you merry, take this glass.
Ah ! lazy lily hand, more bless 'd
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If ne'er in rings it had been dress'd
Nor ever by a glove conceal'd !

Behold the lilies of the field,

They toil not neither do they spin ;

(So doth the ancient text begin,
Not of such rest as one of these
Can share.) Another rest and ease

Along each summer-sated path
From its new lord the garden hath,
Than that whose spring in blessings ran
Which praised the bounteous husbandman,
Ere yet, in days of hankering breath,
The lilies sickened unto death.

What, Jenny, are your lilies dead ?

Aye, and the snow-white leaves are spread
Like winter on the garden-bed.
But you had roses left in May,
They were not gone too. Jenny, nay,
But must your roses die, and those
Their purfled buds that should unclose ?

Even so ; the leaves are curled apart,
Still red as from the broken heart,
And here's the naked stem of thorns.

Nay, nay, mere words. Here nothing warns
As yet of winter. Sickness here
Or want alone could waken fear,

Nothing but passion wrings a tear.

Except when there may rise unsought
Haply at times a passing thought
Of the old days which seem to be
Much older than any history
That is written in any book ;

When she would lie in fields and look

Along the ground through the blown grass,
And wonder where the city was,
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Far out of sight, whose broil and bale

They told her then for a child's tale.

Jenny, you know the city now.
A child can tell the tale there, how
Some things which are not yet enroll'd
In market-lists are bought and sold
Even till the early Sunday light,
When Saturday night is market-night
Everywhere, be it dry or wet,
And market-night in the Haymarket.
Our learned London children know,
Poor Jenny, all your pride and woe ;

Have seen your lifted silken skirt

Advertise dainties through the dirt ;

Have seen your coach-wheels splash rebuke
On virtue ; and have learned your look

When, wealth and health slipped past, you stare

Along the streets alone, and there,
Round the long park, across the bridge,
The cold lamps at the pavement's edge
Wind on together and apart,
A fiery serpent for your heart.

Let the thoughts pass, an empty cloud !

Suppose I were to think aloud,
What if to her all this were said ?

Why, as a volume seldom read

Being opened halfway shuts again,
So might the pages of her brain
Be parted at such words, and thence
Close back upon the dusty sense.
For is there hue or shape defin'd
In Jenny's desecrated mind,
Where all contagious currents meet,
A Lethe of the middle street ?

Nay, it reflects not any face,
Nor sound is in its sluggish pace,
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But as they coil those eddies clot,
And night and day remember not.

Why, Jenny, you're asleep at last !

Asleep, poor Jenny, hard and fast,
So young and soft and tired ; so fair,

With chin thus nestled in your hair,
Mouth quiet, eyelids almost blue
As if some sky of dreams shone through !

Just as another woman sleeps !

Enough to throw one's thoughts in heaps
Of doubt and horror, what to say
Or think, this awful secret sway,
The potter's power over the clay !

Of the same lump (it has been said)
For honour and dishonour made,
Two sister vessels. Here is one.

My cousin Nell is fond of fun,
And fond of dress, and change, and praise,
So mere a woman in her ways :

And if her sweet eyes rich in youth
Are like her lips that tell the truth,

My cousin Nell is fond of love.
And she's the girl I'm proudest of.

Who does not prize her, guard her well ?

The love of change, in cousin Nell,
Shall find the best and hold it dear :

The unconquered mirth turn quieter
Not through her own, through others' woe
The conscious pride of beauty glow
Beside another's pride in her,
One little part of all they share.
For Love himself shall ripen these
In a kind soil to just increase

Through years of fertilizing peace.
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Of the same lump (as it is said)
For honour and dishonour made,
Two sister vessels. Here is one.

It makes a goblin of the sun.

So pure, so fall'n ! How dare to think
Of the first common kindred link ?

Yet, Jenny, till the world shall burn
It seems that all things take their turn ;

And who shall say but this fair tree

May need, in changes that may be,
Your children's children's charity ?

Scorned then, no doubt, as you are scorn'd !

Shall no man hold his pride forewarn'd

Till in the end, the Day of Days,
At Judgment, one of his own race,
As frail and lost as you, shall rise,

His daughter, with his mother's eyes ?

How Jenny's clock ticks on the shelf !

Might not the dial scorn itself

That has such hours to register ?

Yet as to me, even so to her
Are golden sun and silver moon,
In daily largesse of earth's boon,
Counted for life-coins to one tune.
And if, as blindfold fates are toss'd,

Through some one man this life be lost,
Shall soul not somehow pay for soul ?

Fair shines the gilded aureole
In which our highest painters place
Some living woman's simple face.

And the stilled features thus descried
As Jenny's long throat droops aside,
The shadows where the cheeks are thin,
And pure wide curve from ear to chin,
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With Raffael's, Leonardo's hand
To show them to men's souls, might stand,
Whole ages long, the whole world through,
For preachings of what God can do.
What has man done here ? How atone,
Great God, for this which man has done ?

And for the body and soul which by
Man's pitiless doom must now comply
With lifelong hell, what lullaby
Of sweet forgetful second birth

Remains ? All dark. No sign on earth
What measure of God's rest endows
The many mansions of his house.

If but a woman's heart might see
Such erring heart unerringly
For once ! But that can never be.

Like a rose shut in a book
In which pure women may not look,
For its base pages claim control
To crush the flower within the soul ;

Where through each dead rose-leaf that clings,
Pale as transparent Psyche-wings,
To the vile text, are traced such things
As might make lady's cheek indeed
More than a living rose to read ;

So nought save foolish foulness may
Watch with hard eyes the sure decay ;

And so the life-blood of this rose,
Puddled with shameful knowledge, flows

Through leaves no chaste hand may unclose :

Yet still it keeps such faded show
Of when 'twas gathered long ago,
That the crushed petals' lovely grain,
The sweetness of the sanguine stain,
Seen of a woman's eyes, must make
Her pitiful heart, so prone to ache,
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Love roses better for its sake :

Only that this can never be :

Even so unto her sex is she.

Yet, Jenny, looking long at you,
The woman almost fades from view.
A cipher of man's changeless sum
Of lust, past, present, and to come,
Is left. A riddle that one shrinks
To challenge from the scornful sphinx.

Like a toad within a stone
Seated while Time crumbles on ;

Which sits there since the earth was curs'd
For Man's transgression at the first ;

Which, living through all centuries,
Not once has seen the sun arise ;

Whose life, to its cold circle charmed,
The earth's whole summers have not warmed ;

Which always whitherso the stone
Be flung sits there, deaf, blind, alone ;

Aye, and shall not be driven out
Till that which shuts him round about
Break at the very Master's stroke,
And the dust thereof vanish as smoke,
And the seed of Man vanish as dust :

Even so within this world is Lust.

Come, come, what use in thoughts like this ?

Poor little Jenny, good to kiss,
You'd not believe by what strange roads

Thought travels, when your beauty goads
A man to-night to think of toads !

Jenny, wake up .... Why, there's the dawn !

And there's an early waggon drawn
To market, and some sheep that jog
Bleating before a barking dog ;
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And the old streets come peering through
Another night that London knew ;

And all as ghostlike as the lamps.

So on the wings of day decamps
My last night's frolic. Glooms begin
To shiver off as lights creep in

Past the gauze curtains half drawn-to,
And the lamp's doubled shade grows blue,
Your lamp, my Jenny, kept alight,
Like a wise virgin's, all one night !

And in the alcove coolly spread
Glimmers with dawn your empty bed ;

And yonder your fair face I see
Reflected lying on my knee,
Where teems with first foreshadowings
Your pier-glass scrawled with diamond rings :

And on your bosom all night worn
Yesterday's rose now droops forlorn,
But dies not yet this summer morn.

And now without, as if some word
Had called upon them that they heard,
The London sparrows far and nigh
Clamour together suddenly ;

And Jenny's cage-bird grown awake
Here in their song his part must take,
Because here too the day doth break.

And somehow in myself the dawn
Among stirred clouds and veils withdrawn
Strikes greyly on her. Let her sleep.
But will it wake her if I heap
These cushions thus beneath her head
Where my knee was ? No, there's your bed,

My Jenny, while you dream. And there
I lay among your golden hair

Perhaps the subject of your dreams,
These golden coins.
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For still one deems
That Jenny's flattering sleep confers
New magic on the magic purse,*
Grim web, how clogged with shrivelled flies !

Between the threads fine fumes arise
And shape their pictures in the brain.
There roll no streets in glare and rain,
Nor flagrant man-swine whets his tusk ;

But delicately sighs in musk
The homage of the dim boudoir :

Or like a palpitating star
Thrilled into song, the opera-night
Breathes faint in the quick pulse of light ;

Or at the carriage-window shine
Rich wares for choice ; or, free to dine,
Whirls through its hour of health (divine
For her) the concourse of the Park.
And though in the discounted dark
Her functions there and here are one,
Beneath the lamps and in the sun
There reigns at least the acknowledged belle

Apparelled beyond parallel.
Ah Jenny, yes, we know your dreams.

For even the Paphian Venus seems
A goddess o'er the realms of love,
When silver-shrined in shadowy grove :

Aye, or let offerings nicely plac'd
But hide Priapus to the waist,
And whoso looks on him shall see
An eligible deity.

Why, Jenny, waking here alone

May help you to remember one,

Though all the memory's long outworn
Of many a double-pillowed morn.
I think I see you when you wake,
And rub your eyes for me, and shake
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My gold, in rising, from your hair,
A Danae for a moment there.

Jenny, my love rang true ! for still

Love at first sight is vague, until

That tinkling makes him audible.

And must I mock you to the last,

Ashamed of my own shame, aghast
Because some thoughts not born amiss
Rose at a poor fair face like this ?

Well, of such thoughts so much I know :

In my life, as in hers, they show,
By a far gleam which I may near,
A dark path I can strive to clear.

Only one kiss. Good-bye, my dear.
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* Why did you melt your waxen man,

Sister Helen ?

To-day is the third since you began.'
* The time was long, yet the time ran,

Little brother.'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Three days to-day, between Hell and Heaven !)

* But if you have done your work aright,
Sister Helen,

You'll let me play, for you said I might.'
* Be very still in your play to-night,

Little brother.'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Third night, to-night, between Hell and Heaven !)

* You said it must melt ere vesper-bell,
Sister Helen ;

If now it be molten, all is well.'
4 Even so, nay, peace ! you cannot tell,

Little brother.'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
O what is this, between Hell and Heaven ?)

4 Oh the waxen knave was plump to-day,
Sister Helen ;

How like dead folk he has dropped away !'

' Nay now, of the dead what can you say,
Little brother r

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
What of the dead, between Hell and Heaven ?)
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'

See, see, the sunken pile of wood,
Sister Helen,

Shines through the thinned wax red as blood !'

4 Nay now, when looked you yet on blood,
Little brother?'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
How pale she is, between Hell and Heaven

!)

* Now close your eyes, for they're sick and sore,
Sister Helen,

And I'll play without the gallery door.'
'

Aye, let me rest, I'll lie on the floor,
Little brother.'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
What rest to-night, between Hell and Heaven ?)

* Here high up in the balcony,
Sister Helen,

The moon flies face to face with me.'
*

Aye, look and say whatever you see,
Little brother.'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
What sight to-night, between Hell and Heaven ?)

* Outside it's merry in the wind's wake,
Sister Helen ;

In the shaken trees the chill stars shake.'
* Hush, heard you a horse-tread as you spake,

Little brother ?'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
What sound to-night, between Hell and Heaven ?)

* I hear a horse-tread, and I see,
Sister Helen,

Three horsemen that ride terribly.'
* Little brother, whence come the three,

Little brother ?'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Whence shouldtheycome, between Helland Heaven ?)
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' They come by the hill-verge from Boyne Bar,
Sister Helen,

And one draws nigh, but two are afar.'
4 Look, look, do you know them who they are,

Little brother ?'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Who should they be, between Hell and Heaven ?)

4 Oh, it's Keith of Eastholm rides so fast,

Sister Helen,
For I know the white mane on the blast.'
4 The hour has come, has come at last,

Little brother!'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Her hour at last, between Hell and Heaven !)

' He has made a sign and called Halloo !

Sister Helen,
And he says that he would speak with you.'
* Oh tell him I fear the frozen dew,

Little brother.'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Why laughs she thus, between Hell and Heaven ?)

* The wind is loud, but I hear him cry,
Sister Helen,

That Keith of Ewern's like to die.'
1 And he and thou, and thou and I,

Little brother.'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
And they and we, between Hell and Heaven !)

* Three days ago, on his marriage-morn,
Sister Helen,

He sickened, and lies since then forlorn.'
* For bridegroom's side is the bride a thorn,

Little brother ?'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Cold bridal cheer, between Hell and Heaven !)
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* Three days and nights he has lain abed,
Sister Helen,

And he prays in torment to be dead.'
* The thing may chance, if he have prayed,

Little brother!'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
If he have prayed, between Hell and Heaven !)

4 But he has not ceased to cry to-day,
Sister Helen,

That you should take your curse away.'
1 My prayer was heard, he need but pray,

Little brother!'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Shall God not hear, between Hell and Heaven ?)

4 But he says, till you take back your ban,
Sister Helen,

His soul would pass, yet never can.'
' Nay then, shall I slay a living man,

Little brother?'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
A living soul, between Hell and Heaven !)

* But he calls for ever on your name,
Sister Helen,

And says that he melts before a flame.'
* My heart for his pleasure fared the same,

Little brother.'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Fire at the heart, between Hell and Heaven !)

4 Here's Keith of Westholm riding fast,
Sister Helen,

For I know the white plume on the blast.'
4 The hour, the sweet hour I forecast,

Little brother!'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Is the hour sweet, between Hell and Heaven ?)
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* He stops to speak, and he stills his horse,
Sister Helen ;

But his words are drowned in the wind's course.'
4 Nay hear, nay hear, you must hear perforce,

Little brother!'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
What word now heard, between Hell and Heaven ?)

* Oh he says that Keith of Ewern's cry,
Sister Helen,

Is ever to see you ere he die.'
' In all that his soul sees, there am I,

Little brother!'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
The soul's one sight, between Hell and Heaven !)

* He sends a ring and a broken coin,
Sister Helen,

And bids you mind the banks of Boyne.'
1 What else he broke will he ever join,

Little brother?'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
No, never joined, between Hell and Heaven !)

4 He yields you these and craves full fain,
Sister Helen,

You pardon him in his mortal pain.'
* What else he took will he give again,

Little brother ?'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Not twice to give, between Hell and Heaven !)

* He calls your name in an agony,
Sister Helen,

That even dead Love must weep to see.'
* Hate, born of Love, is blind as he,

Little brother!'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Love turned to hate, between Hell and Heaven !)
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4 Oh it's Keith of Keith now that rides fast,
Sister Helen,

For I know the white hair on the blast.'
* The short short hour will soon be past,

Little brother!'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Will soon be past, between Hell and Heaven !)

' He looks at me and he tries to speak,
Sister Helen,

But oh ! his voice is sad and weak !

'

* What here should the mighty Baron seek,
Little brother ?'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Is this the end, between Hell and Heaven ?)

* Oh his son still cries, if you forgive,
Sister Helen,

The body dies but the soul shall live.'
* Fire shall forgive me as I forgive,

Little brother!'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
As she forgives, between Hell and Heaven !)

* Oh he prays you, as his heart would rive,
Sister Helen,

To save his dear son's soul alive.'
* Fire cannot slay it, it shall thrive,

Little brother !'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Alas, alas, between Hell and Heaven !)

* He cries to you, kneeling in the road,
Sister Helen,

To go with him for the love of God !'

* The way is long to his son's abode,
Little brother.'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
The way is long, between Hell and Heaven !)
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* A lady's here, by a dark steed brought,
Sister Helen,

So darkly clad, I saw her not.'
' See her now or never see aught,

Little brother !'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
What more to see, between Hell and Heaven ?)

4 Her hood falls back, and the moon shines fair,

Sister Helen,
On the Lady of Ewern's golden hair.'
* Blest hour of my power and her despair,

Little brother !'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Hour blest and bann'd, between Hell and Heaven !)

1

Pale, pale her cheeks, that in pride did glow,
Sister Helen,

'Neath the bridal-wreath three days ago.'
4 One morn for pride and three days for woe,

Little brother!'

{O Mother, Mary Mother,
Three days, three nights, between Hell and Heaven !)

* Her clasped hands stretch from her bending head,
Sister Helen ;

With the loud wind's wail her sobs are wed.'
* What wedding-strains hath her bridal-bed,

Little brother ?'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
What strain but death's, between Hell and Heaven !)

* She may not speak, she sinks in a swoon,
Sister Helen,

She lifts her lips and gasps on the moon.'
* Oh ! might I but hear her soul's blithe tune,

Little brother!'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Her woe's dumb cry, between Hell and Heaven !)
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They've caught her to Westholm's saddle-bow,
Sister Helen,

And her moonlit hair gleams white in its flow/
* Let it turn whiter than winter snow,

Little brother !

'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Woe-withered gold, between Hell and Heaven !)

* O Sister Helen, you heard the bell,

Sister Helen !

More loud than the vesper-chime it fell.'
* No vesper-chime, but a dying knell,

Little brother !

'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
His dying knell, between Hell and Heaven

!)

Alas ! but I fear the heavy sound,
Sister Helen ;

Is it in the sky or in the ground ?
'

*

Say, have they turned their horses round,
Little brother ?

'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
What would she more, between Hell and Heaven ?)

'They have raised the old man from his knee,
Sister Helen,

And they ride in silence hastily.'
' More fast the naked soul doth flee,

Little brother !

'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
The naked soul, between Hell and Heaven

!)

* Flank to flank are the three steeds gone,
Sister Helen,

But the lady's dark steed goes alone.'
* And lonely her bridegroom's soul hath flown,

Little brother.'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
The lonely ghost, between Hell and Heaven !)
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4 Oh the wind is sad in the iron chill,

Sister Helen,
And weary sad they look by the hill.'
4 But he and I are sadder still,

Little brother !

'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Most sad of all, between Hell and Heaven !)

*
See, see, the wax has dropped from its place,

Sister Helen,
And the flames are winning up apace !

'

* Yet here they burn but for a space,
Little brother !

'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Here for a space, between Hell and Heaven

!)

4 Ah ! what white thing at the door has cross'd,
Sister Helen ?

Ah ! what is this that sighs in the frost ?
'

' A soul that's lost as mine is lost,
Little brother !

'

(O Mother, Mary Mother,
Lost, lost, all lost, between Hell and Heaven

!)
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STRATTON WATER
* O have you seen the Stratton flood
That's great with rain to-day ?

It runs beneath your wall, Lord Sands,
Full of the new-mown hay.

' I led your hounds to Hutton bank
To bathe at

early
morn :

They got their batn by Borrowbrake
Above the standing corn.'

Out from the castle-stair Lord Sands
Looked up the western lea ;

The rook was grieving on her nest,
The flood was round her tree.

Over the castle-wall Lord Sands
Looked down the eastern hill :

The stakes swam free among the boats,
The flood was rising still.

* What's yonder far below that lies

So white against the slope ?'

4 O it's a sail o' your bonny barks
The waters have washed up.'

' But I have never a sail so white,
And the water's not yet there.'

* O it's the swans o' your bonny lake
The rising flood doth scare.'
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* The swans they would not hold so still,

So high they would not win.'
4 O it's Joyce my wife has spread her smock
And fears to fetch it in.'

*

Nay, knave, it's neither sail nor swans,
Nor aught that you can say ;

For though your wife might leave her smock,
Herself she'd bring away.'

Lord Sands has passed the turret-stair,
The court, and yard, and all ;

The kine were in the byre that day,
The nags were in the stall.

Lord Sands has won the weltering slope
Whereon the white shape lay :

The clouds were still above the hill,

And the shape was still as they.

Oh pleasant is the gaze of life

And sad is death's blind head ;

But awful are the living eyes
In the face of one thought dead 1

' In God's name, Janet, is it me
Thy ghost has come to seek ?'

*

Nay, wait another hour, Lord Sands,
Be sure my ghost shall speak.'

A moment stood he as a stone,
Then grovelled to his knee.

* O Janet, O my love, my love,
Rise up and come with me !'

* O once before you bade me come,
And it's here you have brought me !
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' O many's the sweet word, Lord Sands,
You've spoken oft to me ;

But all that I have from you to-day
Is the rain on my body.

* And many's the good gift, Lord Sands,
You've promised oft to me ;

But the gift of yours I keep to-day
Is the babe in my body.

' O it's not in any earthly bed
That first my babe I'll see ;

For I have brought my body here
That the flood may cover me.'

His face was close against her face,
His hands of hers were fain :

O her wet cheeks were hot with tears,
Her wet hands cold with rain.

* They told me you were dead, Janet,
How could I guess the lie ?

'

' They told me you were false, Lord Sands,-
What could I do but die ?

'

* Now keep you well, my brother Giles,

Through you I deemed her dead !

As wan as your towers seem to-day,
To-morrow they'll be red.

* Look down, look down, my false mother,
That bade me not to grieve :

You'll look up when our marriage fires

Are lit to-morrow eve :

' O more than one and more than two
The sorrow of this shall see :

But it's to-morrow, love, for them,
To-day's for thee and me.'
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He's drawn her face between his hands
And her pale mouth to his :

No bird that was so still that day
Chirps sweeter than his kiss.

,

The flood was creeping round their feet.
* O Janet, come away !

The hall is warm for the marriage-rite,
The bed for the birthday.'

*

Nay, but I hear your mother cry," Go bring this bride to bed !

And would she christen her babe unborn,
So wet she comes to wed ?

' '

*
I'll be your wife to cross your door
And meet your mother's e'e.

We plighted troth to wed i' the kirk,
And it's there you'll wed with me.'

He's ta'en her by the short girdle
And by the dripping sleeve :

* Go fetch Sir Jock my mother's priest,
You'll ask of him no leave.

* O it's one half-hour to reach the kirk
And one for the marriage-rite ;

And kirk and castle and castle-lands
Shall be our babe's to-night.'

4 The flood's in the kirkyard, Lord Sands,
And round the belfry-stair.'

* I bade you fetch the priest,' he said,
*

Myself shall bring him there.

4 It's for the lilt of wedding bells

We'll have the hail to pour,
And for the clink of bridle-reins
The plashing of the oar.'
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Beneath them on the nether hill

A boat was floating wide :

Lord Sands swam out and caught the oars
And rowed to the hill-side.

He's wrapped her in a green mantle
And set her softly in ;

Her hair was wet upon her face,
Her face was grey and thin ;

And ' Oh! ' she said,
' lie still, my babe,

It's out you must not win !

'

But woe's my heart for Father John !

As hard as he might pray,
There seemed no help but Noah's ark
Or Jonah's fish that day.

The first strokes that the oars struck
Were over the broad leas ;

The next strokes that the oars struck

They pushed beneath the trees ;

The last stroke that the oars struck,
The good boat's head was met,

And there the gate of the kirkyard
Stood like a ferry-gate.

He's set his hand upon the bar
And lightly leaped within :

He's lifted her to his left shoulder,
Her knees beside his chin.

The graves lay deep beneath the flood

Under the rain alone ;

And when the foot-stone made him slip,
He held by the head-stone.
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The empty boat thrawed i' the wind,
Against the postern tied.

* Hold still, you've brought my love with me,
You shall take back my bride.'

But woe's my heart for Father John
And the saints he clamoured to !

There's never a saint but Christopher
Might hale such buttocks through !

And ' Oh !
' she said,

( on men's shoulders
I well had thought to wend,

And well to travel with a priest,
But not to have cared or ken'd.

4 And oh !

' she said,
* it's well this way

That I thought to have fared,
Not to have lighted at the kirk
But stopped in the kirkyard.

* For it's oh and oh I prayed to God,
Whose rest I hoped to win,

That when to-night at your board-head
You'd bid the feast begin,

This water past your window-sill

Might bear my body in.'

Now make the white bed warm and soft

And greet the merry morn.
The night the mother should have died,
The young son shall be born.

79
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The shadows fall along the wall,
It's night at Haye-la-Serre ;

The maidens weave since day grew eve,
The lady's in her chair.

O passing slow the long hours go
With time to think and sigh,

When weary maidens weave beneath
A listless lady's eye.

It's two days that Earl Simon's gone
And it's the second night ;

At Haye-la-Serre the lady's fair,

In June the moon is light.

O it's ' Maids, ye'll wake till I come back/
And the hound's i' the lady's chair :

No shuttles fly, the work stands by,
It's play at Haye-la-Serre.

The night is worn, the lamp's forlorn,
The shadows waste and fail ;

There's morning air at Haye-la-Serre,
The watching maids look pale.

O all unmarked the birds at dawn
Where drowsy maidens be ;

But heard too soon the lark's first tune
Beneath the trysting-tree.
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4 Hold me thy hand, sweet Dennis Shand,'
Says the Lady Joan de Haye,

4 That thou to-morrow do forget
To-day and yesterday.

1 For many a weary month to come
My lord keeps house with me,

And sighing summer must lie cold
In winter's company.

* And many an hour I'll pass thee by
And see thee and be seen ;

Yet not a glance must tell by chance
How sweet these hours have been.

4 We've all to fear ; there's Maud the spy,
There's Ann whose face I scor'd,

There's Blanch tells Huot everything,
And Huot loves my lord.

4 But O and it's my Dennis '11 know,
When my eyes look weary dim,

Who finds the gold for his girdle-fee
And who keeps love for him.'

The morrow's come and the morrow-night,
It's feast at Haye-la-Serre,

And Dennis Shand the cup must hand
Beside Earl Simon's chair.

And still when the high pouring's done
And cup and flagon clink,

Till his lady's lips have touched the brim
Earl Simon will not drink.

But it's,
'

Joan my wife,' Earl Simon says,
'Your maids are white and wan.'

And it's,
'

O,' she says, 'they've watched the night
With Maud's sick sister Ann.'
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But it's, 'Lady Joan and Joan my bird,
Yourself look white and wan.'

And it's,
* O, I've walked the night myself

To pull the herbs for Ann :

* And some of your knaves were at the hutch
And some in the cellarage,

But the only one that watched with us
Was Dennis Shand your page.

* Look on the boy, sweet honey lord,
How drooped his eyelids be :

The rosy colour's not yet back
That paled in serving me.'

O it's,
' Wife, your maids are foolish jades,

And you're a silly chuck,
And the lazy knaves shall get their staves
About their ears for luck :

* But Dennis Shand may take the cup
And pour the wine to his hand ;

Wife, thou shalt touch it with thy lips,
And drink thou, Dennis Shand !

'
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Honey-flowers to the honey-comb
And the honey-bee's from home.

A honey-comb and a honey-flower,
And the bee shall have his hour.

A honeyed heart for the honey-comb,
And the humming bee flies home.

A heavy heart in the honey-flower,
And the bee has had his hour.

II

A honey cell's in the honeysuckle,
And the honey-bee knows it well.

The honey-comb has a heart of honey
And the humming bee's so bonny.

A honey-flower's the honeysuckle
And the bee's in the honey-bell.

The honeysuckle is sucked of honey,
And the bee is heavy and bonny.
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III

Brown shell first for the butterfly,
And a bright wing by and by.

Butterfly, good-bye to your shell,

And, bright wings, speed you well.

Bright lamplight for the butterfly
And a burnt wing by and by.

Butterfly, alas for your shell,

And, bright wings, fare you well.

IV

Lost love-labour and lullaby,
And lowly let love lie.

Lost love-morrow and love-fellow
And love's life lying low.

Lovelorn labour and life laid by
And lowly let love lie.

Late love-longing and life-sorrow
And love's life lying low.

Beauty's body and benison
With a bosom-flower new blown.

Bitter beauty and blessing bann'd
With a breast to burn and brand.

Beauty's bower in the dust o'erblown
With a bare white breast of bone.

Barren beauty and bower of sand
With a blast on either hand.
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VI

Buried bars in the breakwater
And bubble of the brimming weir.

Body's blood in the breakwater
And a buried body's bier.

Buried bones in the breakwater
And bubble of the brawling weir.

Bitter tears in the breakwater
And a breaking heart to bear.

VII

Hollow heaven and the hurricane
And hurry of the heavy rain.

Hurried clouds in the hollow heaven
And a heavy rain hard-driven.

The heavy rain it hurries amain
And heaven and the hurricane.

Hurrying wind o'er the heaven's hollow
And the heavy rain to follow.
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SOOTHSAY

Let no man ask thee of anything
Not yearborn between Spring and Spring.
More of all worlds than he can know,
Each day the single sun doth show.
A trustier gloss than thou canst give
From all wise scrolls demonstrative,
The sea doth sigh and the wind sing.

Let no man awe thee on any height
Of earthly kingship's mouldering might.
The dust his heel holds meet for thy brow
Hath all of it been what both are now ;

And thou and he may plague together
A beggar's eyes in some dusty weather
When none that is now knows sound or sight,

Crave thou no dower of earthly things
Unworthy Hope's imaginings.
To have brought true birth of Song to be
And to have won hearts to Poesy,
Or anywhere in the sun or rain

To have loved and been beloved again,
Is loftiest reach of Hope's bright wings.

The wild waifs cast up by the sea
Are diverse ever seasonably.
Even so the soul-tides still may land
A different drift upon the sand.
But one the sea is evermore :

And one be still, 'twixt shore and shore,
As the sea's life, thy soul in thee.
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Say, hast thou pride ? How then may fit

Thy mood with flatterers' silk-spun wit ?

Haply the sweet voice lifts thy crest,
A breeze of fame made manifest.

Nay, but then chaf'st at flattery ? Pause :

Be sure thy wrath is not because
It makes thee feel thou lovest it.

Let thy soul strive that still the same
Be early friendship's sacred flame.
The affinities have strongest part
In youth, and draw men heart to heart :

As life wears on and finds no rest,
The individual in each breast
Is tyrannous to sunder them.

In the life-drama's stern cue-call,
A friend's a part well-prized by all :

And if thou meet an enemy,
What art thou that none such should be ?

Even so : but if the two parts run
Into each other and grow one,
Then comes the curtain's cue to fall.

Whate'er by other's need is claimed
More than by thine, to him unblamed
Resign it : and if he should hold
What more than he thou lack'st, bread, gold,
Or any good whereby we live,
To thee such substance let him give
Freely : nor he nor thou be shamed.

Strive that thy works prove equal ; lest

That work which thou hast done the best
Should come to be to thee at length

(Even as to envy seems the strength
Of others) hateful and abhorr'd,
Thine own above thyself made lord,
Of self-rebuke the bitterest.
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Unto the man of yearning thought
And aspiration, to do nought
Is in itself almost an act,

Being chasm-fire and cataract

Of the soul's utter depths unseal'd.

Yet woe to thee if once thou yield
Unto the act of doing nought !

How callous seems beyond revoke
The clock with its last listless stroke !

How much too late at length ! to trace

The hour on its forewarning face,

The thing thou hast not dared to do ! . .

Behold, this may be thus ! Ere true

It prove, arise and bear thy yoke.

Let lore of all Theology
Be to thy soul what it can be :

But know, the Power that fashions man
Measured not out thy little span
For thee to take the meting-rod
In turn, and so approve on God
Thy science of Theometry.

To God at best, to Chance at worst,
Give thanks for good things, last as first.

But windstrown blossom is that good
Whose apple is not gratitude.
Even if no prayer uplift thy face,
Let the sweet right to render grace
As thy soul's cherished child be nurs'd.

Didst ever say,
' Lo, I forget

'

?

Such thought was to remember yet.
As in a gravegarth, court to see
The monuments of memory.
Be this thy soul's appointed scope :

Gaze onward without claim to hope,
Nor, gazing backward, court regret.



VENUS VERTICORDIA
(For a Picture)

She hath the apple in her hand for thee,
Yet almost in her heart would hold it back ;

She muses, with her eyes upon the track
Of that which in thy spirit they can see.

Haply,
* Behold, he is at peace,' saith she ;

* Alas ! the apple for his lips, the dart
That follows its brief sweetness to his heart,

The wandering of his feet perpetually !

'

A little space her glance is still and coy ;

But if she give the fruit that works her spell,
Those eyes shall flame as for her Phrygian boy.
Then shall her bird's strained throat the woe foretell,
And her far seas moan as a single shell,

And through her dark grove strike the light of Troy.



A SEA-SPELL

(For a Picture)

Her lute hangs shadowed in the apple-tree,
While flashing fingers weave the sweet-strung speHr-
Between its chords ; and as the wild notes swell,-

The sea-bird for those branches leaves the sea.

But to what sound her listening ear stoops she ?

What netherworld gulf-whispers doth she hear,
In answering echoes from what planisphere,

Along the wind, along the estuary ?

She sinks into her spell : and when full soon
Her lips move and she soars into her song,
What creatures of the midmost main shall throng

In furrowed surf-clouds to the summoning rune :

Till he, the fated mariner, hears her cry,
And up her rock, bare-breasted, comes to die ?



FIAMMETTA
(For a Picture)

Behold Fiammetta, shown in Vision here. /
Gloom-girt 'mid Spring-flushed apple-growth she

stands ;

And as she sways the branches wifh her hands,
Along her arm the sundered bloom falls sheer,

f In separate petals shed, each like a tear ;

While frbm the quivering bough the bird expands
His wings. / And lo ! thy sjririt understands

Life shaken and shower 'd and flown, and Death drawn
near.

All stirs with change. Her garments beat the air :

The angel circling round her aureole /

Shimmers in flight agjainst the tree's grey bole :

While she, with reassuring eyes most fair,

A presage and a promise stands ; as 'twere ^
On Death's dark storm the rainbow of the Soul.



YOUTH AND LORDSHIP

(Italian Street- Song)

My young lord's the lover
Of earth and sky above,

Of youth's sway and youth's play,
Of songs and flowers and love.

Yet for love's desire
Green youth lacks the daring ;

Though one dream of fire,

All his hours ensnaring,
Burns the boy past bearing

The dream that girls inspire.

My young lord's the lover
Of every burning thought

That Love's will, that Love's skill

Within his breast has wrought.

Lovely girl, look on him
Soft as music's measure ;

Yield him, when you've won him,
Joys and toys at pleasure ;

But to win your treasure,

Softly look upon him.

My young lord's the lover
Of every tender grace

That woman, to woo man,
Can wear in form or face.
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Take him to your bosom
Now, girl, or never ;

Let not your new blossom
Of sweet kisses sever ;

Only guard for ever
Your boast within your bosom.

My young lord's the lover
Of every secret thing,

Love-hidden, love-bidden
This day to banqueting.

Lovely girl, with vaunting
Never tempt to-morrow :

From all shapes enchanting
Any joy can borrow,
Still the spectre Sorrow

Rises up for haunting.

And now my lord's the lover
Of ah ! so many a sweet,

Of roses, of spouses,
As many as love may greet.
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THE HOUSE OF LIFE

A SONNET-SEQUENCE

Parti

YOUTH AND CHANGE

Part II

CHANGE AND FATE

A Sonnet is a moment's monument,
Memorial from the Soul's eternity
To one dead deathless hour. Look that it be,

Whether for lustral rite or dire portent,
Of its own arduous fulness reverent :

Carve it in ivory or in ebony,
As Day or Night may rule ; and let Time see

Its flowering crest impearled and orient.

A Sonnet is a coin : its face reveals
The soul, its converse, to what Power 'tis due :

Whether for tribute to the august appeals
Of Life, or dower in Love's high retinue,

It serve ; or, 'mid the dark wharfs cavernous breath,
In Charon's palm it pay the toll to Death.
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PART I. YOUTH AND CHANGE
SONNET I

LOVE ENTHRONED
I marked all kindred Powers the heart finds fair :

Truth, with awed lips ; and Hope, with eyes upcast ;

And Fame, whose loud wings fan the ashen Past
To signal-fires, Oblivion's flight to scare ;

And Youth, with still some single golden hair

Unto his shoulder clinging, since the last

Embrace wherein two sweet arms held him fast ;

And Life, still wreathing flowers for Death to wear.

Love's throne was not with these ; but far above
All passionate wind of welcome and farewell

He sat in breathless bowers they dream not of ;

Though Truth foreknow Love's heart, and Hope fore-

tell,

And Fame be for Love's sake desirable,
And Youth be dear, and Life be sweet to Love.

SONNET II

BRIDAL BIRTH
As when desire, long darkling, dawns, and first

The mother looks upon the newborn child,
Even so my Lady stood at gaze and smiled

When her soul knew at length the Love it nurs'd.
Born with her life, creature of poignant thirst

And exquisite hunger, at her heart Love lay
Quickening in darkness, till a voice that day

Cried on him, and the bonds of birth were burst.

Now, shadowed by his wings, our faces yearn
Together, as his full-grown feet now range
The grove, and his warm hands our couch prepare :

Till to his song our bodiless souls in turn
Be born his children, when Death's nuptial change
Leaves us for light the halo of his hair.
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SONNET III

LOVE'S TESTAMENT
O thou who at Love's hour ecstatically
Unto my heart dost^evermore present,
Clothed with his fire/, thy heart his testament ;

Whom I have near^and felt thy breath to be
The inmost incense of his sanctuary

5

;

Who without speech hast owned him, and, intent

Upon his will, thy life with mine hast blent,
And murmured, * I am thine, thou'rt one with me !

'

O what from thee the grace, to me the prize,
And what to Love the glory, when the whole
Of the deep stair thou tread'st to the dim shoal

And weary water of the place of sighs,
And there dost work deliverance, as thine eyes
Draw up my prisoned spirit to thy soul !

SONNET IV

LOVESIGHT
When do I see thee most, beloved one ?

When in the light the spirits of mine eyes
Before thy face, their altar, solemnize

The worship of that Love through thee made known ?

Or when in the dusk hours, (we two alone,)
Close-kissed and eloquent of still replies

Thy twilight-hidden glimmering visage lies,

And my soul only sees thy soul its own ?

O love, my love ! if I no more should see

Thyself, nor on the earth the shadow of thee,
Nor image of thine eyes in any spring,

How then should sound upon Life's darkening slope
The ground-whirl of the perished leaves of Hope,
The wind of Death's imperishable wing ?
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SONNET V

HEART'S HOPE

By what word's power, the key of paths untrod,
Shall I the difficult deeps of Love explore,
Till parted waves of Song yield up the shore

Even as that sea which Israel crossed dryshod ?

For lo ! in some poor rhythmic period,

Lady, I fain would tell how evermore
Thy soul I know not from thy body, nor

Thee from myself, neither our love from God.

Yea, in God's name, and Love's, and thine, would I

Draw from one loving heart such evidence
As to all hearts all things shall signify ;

Tender as dawn's first hill-fire, and intense
As instantaneous penetrating sense,

In Spring's birth-hour, of other Springs gone by.

SONNET Via

THE KISS

What smouldering senses in death's sick delay
Or seizure of malign vicissitude

Can rob this body of honour, or denude
This soul of wedding-raiment worn to-day?
For lo ! even now my lady's lips did play
With these my lips such consonant interlude
As laurelled Orpheus longed for when he wooed

The half-drawn hungering face with that last lay.

I was a child beneath her touch, a man
When breast to breast we clung, even I and she,
A spirit when her spirit looked through jne,

A god when all pur life-breath met tolfap^-
Our life-blood, till love's emulous ardours ran,

Fire! within fire^ desire in deity.
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SONNET VIb

NUPTIAL SLEEP

At length their long kiss severed, with sweet smart :

And as the last slow sudden drops are shed
From sparkling eaves when all the storm has fled,

So singly flagged the pulses of each heart.

Their bosoms sundered, with the opening start

Of married flowers to either side outspread
From the knit stem ; yet still their mouths, burnt red,

Fawned on each other where they lay apart.

Sleep sank them lower than the tide of dreams,
And their dreams watched them sink, and slid away.

Slowly their souls swam up again, through gleams
Of watered light and dull drowned waifs of day ;

Till from some wonder of new woods and streams
He woke, and wondered more : for there she lay.

SONNET VII

SUPREME SURRENDER
To all the spirits of Love that wander by
Along his love-sown harvest-field of sleep
My lady lies apparent ; and the deep

Calls to the deep ; and no man sees but I.

The bliss so long afar, at length so nigh,
Rests there attained. Methinks proud Love must weep
When Fate's control doth from his harvest reap

The sacred hour for which the years did sigh.

First touched, the hand now warm around my neck
Taught memory long to mock desire ; and lo !

Across my breast the abandoned hair doth flow,
Where one shorn tress long stirred the longing ache :

And next the heart that trembled for its sake
Lies the queen-heart in sovereign overthrow.

,
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SONNET VIII

LOVE'S LOVERS
Some ladies love the jewels in Love's zone,
And gold-tipped darts he hath for painless play
In idle scornful hours he flings away ;

And some that listen to his lute's soft tone
Do love to vaunt the silver praise their own

;

Some prize his blindfold sight ; and there be they
Who kissed his wings which brought him yesterday

And thank his wings to-day that he is flown.

My lady only loves the heart of Love :

Therefore Love's heart, my lady, hath for thee
His bower of unimagined flower and tree :

There kneels he now, and all-anhungered of
Thine eyes grey-lit in shadowing hair above,

Seals with thy mouth his immortality.

SONNET IX

PASSION AND WORSHIP
One flame-wingejjxrought a white-winged harp-player
Even where myTady and I lay all alone ;~~

Saying :
* Behold, this minstrel is unknown

;

Bid him depart, for I am minstrel here :

Only my strains are to Love's dear ones dear.'
Then said I :

* Through thine hautboy's rapturous tone
Unto my lady still this harp makes moan,

And still she deems the cadence deep and clear.'

Then said my lady : Thou art Passion of Love,
And this Love's Worship : both he plights to me.
Thy mastering music walks the sunlit sea :

But where wan water trembles in the grove
And the wan moon is all the light thereof,
This harp still makes my name its voluntary.'
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SONNET X

THE PORTRAIT
O Lord of all compassionate control,
O Love ! let this my lady's picture glow
Under my hand to praise her name, and show

Even of her inner self the perfect whole :

That he who seeks her beauty's furthest goal,

Beyond the light that the sweet glances throw
And refluent wave of the sweet smile, may know

The very sky and sea-line of her soul.

Lo ! it is done. Above the enthroning throat
The mouth's mould testifies of voice and kiss,
The shadowed eye? remember and foresee.

Her face is made her {focine. Let all men note
That in all years (O Love, thy gift is this ! )

They that would look on her must come to me.

SONNET XI

THE LOVE-LETTER
Warmed by her hand and shadowed by her hair
As close she leaned and poured her heart through

thee,
Whereof the articulate throbs accompany

The smooth black stream that makes thy whiteness
fair,

Sweet fluttering sheet, even of her breath aware,
Oh let thy silent song disclose to me
That soul wherewith her lips and eyes agree

Like marrieji n^usicLin, Love's answering air.

Fain had I watched her when, at some fond thought,
Her bosom to the writing closelier press'd,
And her breast's secrets peered into her breast ;

When, through eyes raised an instant, her soul sought
My soul, and from the sudden confluence caught
The words that made her love the loveliest.
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SONNET XII

THE LOVERS' WALK
Sweet twining hedgeflowers wind-stirred in no wise
On this June day ; and hand that clings in hand :

Still glades ; and meeting faces scarcely fann'd :

An osier-odoured stream that draws the skies

Deep to its heart ; and mirrored eyes in eyes :

Fresh hourly wonder o'er the Summer land
Of light and cloud ; and two souls softly spann'd

With one o'erarching heaven of smiles and sighs :

Even such their path, whose bodies lean unto
Each other's visible sweetness amorously,
Whose passionate hearts lean by Love's high decree

Together on his heart for ever true,
As the cloud-foaming firmamental blue

Rests on the blue line of a foamless sea.

SONNET XIII

YOUTH'S ANTIPHONY
4 1 love you, sweet : how can you ever learn
How much I love you ?

' * You I love even so,
And so I learn it.'

* Sweet, you cannot know
How fair you are.' If fair enough to earn
Your love, so much is all my love's concern.'

' My love grows hourly, sweet.' * Mine too doth grow,
Yet love seemed full so many hours ago !

'

Thus lovers speak, till kisses claim their turn.

Ah ! happy they to whom such words as these
In youth have served for speech the whole day long,
Hour after hour, remote from the world's throng,

Work, contest, fame, all life's confederate pleas,
What while Love breathed in sighs and silences

Through two blent souls one rapturous undersong.
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SONNET XIV

YOUTH'S SPRING-TRIBUTE

On this sweet bank your head thrice sweet and dear
I lay, and spread your hair on either side,
And see the newborn woodflowers bashful-eyed

Look through the golden tresses here and there.

On these debateable borders of the year
Spring's foot half falters ; scarce she yet may know
The leafless blackthorn-blossom from the snow ;

And through her bowers the wind's way still is clear.

But April's sun strikes down the glades to-day ;

So shut your eyes upturned, and feel my kiss

Creep, as the Spring now thrills through every spray,
Up your warm throat to your warm lips : for this

Is even the hour of Love's sworn suitservice,
With whom cold hearts are counted castaway.

SONNET XV

THE BIRTH-BOND
Have you not noted, in some family
Where two were born of a first marriage-bed,
How still they own their gracious bond, though fed

And nursed on the forgotten breast and knee ?

How to their father's children they shall be
In act and thought of one goodwill ; but each
Shall for the other have, in silence speech,

And in a word complete community ?

Even so, when first I saw you, seemed it, love,
That among souls allied to mine was yet

One nearer kindred than life hinted of.

O born with me somewhere that men forget,
And though in years of sight and sound unmet,

Known for my soul's birth-partner well enough !
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SONNET XVI

A DAY OF LOVE
Those envied places which do know her well,
And are so scornful of this lonely place,
Even now for once are emptied of her grace :

Nowhere but here she is : and while Love's spell
From his^predominant presence doth compel

All alien hours^an outworn populace.
The hours ofLove fill full the echoing space

With sweet confederate music favourable.

Now many memories make solicitous

The delicate love-lines of her mouth, till, lit

With quivering fire, the words take wing from it ;

As here between our kisses we sit thus

Speaking of things remembered, and so sit

Speechless while things forgotten call to us.

SONNET XVII

BEAUTY'S PAGEANT
What dawn-pulse at the heart of heaven, or last

Incarnate flower of culminating day,
What marshalled marvels on the skirts of May,

Or song full-quired, sweet June's encomiast ;

What glory of change by Nature's hand amass'd
Can vie with all those moods of varying grace
Which o'er one loveliest woman's form and face

Within this hour, within this room, have pass'd ?

Love's very vesture and elect disguise
Was each fine movement, wonder new-begot
Of lily or swan or swan-stemmed galiot ;

Joy to his sight who now the sadlier sighs,
Parted again ; and sorrow yet for eyes
Unborn, that read these words and saw her not.
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SONNET XVIII

GENIUS IN BEAUTY
Beauty like hers is genius. Not the call

Of Homer's or of Dante's heart sublime,
Not Michael's hand furrowing the zones of time,

Is more with compassed mysteries musical
;

Nay, not in Spring's or Summer's sweet footfall

More gathered gifts exuberant Life bequeaths
Than doth this sovereign face, whose love-spell

breathes
Even from its shadowed contour on the wall.

As many men are poets in their youth,
But for one sweet-strung soul the wires prolong
Even through all change the indomitable song ;

So in likewise the^envenomjsd^cears, whose tooth
Rends shallower grace with ruin void of ruth,

Upon this beauty's power shall wreak no wrong.

SONNET XIX

SILENT NOON
Your hands lie open in the long fresh grass,
The finger-points look through like rosy blooms :

Your eyes smile peace. The pasture gleams and
glooms

'Neath billowing skies that scatter and amass.
All round our nest, far as the eye can pass,
Are golden kingcup-fields with silver edge
Where the cow-parsley skirts the hawthorn-hedge.

'Tis visible silence, still as the hour-glass.
'-.

Deep in the sun-searched growths the dragon-fly
Hangs like a blue thread loosened from the sky :

So this wing'd hour is dropt to us from above.
Oh ! clasp we to our hearts, for deathless dower,
This^close-companioned inarticulateJoour:..

When twofold silence was the song of love.
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SONNET XX

GRACIOUS MOONLIGHT
Even as the moon grows queenlier in mid-space
When the sky darkens, and her cloud-rapt car
Thrills with intenser radiance from afar,

So lambent, lady, beams thy sovereign grace
When the drear soul desires thee. Of that face
What shall be said, which, like a governing star,
Gathers and garners from all things that are

Their silent penetrative loveliness ?

O'er water-daisies and wild waifs of Spring,
There where the iris rears its gold-crowned sheaf
With flowering rush and sceptred arrow-leaf,

So have I marked Queen Dian, in bright ring
Of cloud above and wave below, taEe wmg
And chase night's gloom, as thou the spirit's grief.

SONNET XXI

LOVE-SWEETNESS
Sweet dimness of her loosened hair's downfall
About thy face ; her sweet hands round thy head
In gracious fostering union garlanded ;

Her tremulous smiles ; her glances* sweet recall

Of love ; her murmuring sighs memorial ;

Her mouth's culled sweetness by thy kisses shed
On cheeks and neck and eyelids, and so led

Back to her mouth which answers there for all :

What sweeter than these things, except the thing
In lacking which all these would lose their sweet ;-

The confident heart's still fervour i the swift beat
And soft subsidence of the spirit's wing,
Then when it feels, in cloud-girt wayfaring,
The breath of kindred plumes against its feet ?
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SONNET XXII

HEART'SJHAVEN_
Sometimes she is ajchild within mine arms,
Cowering beneath dark wings that love must chase,
With still tears showering and averted face,

Inexplicably filled with faint alarms :

And oft from mine own spirit's hurtling harms
I crave the refuge of her deep embrace,
Against all ills the fortifietl strong place

And sweet reserve of sovereign counter-charms.

And Love, our light at night and shade at noon,
Lulls us to rest with songs, and turns away

*"AH' sliaRs?>T~slieIterTess tumultuous day.
Like the moon's growth, his face gleams through his tune ;

And as soft waters warble to the moon,
Our answering spirits chime one roundelay.

SONNET XXIII

LOVE'S BAUBLES
I stood where Love in brimming armfuls bore

Slight wanton flowers and foolish toys of fruit :

And round him ladies thronged in warm pursuit,
Fingered and lipped and proffered the strange store.
And from one hand the petal and the core
Savoured of sleep ; and cluster and curled shoot
Seemed from another hand like shame's salute,

Gifts that I felt my cheek was blushing for.

At last Love bade my Lady give the same :

And as I looked, the dew was light thereon ;

And as I took them, at her touch they shone
With inmost hfaven-hue ofthf> h^art gf flam*
"~And then LoT^satd :

""' Lo1 when the hand is hers,
Follies of love are love's true ministers.'
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SONNET XXIV

PRIDE OF YOUTH
Even as a child, of sorrow that we give
The dead, but little in his heart can find,
Since without need of thought to his clear mind

Their turn it is to die and his to live :

Even so the winged New Love smiles to receive

Along his eddying plumes the auroral wind,
Nor, forward glorying, casts one look behind

Where night-rack shrouds the Old Love fugitive.

There is a change in every hour's recall,
And the last cowslip in the fields we see
On the same day with the first corn-poppy.

Alas for hourly change ! Alas for all

The loves that from his hand proud Youth lets fall,

Even as the beads of a told rosary !

SONNET XXV

WINGED HOURS
Each hour until we meet is as a bird
That wings from far his gradual way along
The rustling covert of my soul, his song

Still loudlier trilled through leaves more deeply stirr'd :

But at the hour of meeting, a clear word
Is every note he sings, in Love's own tongue ;

Yet, Love, thou know'st the sweet strain suffers wrong,
Full oft through our contending joys unheard.

What of that hour at last, when for her sake
No wing may fly to me nor

spngjtnay flow ;

When, wandering round my lifeunleaved, I know
The bloodied feathers scattered in the brake,

And think how she, far from me, with like eyes
Sees through the untuneful bough the wingless skies ?
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SONNET XXVI

MID-RAPTURE
Thou lovely and beloved, thou my love ;

Whose kiss seems still the first ; whose summoning
eyes,

Even now, as for our love-world's new sunrise,
Shed very dawn ; whose voice, attuned above
All modulation of the deep-bowered dove,

Is like a hand laid softly on the soul ;

Whose hand is like a sweet voice to control

Those worn tired brows it hath the keeping of:

What word can answer to thy word, what gaze
To thine, which now absorbs within jl sphere
My worshipping face, till I am mirrored there

Light-circled in a heaven of deep-drawn rays ?

What clasp, what kiss mine inmost heart can prove,
O lovely and beloved, O my love ?

SONNET XXVII

HEART'S COMPASS
Sometimes thou seem'st not as thyself alone,
But asLthe meaninjg^pJ^lLthings that fl*^
A breathless wonder, shadowing forth afar

Some.heayenly solstice hushed and halcyon ;

Whose unsHr>etttiprae music's visible tone ;

Whose eyes the sun-gate of the soul unbar,
Being of its furthest fires oracular ;

The evident heart of all life sown and mown.

Even such Love is ; and is not thy name Love ?

Yea, by thy hand the Love-god rends apart
All gathering clouds of Night's ambiguous art ;

Flings them far down, and sets thine eyes above ;

And simply, as some gage of flower or glove,
Stakes with a smile the world against thy heart.
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SONNET XXVIII

SOUL-LIGHT
What other woman could be loved like you,
Or how of you should love possess his fill ?

After the fulness of all rapture, still,

As at the end of some deep avenue
A tender glamour of day, there comes to view
Far in your eyes a yet more hungering thrill,

Such fire as Love's soul-winnowing hands distil

Even from his inmost arc of light and dew.

And as the traveller triumphs with the sun,

Glorying in heat's mid-height, yet startide brings
Wonder new-born, and still fresh transport springs

From limpid lambent hours of day begun ;

Even so, through eyes and voice,, yJ^lspj^ dpth_moye
_My_a.Qul with changeful light of infinite love.

SONNET XXIX

THE MOONSTAR
Lady, I thank thee for thy loveliness,
Because my lady is more lovely still.

Glorying I gaze, and yield with glad goodwill
To thee thy tribute

; by whose sweet-spun dress
Of delicate life Love labours to assess

My ladyJjL
absolute, queejidom; saying,

* Lo !

How nigh this beautyls^wHIch'yet doth show
But as that beauty's sovereign votaress.'

Lady, I saw thee with her, side by side ;

And as, when night's fair fires their queen surround,
An emulous star too near the moon will ride,
Even so thy rays within her luminous bound
Were traced no more ; and by the light so drown'd,

Lady, not thou but she was glorified.
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SONNET XXX

LAST FIRE

Love, through your spirit and mine what summer eve
Now glows with glory of all things possess'd,
Since this day's sun of rapture filled the west

And the light sweetened as the fire took leave ?

Awhile now softlier let your bosom heave,
As in .j^oye' s harbour, even that loving breast,
All care takes~refuge~while we sink to rest ;

And mutual dreams the bygone bliss retrieve.

Many the days that Winter keeps in store,
Sunless throughout, or whose brief sun-glimpses
Scarce shed the heaped snow through the naked trees.

This day at least was Summer's paramour,
Sun-coloured to the imperishable core
With sweet well-being of love and full heart's ease.

SONNET XXXI

HER GIFTS

High grace, the dower of queens ; and therewithal
Some wood-born wonder's sweet simplicity ;

A glance like water brimming with the sky
Or hyacinth-light where forest-shadows fall ;

Such thrilling pallor of cheek as doth enthral
The heart ; a mouth whose passionate forms imply
jjdljnjusjcand all silence held thereby ;

^ frer.sovereign coronal j

ck,reared neck, meet column oFLove's shrine
To cling to when the heart lakes sanctuary ;

Hands which for ever at Love's biddingl5e7
And soft-stirred feet still answering to his sign :

These are her gifts, as tongue may tell them o'er.

Breathe low her name, my soul ; for that means more.
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SONNET XXXII

EQUAL TROTH
Not by one measure mayst thou mete our love ;

For how should I be loved as I love thee ?

I, graceless, joyless, lacking absolutely
All gifts that with thy queenship best behove ;

Thou, throned in every heart'a elect alcove^
And crowned with garlands culled from every tree,
Which for no head but thine, by Love's decree,

All beauties and all mysteries interwove.

But here thine eyes and lips yield soft rebuke :

' Then only
'

(say'st thou)
' could I love thee less,

When thou couldst doubt my love's
equality.'

Peace, sweet ! If not to sum but worth we look,

Thy heart's transcendence, not my heart's excess,
Then more a thousandfold thou lov'st than I.

SONNET XXXIII

VENUS VICTRIX

Could Juno's self more sovereign presence wear
Than thou, 'mid other ladies throned in grace ?

Or Pallas, when thou bend'st with soukstilled face
O'er poet's page gold-shadowed in thy hair ?

Dost thou than Venus seem less heavenly fair

When o'er the sea of love's tumultuous trance
Hovers thy smile, and mingles with thy glance

That sweet voice like the last wave murmuring there ?

Before such triune loveliness divine
Awestruck I ask, which goddess here most claims

The prize that, howsoe'er adjudged, is thine ?

Then Love breathes low the sweetest of thy names ;

And Venus Victrix to my heart doth bring
Herself, the Helen of her guerdoning.
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SONNET XXXIV

THE DARK GLASS
Not I myself know all my love for thee :

How should I reach so far, who cannot weigh
To-morrow's dower by gage of yesterday ?

Shall birth and death, and all dark names that be
As doors and windows bared to some loud sea,
Lash deaf mine ears and blind my face with spray ;

And shall my sense pierce love, the last relay
And ultimate outpost of eternity ?

Lo ! what am I to Love, the lord of all ?

One murmuring shell he gathers from the sand,
One little heart-flame sheltered in his hand.

Yet through thine eyes he grants me clearest call

And veriest touch of powers primordial
That any hour-girt life may understand.

SONNET XXXV

THE LAMP'S SHRINE
Sometimes I fain would find in thee some fault,
That I might love thee still in spite of it :

Yet how should our Lord Love curtail one whit
Thy perfect praise whom most he would exalt ?

Alas ! he can but make my heart's low vault
Even in men's sight unworthier, being lit

By thee, who thereby show'st more exquisite
Like fiery chrysoprase in deep basalt.

Yet will I nowise shrink ; but at Love's shring

Myself within the beams his brow doth dart
Will set the flashing jewel of thy heart

In that dull chamber where it deigns to shine :

For lo ! in honour of thine excellencies

My heart takes pride to show how poor it is.
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SONNET XXXVI

LIFE-IN-LOVE
Not in thy body is thy life at all,

But in this lady's lips andliands and eyes ;

Through these she yields thee life that vivifies

What else were sorrow's servant and death's thrall.

Look on thyself without her, and recall

The waste remembrance and forlorn surmise
That lived but in a dead-drawn breath of sighs

O'er vanished hours and hours 'eventual.

Even so much life hath the poor tress of hair

Which, stored apart, is all love hath to show
For heart-beats and for fire-heats long ago ;

Even so much life endures unknown, even where,
'Mid change the changeless night environeth
Lies all that golden hair undimmed in death.

SONNET XXXVII

THE LOVE-MOON
* When that dead face, bowered in the furthest years,
Which once was all the life years held for thee,
Can now scarce bid the tides of memory

Cast on thy soul a little spray of tears,
How canst thou gaze into these eyes of hers
Whom now thy heart delights in, and not see
Within each orb Love's philtred euphrasy

Make them of buried troth remembrancers ?
'

*

Nay, pitiful Love, nay, loving Pity ! Well
Thou knowest that in these twain I have confess'd

Two very voices of thy summoning bell.

Nay, Master, shall not Death make manifest
In these the culminant changes which approve
The love-moon that must light my soul to Love ?

'
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SONNET XXXVIII

THE MORROW'S MESSAGE
* Thou Ghost,' I said,

' and is thy name To-day ?

Yesterday's son, with such an abject brow !

And can To-morrow be more pale than thou ?
'

While yet I spoke, the silence answered :
*

Yea,
Henceforth our issue is all grieved and grey,
And each beforehand makes such poor avow
As of old leaves beneath the budding bough

Or night-drift that the sundawn shreds away.'

Then cried I :
' Mother of many malisons,

O Earth, receive me to thy dusty bed !

'

But therewithal the tremulous silence said :

' Lo ! Love yet bids thy lady greet thee once :

Yea, twice, whereby thy life is still the sun's,
And thrice, whereby the shadow of death is dead.'

SONNET XXXIX

SLEEPLESS DREAMS .

Girt in dark growths, yet glimmering with one star,
O night desirous as the nights of youth !

Why should my heart within thy spell, forsooth,
Now beat, as the bride's finger-pulses are

Quickened within the girdling golden bar ?

What wings are these that fan my pillow smooth ?

And why does Sleep, waved back by Joy and Ruth,
Tread softly round and gaze at me from far ?

Nay, night deep-leaved ! And would Love feign in thee
Some shadowy palpitating grove that bears
Rest for man's eyes and music for his ears ?

O lonely night ! art thou not known to me,
A thicket hung with masks of mockery
And watered with the wasteful warmth of tears ?
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SONNET XL

SEVERED SELVES

Two separate divided silences,

Which, brought.together, would find loving voice ;

Two glances which together would rejoice
Inloygj now lost like stars beyond dark trees ;

Twohands apart whose touch alone gives ease ;

Two bosoms which, heart-shrined with mutual flame,

Would, meeting in one clasp, be made the same ;

Two souls, the shores wave-mocked of sundering seas:

Such are we now. Ah ! may our hope forecast
Indeed one hour again, when on this stream
Of darkened love once more the light shall gleam ?

An hour how slow to come, how quickly past,
Which blooms and fades, and only leaves at last,

FaimTas shed flowers, the attenuated dream.

SONNET XLI

THROUGH DEATH TO LOVE
Like labour-laden moonclouds faint to flee

From winds that sweep the winter-bitten wold,
Like multiform circumfluence manifold

Of night's flood-tide, like terrors that agree
Of hoarse-tongued fire and inarticulate sea,
Even such, within some glass dimmed by our breath,
Our hearts discern wild images of Death,

Shadows and shoals that edge eternity.

Howbeit athwart Death's imminent shade doth soar
One Power, than flow of stream or flight of dove
Sweeter to glide around, to brood above.

Tell me, my heart, what angel-greeted door
Or threshold of wing-winnowed threshing-floor
Hath guest fire-fledged as thine, whose lord is Love ?
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SONNET XLII

HOPE OVERTAKEN
I deemed thy garments, O my Hope, were grey,
So far I viewed thee. Now the space between
Is passed at length ;

and garmented in green
Even as in days of yore thou stand'st to-day.
Ah God ! and but for lingering dull dismay,
On all that road our footsteps erst had been
Even thus commingled, and our shadows seen

Blent on the hedgerows and the water-way.

O Hope of mine whose eyes are living love,
No eyes but hers, O Love and Hope the same !-

Lean close to me, for now the sinking sun
That warmed our feet scarce gilds our hair above.
O hers thy voice and very hers thy name !

Alas, cling round me, for the day is done !

SONNET XLIII

LOVE AND HOPE
Bless love and hope. Full many a withered year
Whirled past us, eddying to its chill doomsday ;

And clasped together where the blown leaves layWe long have knelt and wept full many a tear.
Yet lo ! one hour at last, the Spring's compeer,

Flutes softly to us from some green byeway :

Those years, those tears are dead, but only they :

Bless love and hope, true soul ; for we are here.

Cling heart to heart ; nor of this hour demand
Whether in very truth, when we are dead,
Our hearts shall wake to know Love's golden head

Sole sunshine of the imperishable land ;

Or but discern, through night's unfeatured scope,
Scorn-fired at length the illusive eyes of Hope.
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SONNET XLIV

CLOUD AND WIND
Love, should I fear death most for you or me ?

Yet if you die, can I not follow you,
Forcing the straits of change ? Alas ! but who

Shall wrest a bond from night's inveteracy,
Ere yet my hazardous soul put forth, to be
Her warrant against all her haste might rue ?

Ah ! in your eyes so reached what dumb adieu,
What unsunned gyres of waste eternity ?

And if I die the first, shall death be then
A lampless watchtower whence I see you weep ?

Or (woe is me !) a bed wherein my sleep
Ne'er notes (as death's dear cup at last you drain)
The hour when you too learn that all is vain
And that Hppe sows what Lnvp. shall never reap ?

SONNET XLV

SECRET PARTING
Because our talk was of the cloud-control
And moon-track of the journeying face of Fate,
Her tremulous kisses faltered at love's gate

And her eyes dreamed against a distant goal :

But soon, remembering her how brief the whole
Of joy, which its own hours annihilate,
Her set gaze gathered, thirstier than of late,

And as she kissed, her mouth became her soul.

Thence in what ways we wandered, and how strove
To build with fire-tried vows the piteous home
Which memory haunts and whither sleep may roam,

They only know for whom the roof of Love
Is the still-seated secret of the grove,
Nor spire may rise nor bell be heard therefrom.
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SONNET XLVI

PARTED LOVE
What shall be said of this embattled day
And,armed,occupation ofthis night

By all thy foes beleaguered, now when sight
Nor sound denotes the loved one far away ?

Of these thy vanquished hours what shalt thou say,
As every sense to which she dealt delight
Now labours lonely o'er the stark noon-height

To reach the sunset's desolate disarray ?

Stand still, fond fettered wretch ! while Memory's art
Parades the Past before thy face, and lures

Thy spirit to her passionate portraitures :

Till the tempestuous tide-gates flung apart
Flood with wild will the hollows of thy heart,
And thy heart rends thee, and thy body endures.

SONNET XLVII

BROKEN MUSIC
The mother will not turn, who thinks she hears
Her nursling's speech first grow articulate ;

But breathless with averted eyes elate

She sits, with open lips and open ears,
That it may call her twice. 'Mid doubts and fears
Thus oft my soul has hearkened ; till the song,
A central moan for days, at length found tongue,

And the sweet music welled and the sweet tears.

But now, whatever while the soul is fain

To list that wonted murmur, as it were
The speech-bound sea-shell's low importunate strain,-
No breath of song, thy voice alone is there,

O bitterly beloved ! and alljisr_gajn
Is but the pang of unpermitted grayer.
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SONNET XLVIII

DEATH-IN-LOVE
There came an image in Life's retinue
That had Love's wings and bore his gonfalon :

Fair was the web, and nobly wrought thereon,
O soul-sequestered face, thy form and hue !

Bewildering sounds, such as Spring wakens to,
Shook in its folds ; and through my heart its power
Sped trackless as the immemorable hour

When birth's dark portal groaned and all was new.

But a veiled woman followed, and she caught
The banner round its staff, to furl and cling,
Then plucked a feather from the bearer's wing,

And held it to his lips that stirred it not,
And said to me, ' Behold, there is no breath :

I and this Love are one, and I am Death.'

119

SONNETS XLIX, L, LI, LII

WILLOWWOOD

I sat with Love upon a woodside well,

Leaning across the water, I and he ;

Nor ever did he speak nor looked at me,
But touched his lute wherein was audible
The certain secret thing he had to tell :

Only our mirrored eyes met silently
In the low wave ;

and that sound came to be
The passionate voice I knew ; and my tears fell.

And at their fall, his eyes beneath grew hers ;

And with his foot and with his wing-feathers
He swept the spring that watered my heart's drouth.

Then the dark ripples spread to waving hair,
And as I stooped, her own lips rising there
Bubbled with brimming kisses at my mouth.
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II

And now Love sang : but his was such a song
So meshed with half-remembrance hard to free,
As souls disused in death's sterility

May sing when the new birthday tarries long.
And I was made aware of a dumb throng
That stood aloof, one form by every tree,
All mournful forms, for each was I or she,

The shades of those our days that had no tongue.

They looked on us, and knew us and were known ;

While fast together, alive from the abyss,
Clung the soul-wrung implacable close kiss ;

And pity of self through all made broken moan
Which said,

* For once, for once, for once alone f
'

And still Love sang, and what he sang was this :-

III

' O ye, all ye that walk in Willowwopd,
That walk with hollow faces burning white ;

What fathom-depth of soul-struck widowhood,
What long, what longer hours, one lifelong night,

Ere ye again, who so in vain have wooed
Your last hope lost, who so in vain invite

Your lips to that their unforgotten food,
Ere ye, ere ye again shall see the light !

Alas ! the bitter banks in Willowwood,
With tear-spurge wan, with blood-wort burning red

Alas ! if ever such a pillow could

Steep deep the soul in sleep till she were dead,
Better all life forget her than this thing,
That Willowwood should hold her wandering

'
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IV

So sang he : and as meeting rose and rose

Together cling through the wind's wellaway,
Nor change at once, yet near the end of day

The leaves drop loosened where the heart-stain glows,
So when the song died did the kiss unclose ;

And her face fell back drowned, and was as grey
As its grey eyes ; and if it ever may

Meet mine again I know not if Love knows.

Only I know that I leaned low and drank
A long draught from the water where she sank,
Her breath and all her tears and all her soul :

And as I leaned, I know I felt Love's face
Pressed on my neck with moan of pity and grace, 1

Till both our heads were in his aureole.

SONNET LIII

WITHOUT HER
What of her glass without her ? The blank grey
There where the pool is blind of the moon's face.

Her dress without her ? The tossed empty space
Of cloud-rack whence the moon has passed away.
Her paths without her ? Day's appointed sway
Usurped by desolate night. Her pillowed place
Without her ? Tears, ah me ! for love's good grace,

And cold forgetfulness of night or day.

What of the heart without her ? Nay, poor heart,
Of thee what word remains ere speech be still ?

A wayfarer by barren ways and chill,

Steep ways and weary, without her thou art,

Where the long cloud, the long wood's counterpart,
Sheds doubled darkness up the labouring hill.
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SONNET LIV

LOVE'S FATALITY

Sweet Love, but oh ! most dread Desire of Love
Life-thwarted. Linked in gyves I saw them stand,
Love shackled with Vain-longing, hand to hand :

And one was eyed as the blue vault above :

But hope tempestuous like ajgre-cloud hove
I' the other's gaze, even as in his whose wand
Vainly all night with spell-wrought power has spann'd

The unyielding caves of some deep treasure-trove.

Also his lips, two writhen flakes of flame,
Made moan :

* Alas O Love, thus leashed with me !

Wing-footed thou, wing-shouldered, once born free :

And I, thy cowering self, in chains grown tame,
Bound to thy body and souTTnimed with thy name,

Life's iron heart, even Love's Fatality.'

SONNET LV

STILLBORN LOVE
The hour which might have been yet might not be,
Which man's and woman's heart conceived and bore
Yet whereof life was barren, on what shore

Bides it the breaking of Time's weary sea ?

Bondchild of all consummate joys set free,
It somewhere sighs and serves, and mute before

Jth&Jiousg. of Love, hears through the echoing door
His hours"eiect in cfibral consonancy.

But lo ! what weddgd soulgjiow hand in hand
Together tread at last the immortal strand
With eyes where burning memory lights love home ?

Lo ! how the little outcast hour has turned
And leaped to them and in their faces yearned :

4 1 am your child : O parents, ye have come !

'
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SONNETS LVI, LVII, LVIII

TRUE WOMAN
I. HERSELF

To be a sweetness more desired than Spring ;

A bodily beauty more acceptable
Than the wild rose-tree's arch that crowns the fell ;

To be an essence more environing
Than wine's drained juice ; a music ravishing
More than the passionate pulse of Philomel ;

To be all this 'neath one soft bosom's swell
That is the flower of life : how strange a thing !

How strange a thing to be what Man can know
But as a sacred secret ! Heaven's own screen

Hides her soul's purest depth and loveliest glow ;

Closely withheld, as all things most unseen,
The wave-bowered pearl, the heart-shaped seal of

green
That flecks the snowdrop underneath the snow.

II. HER LOVE
She loves him ; focJjeiMnfinite soul is

And he her lodestar. "Passion hi her is
^

A glass facing his fire, where the bright bliss

Is mirrored, an<rtEe~heat returned. Yet move
That glass, a stranger's amorous flame to prove,
And it shall turn, by instant contraries,
Ice to the moon ; while her pure fire to his

For whom it burns, clings close i' the heart's alcove.

Lo ! they are one. With wifely breast to breast
And circling arms, she welcomes all command
Of love, her soul to answering^ardours fann'd :

Yet as morn springs or twilight sinks to rest,
Ah ! who shall say she deems not loveliest

The hour of sisterly sweet hand-in-hand ?
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III. HER HEAVEN

If to grow old in Heaven is to grow young,
(As the Seer saw and said,) then blest were he
With youth for evermore, whose heaven should be

True Woman, she whom these weak notes have sung.
Here and hereafter, choir-strains of her tongue,
Sky-spaces of her eyes, sweet signs that flee

About her soul's immediate sanctuary,
Were Paradise all uttermost worlds among.

The sunrise blooms and withers on the hill

Like any hillflower ; and the noblest troth
Dies here to dust. Yet shall Heaven's promise clothe

Even yet those lovers who have cherished still

This test for love : in every kiss sealed fast

To feel the first kiss and forebode the last.

SONNET LIX

LOVE'S LAST GIFT

Love to his singer held a glistening leaf,
And said :

* The rose-tree and the apple-tree
Have fruits to vaunt or flowers to lure the bee ;

And golden shafts are in the feathered sheaf
Of the great harvest-marshal, the year's chief,
Victorious Summer ; aye, and 'neath warm sea

Strange secret grasses lurk inviolably
Between the filtering channels of sunk reef.

All are my blooms ; and all sweet blooms of love
To thee I gave while Spring and Summer sang ;

But Autumn stops to listen, with some pang
From those worse things the wind is moaning of.

\ Only this laurel dreads no winter days :

Take my last gift ; thy heart hath sung my praise.'
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PART II. CHANGE AND FATE
SONNET LX

TRANSFIGURED LIFE
As growth of form or momentary glance

In a child's features will recall to mind
The father's with the mother's face combin'd,

Sweet interchange that memories still enhance :

And yet, as childhood's years and youth's advance,
The gradual mouldings leave one stamp behind,
Till in the blended likeness now we find

A separate man's or woman's countenance :

So in the Song, the singer's Joy and Pain,
Its very parents, evermore expand

To bid the passion's fullgrown birth remain,
By Art's transfiguring essence subtly spann'd ;

And~trom that song-cloud sfiaped as a man's hand
There comes the sound as of abundant rain.

SONNET LXI

THE SONG-THROE
By thine own tears thy song must tears beget,
O Singer ! Magic mirror thou hast none
Except thy manifest heart ; and save thine own

Anguish or ardour, else no amulet.
Cisterned in Pride, verse is the feathery jet
Of soulless air-flung fountains ; nay, more dry
Than the Dead Sea for throats that thirst and sigh,

That song o'er which no singer's lids grew wet.

The Song-god He the Sun-god is no slave
Of thine : thy Hunter he, who for thy soul

Fledges his shaft : to no august control
Of thy skilled hand his quivered store he gave :

But if thy lips' loud cry leap to his smart,
The inspir'd recoil shall pierce thy brother's heart.
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SONNET LXII

THE SOUL'S SPHERE
Some prisoned moon in steep cloud-fastnesses,
Throned queen and thralled ; some dying sun whose

pyre
Blazed with momentous memorable fire ;

Who hath not yearned and fed his heart with these ?

Who, sleepless, hath not anguished to appease
Tragical shadow's realm of sound and sight

Conjectured in the lamentable night ? . . . .

Lo ! the soul's sphere of infinite images !

What sense shall count them ? Whether it forecast
The rose-winged hours that flutter in the van
Of Love's unquestioning unrevealed span,

Visions of golden futures : or that last

Wild pageant of the accumulated past
That clangs and flashes for a drowning man.

SONNET LXIII

INCLUSIVENESS
The changing guests, each in a different mood,

Sit at the roadside table and arise :

And every life among them in likewise
Is a soul's board set daily with new food.
What man has bent o'er his son's sleep, to brood
How that face shall watch his when cold it lies ?

Or thought, as his own mother kissed his eyes,
Of what her kiss was when his father wooed ?

May not this ancient room thou sitt'st in dwell
In separate living souls for joy or pain ?

Nay, all its corners may be painted plain
Where Heaven shows pictures of some life spent well,
And may be stamped, a memory all in vain,

Upon the sight of lidless eyes in Hell.
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SONNET LXIV

ARDOUR AND MEMORY
The cuckoo-throb, the heartbeat of the Spring ;

The rosebud's blush that leaves it as it grows
Into the full-eyed fair unblushing rose ;

The summer clouds that visit every wing
With fires of sunrise and of sunsetting ;

The furtive flickering streams to light re-born
'Mid airs new-fledged and valorous lusts of morn,

While all the daughters of the daybreak sing :

These ardour loves, and memory : and when flown
All joys, and through dark forest-boughs in flight
The wind swoops onward brandishing the light,

Even yet the rose-tree's verdure left alone
Will flush all ruddy though the rose be gone ;

With ditties and with dirges infinite.

SONNET LXV

KNOWN IN VAIN

As two whose love, first foolish, widening scope,
Knows suddenly, to music high and soft,

The Holy of holies ; who because they scoffd
Are now amazed with shame, nor dare to cope
With the whole truth aloud, lest heaven should ope ;

Yet, at their meetings, laugh not as they laugh 'd

In speech ; nor speak, at length ; but sitting oft

Together, within hopeless sight of hope
For hours are silent : it happeneth
When Work and Will awake too late, to gaze

After their life sailed by, and hold their breath.
Ah ! who shall dare to search through what sad maze
Thenceforth their incommunicable ways

Follow the desultory feet of Death ?
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SONNET LXVI

THE HEART OF THE NIGHT
From child to youth ; from youth to arduous man ;

From lethargy to fever of the heart ;

From faithful life to dream-dowered days apart ;

From trust to doubt ; from doubt to brink of ban ;

Thus much of change in one swift cycle ran
Till now. Alas, the soul ! how soon must she

Accept her primal immortality,
The flesh resume its dust whence it began ?

O Lord of work and peace ! O Lord of life !

O Lord, the awful Lord of will ! though late,

Even yet renew this soul with duteous breath :

That when the peace is garnered in from strife,

The work retrieved, the will regenerate,
This soul may see thy face, O Lord of death !

SONNET LXVII

THE LANDMARK
Was that the landmark ? What, the foolish well
Whose wave, low down, I did not stoop to drink,
But sat and flung the pebbles from its brink

In sport to send its imaged skies pell-mell,

(And mine own image, had I noted well !)

Was that my point of turning ? I had thought
The stations of my course should rise unsought,

As altar-stone or ensigned citadel.

But lo ! the path is missed, I must go back,
And thirst to drink when next I reach the spring

Which once I stained, which since may have grown black,

Yet though no light be left nor bird now sing
As here I turn, I'll thank God, hastening,

That the same goal is still on the same track.
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SONNET LXVIII

A DARK DAY
The gloom that breathes upon me with these airs

Is like the drops which strike the traveller's brow
Who knows not, darkling, if they bring him now

Fresh storm, or be old rain the covert bears.
Ah ! bodes thisjipur some harvest of new tares,
Or hath but memory of the day whose plough
Sowed hunger once, the night at length when thou,

O prayer found vain, didst fall from out my prayers ?

How prickly were the growths which yet how smooth,
Along the hedgerows of this journey shed,

Lie by Time's grace till night and sleep may soothe !

Even as the thistledown from pathsides dead
Gleaned by a girl in autumns of her youth,
Which one new year makes soft her marriage-bed.

SONNET LXIX

AUTUMN IDLENESS
This sunlight shames November where he grieves

In dead red leaves, and will not let him shun
The day, though bough with bough be over-run.

But with a blessing every glade receives

High salutation ; while from hillock-eaves
The deer gaze calling, dappled white and dun,
As if, being foresters of old, the sun

Had marked them with the shade of forest-leaves.

Here dawn to-day unveiled her magic glass ;

Here noon now gives the thirst and takes the dew ;

Till eve bring rest when other good things pass.
And here the lost hours the lost hours renew

While I still lead my shadow o'er the grass,
Nor know, for longing, that which I should do.
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SONNET LXX

THE HILL SUMMIT
This feast-day of the sun, his altar there
In the broad west has blazed for vesper-song ;

And I have loitered in the vale too long
And gaze now a belated worshipper.
Yet may I not forget that I was 'ware,
So journeying, of his face at intervals

Transfigured where the fringed horizon falls,

A fiery bush with coruscating hair.

And now that I have climbed and won this height,
I must tread downward through the sloping shade

And travel the bewildered tracks till night.
Yet for this hour I still may here be stayed
And see the gold air and the silver fade

And the last bird fly into the last light.

SONNETS LXXI, LXXII, LXXIII

THE CHOICE
I

Eat thou and drink ; to-morrow thou shalt die.^
Surely the earth, thafarwise being very oltfT

Needs not our help. Then loose me, love, and hold

Thy sultry hair up from my face ; that I

May pour for thee this golden wine, brim-high,
Till round the glass thy fingers glow like gold.
-Se'lLdrown all hours : thy song, while hours are toll'd,

Shall leap, as fountains veil the changing sky.

Now kiss, and think that there are really those,

My own high-bosomed beauty, who increase
Vain gold, vain lore, and yet might choose our way !

Through many years they toil ; then on a day
They die not, for their life was death, but cease ;

And round their narrow lips the mould falls close.
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II

Watch thou and fear ; to-morrow thou shalt die.

Or art thou sure thou shalt have time for death ?

Is not the day which God's word promiseth
To come man knows not when ? In yonder sky,
Now while we speak, the sun speeds forth : can I

Or thou assure him of his goal ? God's breath
Even at this moment haply quickeneth

The air to a flame ; till spirits, always nigh
Though screened and hid, shall walk the daylight here.
And dost thou prate of all that man shall do ?

Canst thou, who hast but plagues, presume to be
Glad in his gladness that comes after thee ?

Will his strength slay thy worm in Hell ? Go to :

Cover thy countenance, anj watch, andjfoar.

Ill

Think thou and act ; to-morrow thou shalt die.

Outstretched in the sun's warmth upon the shore,
Thou say'st :

* Man's measured path is all gone o'er :

Up all his years, steeply, with strain and sigh,
Man clomb until he touched the truth

; and I,

Even I, am he whom it was destined for.'

How should this be ? Art thou then so much more
Than they who sowed, that thou shouldst reap thereby ?

Nay, come up hither. From this wave-washed mound
Unto the furthest flood-brim look with me ;

Then reach on with thy thought till it be drown 'd.

Miles and miles distant though the last line be,
And though thy soul sail leagues and leagues beyond,

Still, leagues beyond those leagues, there is more sea.
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SONNETS LXXIV, LXXV, LXXVI

OLD AND NEW ART
I. ST. LUKE THE PAINTER

Give honour unto Luke Evangelist ;

For he it was (the aged legends say)
Who first taught Art to fold her hands and pray.

Scarcely at once she dared to rend the mist
Of devious symbols : but soon having wist
How sky-breadth and field-silence and this day
Are symbols also in some deeper way,

She looked through these to God and was God's priest.

And if, past noon, her toil began to irk,
And she sought talismans, and turned in vain
To soulless self-reflections of man's skill,

Yet now, in this the twilight, she might still

Kneel in the latter grass to pray again,
Ere the night cometh and she may not work.

II. NOT AS THESE
* I am not as these are,' the poet saith

In youth's pride, and the painter, among men
At bay, where never pencil comes nor pen,

And shut about with his own frozen breath.
To others, for whom only rhyme wins faith

As poets, only paint as painters, then
He turns in the cold silence ; and again

Shrinking,
* I am not as these are,' he saith.

And say that this is so, what follows it ?

For were thine eyes set backwards in thine head,
Such words were well ; but they see on, and far.

Unto the lights of the great Past, new-lit
Fair for the Future's track, look thou instead,

Say thou instead, I am not as these are.'
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III. THE HUSBANDMEN

Though God, as one that is an householder,
Called these to labour in His vineyard first,

Before the husk of darkness was well burst

Bidding them grope their way out and bestir,

(Who, questioned of their wages, answered, *

Sir,
Unto each man a penny

'

:) though the worst
Burthen of heat was theirs and the dry thirst :

Though God has since found none such as these were
To do their work like them : Because of this
Stand not ye idle in the market-place.
Which of ye knoweth he is not that last

Who may be first by faith and will ? yea, his
The hand which after the appointed days
And hours shall give a Future to their Past ?

133

SONNET LXXVII

SOUL'S BEAUTY
/ * / '

Under thexarch of Life, where love and death,
Terror and mystery, gu^rd her shrin^ I saw
Beauty enthroned ; and thougl) her gaze struck awe,

I d?w it in as simply as my breath.
Hers are the eyes which, over and beneath,
The sky and sea bend on thee, which can draw,
By sea or sky or woman, to one law,

The allotted bondman of her palm and wreath.

This is that Lady Beauty, in whose praise
Thy voice and hand shake still, long known to thee

By flying hair and fluttering hem, the beat

Following her daily of thy heart and feet,
How passionately and irretrieVabl^,

In what fond flight, how many ways and days !
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SONNET LXXVIII

BODY'S BEAUTY
f s

Of Adam's first wife, Lilith, it is told

(The witch he loved before the gift of Eve,)
That, ere the snake's, her sweet tongue could deceive,

^ And her enchanted hair was the first gold.
And still she sits, young while the earth is old,

And, subtly of herself contemplative, .

Draws men to, watch the^ bright web she can weave,
Till heart and body and life are in its hold.

Thejrpsp. and^^poppy are her flowers ; for wjiere
Is he not founcpO Lilith, whom shed scent

And soft-shed kisses and soft sleep shall snare ?

LoT as that youth's eyes burned at thine, so went
Thy spell through him, and left his straight^neck bfcnt

And round his heart one strangling golden hair.

SONNET LXXIX

THE MONOCHORD
Is it this sky's vast vault or ocean's sound
That is Life's self and draws my life from me,
And by instinct ineffable decree

Holds my breath quailing on the bitter bound ?

Nay, is it Life or Death, thus thunder-crown'd,
That 'mid the tide of all emergency
Now notes my separate wave, and to what sea

Its difficult eddies labour in the ground ?

Oh ! what is this that knows the road I came,
The flame turned cloud, the cloud returned to flame,
The lifted shifted steeps and all the way ?

That draws round me at last this wind-warm space,
And in regenerate rapture turns my face

Upon the devious coverts of dismay ?
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SONNET LXXX

FROM DAWN TO NOON
As the child knows not if his mother's face
Be fair ;

nor of his elders yet can deem
What each most is ; but as of hill or stream

At dawn, all glimmering life surrounds his, placejWho yet, tow'rd noon of his half-weary race,

Pausing awhile beneath the high sun-beam
And gazing steadily back, as through a dream,

In things long past new features now can trace :

Even so the thought that is at length fullgrown
Turns back to note the sun-smit paths, all grey

And marvellous once, where first it walked alone ;

And haply doubts, amid the unblenching day,
Which most or least impelled its onward way,

Those unknown things^iTthese things overknown.

SONNET LXXXI

MEMORIAL THRESHOLDS
What place so strange, though unrevealed snow
With unimaginable fires arise

At the earth's end, what passion of surprise
Like frost-bound fire-girt scenes of long ago ?

Lo ! this is none but I this hour ; and lo !

This is the very place which to mine eyes
Those mortal hours in vain immortalize,

'Mid hurrying crowds, with what alone I know.

City, of thine a single simple door,

By some new Power reduplicate, must be
Even yet my life-porch in eternity,

Even with one presence filled, as once of yore :

Or mocking winds whirl round a chaff-strown floor
Thee and thy years and these my words and me.
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SONNET LXXXII

HOARDED JOY
I said :

*

Nay, pluck not, let the first fruit be :

Even as thou sayest, it is sweet and red,
But let it ripen still. The tree's bent head

Sees in the stream its own fecundity
And bides the day of fulness. Shall not we
At the sun's hour that day possess the shade,
And claim our fruit before its ripeness fade,

And eat it from the branch and praise the tree ?'

I say :
' Alas ! our fruit hath wooed the sun

Too long, 'tis fallen and floats adown the stream.

Lo, the last clusters ! Pluck them every one,
And let us sup with summer ; ere the gleam
Of autumn set the year's pent sorrow free,
And the woods wail like echoes from the sea.'

SONNET LXXXIII

BARREN SPRING

Once more the changed year's turning wheel returns :

And as a girl sails balanced in the wind,
And now before and now again behind

Stoops as it swoops, with cheek that laughs and burns,
So Spring comes merry towards me here, but earns
No answering smile from me, whose life is twin'd
With the dead boughs that winter still must bind,

And whom to-day the Spring no more concerns.

Behold, this crocus is a withering flame ;

This snowdrop, snow ; this apple-blossom's part
To breed the fruit that breeds the serpent's art.

Nay, for these Spring-flowers, turn thy face from them,
Nor stay till on the year's last lily-stem
The white cup shrivels round the golden heart.
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SONNET LXXXIV

FAREWELL TO THE GLEN
Sweet stream-fed glen, why say

* farewell' to thee
Who far'st so well and find'st for ever smooth
The brow of Time where man may read no ruth ?

Nay, do thou rather say
* farewell

'

to me,
Who now fare forth in bitterer fantasy
Than erst was mine where other shade might soothe

By other streams, what while in fragrant youth
The bliss of being sad made melancholy.

And yet, farewell ! For better shalt thou fare

When children bathe sweet faces in thy flow
And happy lovers blend sweet shadows there

In hours to come, than when an hour ago
Thine echoes had but one man's sighs to bear
And thy trees whispered what he feared to know.

SONNET LXXXV

VAIN VIRTUES
What is the sorriest thing that enters Hell ?

None of the sins, but this and that fair deed
Which a soul's sin at length could supersede.

These yet are virgins, whom death's timely knell

Might once have sainted ; whom the fiends compel
Together now, in snake-bound shuddering sheaves
Of anguish, while the pit's pollution leaves

Their refuse maidenhood abominable.

Night sucks them down, the tribute of the pit,

Whose names, half entered in the book of Life,
Were God's desire at noon. And as their hair

And eyes sink last, the Torturer deigns no whit
To gaze, but, yearning, waits his destined wife,
The Sin still blithe on earth that sent them there.
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SONNET LXXXVI

LOST DAYS
The lost days of my life until to-day,
What were they, could I see them on the street
Lie as they fell ? Would they be ears of wheat

Sown once for food but trodden into clay ?

Or golden coins squandered and still to pay ?

Or drops of blood dabbling the guilty feet ?

Or such spilt water as in dreams must cheat
The undying throats of Hell, athirst alway ?

I do not see them here ; but after death
God knows I know the faces I shall see,

Each one a murdered self, with low last breath.
* I am thyself, what hast thou done to me ?

'

4 And I and I thyself,' (lo ! each one saith,)
And thou thyself to all eternity !

'

SONNET LXXXVII

DEATH'S SONGSTERS

When first that horse, within whose populous womb
The birth was death, o'ershadowed Troy with fate,
Her elders, dubious of its Grecian freight,

Brought Helen there to sing the songs of home ;

She whispered,
*

Friends, I am alone; come, come !

'

Then, crouched within, Ulysses waxed afraid,
And on his comrades' quivering mouths he laid

His hands, and held them till the voice was dumb.

The same was he who, lashed to his own mast,
There where the sea-flowers screen the charnel-caves,

Beside the sirens.!,singing island pass'd,
Till sweetness failed along the inveterate waves. . . .

Say, soul, are songs of Death no heaven to thee,
Nor shames her lip the cheek of Victory ?
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SONNET LXXXVIII

HERO'S LAMP
That lamp thou fill'st in Eros' name to-night,
O Hero, shall the Sestian augurs take

To-morrow, and for drowned Leander's sake
To Anteros its fireless lip shall plight.

Aye, waft the unspoken vow : yet dawn's first light
On ebbing storm and life twice ebb'd must break ;

While 'neath no sunrise, by the Avernian Lake,
Lo where Love walks, Death's pallid neophyte.

That lamp within Anteros' shadowy shrine
Shall stand unlit (for so the gods decree)
Till some one man the happy issue see

Of a life's love, and bid its flame to shine :

Which still may rest unfir'd ; for, theirs or thine,
O brother, what brought love to them or thee ?

SONNET LXXXIX

THE TREES OF THE GARDEN
Ye who have passed Death's haggard hills ; and ye
Whom trees that knew your sires shall cease to know
And still stand silent : is it all a show,

A wisp that laughs upon the wall ? decree
Of some inexorable supremacy
Which ever, as man strains his blind surmise
From depth to ominous depth, looks past his eyes,

Sphinx-faced with unabashed augury ?

Nay, rather question the Earth's self. Invoke
The storm-felled forest-trees moss-grown to-day
Whose roots are hillocks where the children play ;

Or ask the silver sapling 'neath what yoke
Those stars, his spray-crown's clustering gems,

shall wage
Their journey still when his boughs shrink with age.
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SONNET XC
' RETRO ME, SATHANA !

'

Get thee behind me. Even as, heavy-curled,
Stooping against the wind, a charioteer
Is snatched from out his chariot by the hair,

So shall Time be ; and as the void car, hurled
Abroad by reinless steeds, even so the world :

Yea, even as chariot-dust upon the air,
It shall be sought and not found anywhere.

Get thee behind me, Satan. Oft unfurled,

Thy perilous wings can beat and break like lath
Much mightiness of men to win thee praise.
Leave these weak feet to tread in narrow ways.

Thou still, upon the broad vine-sheltered path,
Mayst wait the turning of the phials of wrath
For certain years, for certain months and days.

SONNET XCI

LOST ON BOTH SIDES

As when two men have loved a woman well,
Each hating each, through Love's and Death's deceit ;

Since not for either this stark marriage-sheet
And the long pauses of this wedding-bell ;

Yet o'er her grave the night and day dispel
At last their feud forlorn, with cold and heat ;

Nor other than dear friends to death may fleet

The two lives left that most of her can tell :

So separate hopes,,.which in a soul had wooed
The on^rsameTPeace, strove with each other long,
And Peace before their faces perished since :

So through that soul, in restless brotherhood,
They roam together now, and wind among

Its bye-streets, knocking at the dusty inns.
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SONNETS XCII, XCIII

THE SUN'S SHAME
I

Beholding youth and hope in mockery caught
From life ; and mocking pulses that remain
When the soul's death of bodily death is fain ;

Honour unknown, and honour known unsought ;

And penury's sedulous self-torturing thought
On gold, whose master therewith buys his bane ;

And long^^-fbg-^^iTLan-longin^allJn vajn
For lonely man with love's desire distraught ;

And wealth, and strength, and power, and pleasantness,
Given unto bodies of whose souls men say,
None poor and weak, slavish and foul, as they :

Beholding these things, I behold no less

The blushing morn and blushing eve confess
The shame that loads the intolerable day.

II

As some true chief of men, bowed down with stress
Of lifJfc-'-Su&isastrous eld, on blossoming youth
May gaze, an3~murmur with self-pity and ruth,

*

Might I thy fruitless treasure but possess,
Such blessing of mine all coming years should bless ;'

Then sends one sigh forth to the unknown goal,
And bitterly feels breathe against his soul

The hour swift-winged of nearer nothingness :

Even so the World's grey Soul to the green World
Perchance one hour must cry: 'Woe's me, for whom
Inveteracy of ill portends the doom,

Whose heart's old fire in shadow of shame is furl'd :

While thou even as of yore art journeying,
All soulless now, yet merry with the Spring !'
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SONNET XCIV

MICHELANGELO'S KISS

Great Michelangelo, with age grown bleak
And uttermost labours, having once o'ersaid
All grievous memories on his long life shed,

This worst regret to one true heart could speak :

That when, with sorrowing love and reverence meek,
He stooped o'er sweet Colonna's dying bed,
His Muse and dominant Lady, spirit-wed,

Her hand he kissed, but not her brow or cheek.

O Buonarruoti, good at

To urge her chariot ! even thus the Soul,

Touching at length some sorely-chastened goal,
Earns oftenest but a little : her appeals

Were deep and mute, lowly her claim. Let be :

What holds for her Death's garner ? And for thee ?

SONNET XCV

THE VASE OF LIFE

Around the y^use^ofLifg^it your slow pace
He has not creptTEut turned it with his hands,
And all its sides already understands.

There, girt, one breathes alert for some great race ;

Whose road runs far by sands and fruitful space ;

Who laughs, yet through the jolly throng has pass'd;
Who weeps, nor stays for weeping ; who at last,

A youth, stands somewhere crowned, with silent face.

And he has filled this vase witfo wjn^ for_hJQo4 ?

With blood for tears, with spice for burning vow,
With watered flowers for buried love most fit ;

And would have cast it shattered to the flood,

Yetjn Fate's name has kept it whole ; which now
Stands empty till his ashes fall in it.
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SONNET XCVI

LIFE THE BELOVED
As thy friend's face, with shadow of soul o'erspread,
Somewhile unto thy sight perchance hath been'

Ghastly and strange, yet never so is seen
In thought, but to all fortunate favour wed ;

As thy love's death-bound features never dead
To memory's glass return, but contravene
Frail fugitive days, and alway keep, I ween,

Than all new life a livelier lovelihead :

So Life herself, thy spirit's friend and love,
Even still as Spring's authentic harbinger
Glows with fresh hours for hope to glorify ;

Though pale she lay when in the winter grove
Her funeral flowers were snow-flakes shed on her
And the red wings of frost-fire rent the sky.

SONNET XCVII

A SUPERSCRIPTION
Look in my face ; my name is Might-have-been :

I am also called No-more, To^lafe^ Farewell ;

Unto thine ear I hold the dead-sea shell

Cast up thy Life's foam-fretted feet between ;

Unto thine eyes the glass where that is seen
Which had Life's form and Love's, but by my spell
Is now a shaken shadow intolerable,

Of ultimate things unuttered the frail screen.

Mark me, how still I am ! But should there dart
One moment through thy soul the soft surprise
Of that winged Peace which lulls the breath of sighs,

Then shalt thou see me smile, and turn apart
Thy visage to mine ambush at thy heart

Sleepless with cold commemorative eyes.
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SONNET XCVIII

HE AND I

Whence came his feet into my field, and why ?

How is it that he sees it all so drear ?

How do I see his seeing, and how hear
The name his bitter silence knows it by ?

This was the little fold of separate sky
Whose pasturing clouds in the soul's atmosphere
Drew living light from one continual year :

How should he find it lifeless ? He, or I ?

Lo ! this new Self now wanders round my field,
With plaints for every flower, and for each tree
A moan, the sighing wind's auxiliary :

And o'er sweet waters of my life, that yield
Unto his lips no draught but tears unseal'd,
Even in my place he weeps. Even I, not he.

SONNETS XCIX, C

NEWBORN DEATH
I

To-day Death seems to me an |nfanxhikL
Which her worn mother Life upon my knee
Has set to grow my friend and play with me ;

If haply so my heart might be beguil'd
To find no terrors in a face so mild,

If haply so my weary heart might be
Unto the newborn milky eyes of thee,

O Death, before resentment reconcil'd.

How long, O Death ? And shall thy feet depart
Still a young child's with mine, or wilt thou stand

Fullgrown the helpful daughter of my heart,
What time with thee indeed I reach the strand

Of the pale wave which knows thee what thou art,

And drink it in the hollow of thy hand ?
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II

And thou, O Life, the lady of all bliss,
With whom, wherTournrsTTieart beat full and fast,
I wandered till the haunts of men were pass'd,

And in fair places found all bowers amiss
Till only woods and waves might hear our kiss,
While to the winds all thought of Death we cast :

Ah, Life ! and must I have from thee at last

No smile to greet me and no babe but this ?

Lo ! Love, the child once ours ; and Song, whose hair
Blew like a flame and blossomedJike a wreath;

And Art, whose eyes were worlds by iGod Toiind fair :

These o'er the book of Nature mixed their breath
With neck-twined arms, as oft we watched them there ;

And did these die that thou mightst bear me Death ?

SONNET CI

THE ONE HOPE

When vain desire attest and vain regret ,

Go Hund lit handTxTcleath, and all is vain,
What shall assuage the unforgotten pain

And teach the unforgetful to forget ?

Shall Peace be still a sunk stream long unmet,
Or may the soul at once in a green plain
Stoop through the spray of some sweet life-fountain

And cull the dew-drenched flowering amulet ?

Ah ! when the wan soul in that golden air

Between the scriptured petals softly blown
Peers breathless for the gift of grace unknown,

Ah ! let none other alien spell soe'er
But only the one Hope's one name be there,
Not less nor more, but even that word alone.
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TRANSLATIONS
FROM

DANTE ALIGHIERI

The Lady of Pity (La Donna della Fenestra)

Mine eyes beheld the blessed pity spring
Into thy countenance immediately
A while agone, when thou beheldst in me

The sickness only hidden grief can bring ;

And then I knew thou wast considering
How abject and forlorn my life must be ;

And I became afraid that thou shouldst see

My weeping, and account it a base thing.
Therefore I went out from thee ; feeling how
The tears were straightway loosened at my heart
Beneath thine eyes' compassionate control.

And afterwards I said within my soul :

' Lo ! with this lady dwells the counterpart
Of the same Love who holds me weeping now.'



THE LADY OF PITY
(By permission of W. R. Moss, Esq., from a Photograph by

F. Hollyer, Esq.)
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FROM

BERNARDO DA BOLOGNA
He writes to Ouido Cavalcanti, telling him of the Love which a certain

Pinella showed on seeing him

Unto that lowly lovely maid, I wis,
So poignant in the heart was thy salute,
That she changed countenance, remaining mute.

Wherefore I asked :
'

Pinella, how is this ?

Hast heard of Guido ? know'st thou who he is ?'

She answered, * Yea ;' then paused, irresolute ;

But I saw well how the love-wounds acute
Were widened, and the star which Love calls his

Filled her with gentle brightness perfectly.
4 But, friend, an't please thee, I would have it told,'

She said,
' how I am known to him through thee.

Yet since, scarce seen, I knew his name of old,
Even as the riddle is read, so must it be.

Oh ! send him love of mine a thousand-fold !'
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FROM

CINO DA PISTOIA

Of the Grave of Selvaggia, on the Monte della Sambuca

I was upon the high and blessed mound,
And kissed, long worshipping, the stones and grass,
There on the hard stones prostrate, where, alas !

That pure one laid her forehead in the ground.
Then were the springs of gladness sealed and bound,
The day that unto Death's most bitter pass
My sick heart's lady turned her feet, who was

Already in her gracious life renown'd.
So in that place I spake to Love, and cried :

* O sweet my god, I am one whom Death may claim
Hence to be his ; for lo ! my heart lies here.'

Anon, because my Master lent no ear,

Departing, still I called Selvaggia's name.
So with my moan I left the mountain-side.
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FROM

GIOTTO DI BONDONE

Of the Doctrine of Voluntary Poverty

Many there are, praisers of Poverty ;

The which as man's best state is register'd

When by free choice preferr'd,
With strict observance having nothing here.

For this they find certain authority
Wrought of an over-nice interpreting.

Now as concerns such thing,
A hard extreme it doth to me appear,

Which to commend I fear,
For seldom are extremes without some vice.

Let every edifice,

Of work or word, secure foundation find ;

Against the potent wind,
And all things perilous, so well prepar'd
That it need no correction afterward.

Of poverty which is against the will,

It never can be doubted that therein
Lies broad the way to sin.

For oftentimes it makes the judge unjust ;

In dames and damsels doth their honour kill ;

And begets violence and villanies,

And theft and wicked lies,

And casts a good man from his fellows' trust.

And for a little dust
Of gold that lacks, wit seems a-lacking too.
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If once the coat give view
Of the real back, farewell all dignity.

Each therefore strives that he
Should by no means admit her to his sight,

Who, only thought on, makes his face turn white,

Of poverty which seems by choice elect,
I may pronounce from plain experience,

Not of mine own pretence,
That 'tis observed or unobserved at will.

Nor its observance asks our full respect :

For no discernment, nor integrity,
Nor lore of life, nor plea

Of virtue, can her cold regard instil.

I call it shame and ill

To name as virtue that which stifles good.
I call it grossly rude,

On a thing bestial to make consequent
Virtue's inspired advent

To understanding hearts acceptable :

For the most wise most love with her to dwell.

Here mayst thou find some issue of demur :

For lo ! our Lord commendeth poverty.
Nay, what His meaning be

Search well : His words are wonderfully deep,
Oft doubly sensed, asking interpreter.
The state for each most saving, is His will

For each. Thine eyes unseal,
And look within, the inmost truth to reap.

Behold what concord keep
His holy words with His most holy life.

In Him the power was rife

Which to all things apportions time and place.
On earth He chose such case ;

And why ? 'Twas His to point a higher life.
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But here, on earth, our senses show us still

How they who preach this thing are least at peace,
And evermore increase

Much thought how from this thing they should escape.
For if one such a lofty station fill,

He shall assert his strength like a wild wolf,
Or daily mask himself

Afresh, until his will be brought to shape ;

Ay, and so wear the cape
That direst wolf shall seem like sweetest lamb

Beneath the constant sham.
Hence, by their art, this doctrine plagues the world ;

And hence, till they be hurl'd
From where they sit in high hypocrisy,
No corner of the world seems safe to me.

Go, Song, to some sworn owls that we have known,
And on their folly bring them to reflect :

But if they be stiff-neck'd,
Belabour them until their heads are down.



FROM

GIOVANNI BOCCACCIO
Of his last sight of Fiammetta

Round her red garland and her golden hair
I saw a fire about Fiammetta's head ;

Thence to a little cloud I watched it fade,
Than silver or than gold more brightly fair ;

And like a pearl that a gold ring doth bear,
Even so an angel sat therein, who sped
Alone and glorious throughout heaven, array'd

In sapphires and in gold that lit the air.

Then I rejoiced as hoping happy things,
Who rather should have then discerned how God
Had haste to make my lady all His own,

Even as it came to pass. And with these stings
Of sorrow and with life's most weary load

I dwell, who fain would be where she is gone.



PROM
GIOVANNI BOCCACCIO
Of three Girls and of their Talk

By a clear well, within a little field

Full of green grass and flowers of every hue,
Sat three young girls, relating (as I knew)

Their loves. And each had twined a bough to shield
Her lovely face ; and the green leaves did yield
The golden hair their shadow ; while the two
Sweet colours mingled, both blown lightly through

With a soft wind for ever stirred and still'd.

After a little while one of them said,

(I heard her,)
* Think ! If, ere the next hour struck.

Each of our lovers should come here to-day,
Think you that we should fly or feel afraid ?

'

To whom the others answered, * Prom such luck
A girl would be a fool to run away.'
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FROM

FRANCO SACCHETTI

His Talk with certain Peasant-girls

* Ye graceful peasant-girls and mountain-maids,
Whence come ye homeward through these evening

shades?'

' We come from where the forest skirts the hill
;

A very little cottage is our home,
Where with our father and our mother still

We live, and love our life, nor wish to roam.
Back every evening from the field we come

And bring with us our sheep from pasturing there.
'

* Where, tell me, is the hamlet of your birth,
Whose fruitage is the sweetest by so much ?

Ye seem to me as creatures worship-worth,
The shining of your countenance is such.
No gold about your clothes, coarse to the touch,

Nor silver ; yet with such an angel's air !

* I think your beauties might make great complaint
Of being thus shown over mount and dell ;

Because no city is so excellent
But that your stay therein were honourable.
In very truth, now, does it like ye well

To live so poorly on the hill-side here ?
'
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4 Better it liketh one of us, pardie,
Behind her flock to seek the pasture-stance,

Far better than it liketh one of ye
To ride unto your curtained rooms and dance.
We seek no riches, neither golden chance

Save wealth of flowers to weave into our hair.'

Ballad, if I were now as once I was,
I'd make myself a shepherd on some hill,

And, without telling any one, would pass
Where these girls went, and follow at their will ;

And * Mary
' and * Martin ' we would murmur still,

And I would be for ever where they were.
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FROM

FRANCO SACCHETTI

On a Wet Day

As I walked thinking through a little grove,
Some girls that gathered flowers came passing me,
Saying,

* Look here ! look there !
'

delightedly.
1 O here it is !

' What's that ?
' ' A lily, love.'

4 And there are violets !
'

* Further for roses ! Oh the lovely pets
The darling beauties ! Oh the nasty thorn !

Look here, my hand's all torn !
'

4 What's that thatjumps ?
' * Oh don't ! it's a grasshopper !

*

' Come run, come run,
Here's bluebells !

' * Oh what fun !
'

4 Not that way ! Stop her !

'

4 Yes this way !
' * Pluck them, then !

'

4 Oh, I've found mushrooms ! Oh look here !
' ' Oh, I'm

Quite sure that further on we'll get wild thyme.'

4 Oh we shall stay too long, it's going to rain !

There's lightning, oh there's thunder !
'

4 Oh shan't we hear the vesper-bell, I wonder ?
'

4 Why, it's not nones, you silly little thing ;

And don't you hear the nightingales that sing

Fly away O die away?
'

4 O I hear something ! Hush !
'

4 Why, where ? what is it then ?
' * Ah ! in that bush !

'

So every girl here knocks it, shakes and shocks it,

Till with the stir they make
Out skurries a great snake.
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O Lord ( O me ! Alack ! Ah me ! alack !

'

They scream, and then all run and scream again,
And then in heavy drops down comes the rain.

Each running at the other in a fright,
Each trying to get before the other, and crying,
And flying, stumbling, tumbling, wrong or right ;

One sets her knee
There where her foot should be ;

One has her hands and dress
All smothered up with mud in a fine mess ;

And one gets trampled on by two or three.
What's gathered is let fall

About the wood and not picked up at all.

The wreaths of flowers are scattered on the ground,
And still, as screaming, hustling without rest,

They run this way and that and round and round,
She thinks herself in luck who runs the best.

I stood quite still to have a perfect view.
And never noticed till I got wet through.
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FROM

JACOPO DA LENTINO
Of his Lady in Heaven

I have it in my heart to serve God so
That into Paradise I shall repair,
The holy place through the which everywhere

I have heard say that joy and solace flow.

Without my lady I were loth to go,
She who has the bright face and the bright hair,
Because if she were absent, I being there,

My pleasure would be less than nought, I know.
Look you, I say not this to such intent
As that I there would deal in any sin :

I only would behold her gracious mien,
And beautiful soft eyes, and lovely face,

That so it should be my complete content
To see my lady joyful in her place.
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FROM

GIACOMINO PUGLIESI
Of his Dead Lady

Death, why hast thou made life so hard to bear,
Taking my lady hence ? Hast thou no whit

Of shame ? The youngest flower and the most fair

Thou hast plucked away, and the world wanteth it.

O leaden Death, hast thou no pitying ?

Our warm love's very spring
Thou stopp'st, and endest what was holy and meet ;

And of my gladdening
Mak'st a most woful thing,
And in my heart dost bid the bird not sing

That sang so sweet.

Once the great joy and solace that I had
Was more than is with other gentlemen :

Now is my love gone hence, who made me glad.
With her that hope I lived in she hath ta'en

And left me nothing but these sighs and tears,

Nothing of the old years
That come not back again,

Wherein I was so happy, being hers.
Now to mine eyes her face no more appears,
Nor doth her voice make music in mine ears,

As it did then.

O God, why hast thou made my grief so deep ?

Why set me in the dark to grope and pine ?

Why parted me from her companionship,
And crushed the hope which was a gift of thine ?

To think, dear, that I never any more
Can see thee as before !
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Who is it shuts thee in ?

Who hides that smile for which my heart is sore,
And drowns those words that I am longing for,

Lady of mine ?

Where is my lady, and the lovely face

She had, and the sweet motion when she walk'd ?

Her chaste, mild favour her so delicate grace
Her eyes, her mouth, and the dear way she talk'd ?-

Her courteous bending her most noble air

The soft fall of her hair? ....
My lady she who to my soul so rare

A gladness brought !

Now I do never see her anywhere,
And may not, looking in her eyes, gain there
The blessing which I sought.

So if I had the realm of Hungary,
With Greece, and all the Almayn even to France,

Or Saint Sophia's treasure-hoard, you see
All could not give me back her countenance.

For since the day when my dear lady died
From us, (with God being born and glorified,)

No more pleasaunce
Her image bringeth, seated at my side,
But only tears. Ay me ! the strength and pride

Which it brought once !

Had I my will, beloved, I would say
To God, unto Whose bidding all things bow,

That we were still together night and day :

Yet be it done as His behests allow.
I do remember that while she remained
With me, she often called me her sweet friend ;

But does not now,
Because God drew her towards Him, in the end.

Lady, that peace which none but He can send
Be thine. Even so.
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FRANCESCO DA BARBERINO
Of Importunities and Troublesome Persons

There is a vice prevails
Concerning which I'll set you on your guard ;

And other four, which hard
It were (as may be thought) that I should blame.

Some think that still of them
Whate'er is said some ill speech lies beneath ;

And this to them is death :

Whereby we plainly may perceive their sins.

And now let others wince.
One sort there is, who, thinking that they please,

(Because no wit's in these,)
Where'er you go, will stick to you all day,

And answer, (when you say,
Don't let me tire you out !

')
* O never mind

Say nothing of the kind,
It's quite a pleasure to be where you are !

'

A second, when, as far

As he could follow you, the whole day long
He's sung you his dull song,

And you for courtesy have borne with it,

Will think you've had a treat.

A third will take his special snug delight,
Some day you've come in sight

Of some great thought and got it well in view,
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Just then to drop on you.
A fourth, for any insult you've received
Will say he is so grieved,

And daily bring the subject up again.

So now I would be fain

To show you your best course at all such times
And counsel you in rhymes

That you yourself offend not in likewise.

In these four cases lies

This help : to think upon your own affair,

Just showing here and there

By just a word that you are listening ;

And still to the last thing
That's said to you attend in your reply,
And let the rest go by,

It's quite a chance if he remembers them.

Yet do not, all the same,
Deny your ear to any speech of weight.
But if importunate

The speaker is, and will not be denied,

Just turn the speech aside
When you can find some plausible pretence ;

For if you have the sense,

By a quick question or a sudden doubt

You may so put him out
That he shall not remember where he was,
And by such means you'll pass

Upon your way and be well rid of him.

And now it may beseem
I give you the advice I promised you.
Before you have to do

With men whom you must meet continually,
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Take notice what they be ;

And so you shall find readily enough
Ifyou can win their love,

And give yourself for answer Yes or No.

And finding Yes, do so
That still the love between you may increase.
Yet if they be of these

Whom sometimes it is hard to understand,

Let some slight cause be plann'd,
And seem to go, so you shall learn their will :

And if but one sit still

As 'twere in thought, then go, unless he call.

Lastly, if insult gall
Your friend, this is the course that you should take.
At first 'tis well you make

As much lament thereof as you think fit,

Then speak no more of it,

Unless himself should bring it up again ;

And then no more refrain
Prom full discourse, but say his grief is yours.
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FROM

FAZIO DEGLI UBERTI

His Portrait of his Lady, Angiola of Verona

I look at the crisp golden-threaded hair

Whereof, to thrall my heart, Love twists a net :

Using at times a string of pearls for bait,
And sometimes with a single rose therein.

I look into her eyes which unaware
Through mine own eyes to my heart penetrate,
Their splendour, that is excellently great,
To the sun's radiance seeming near akin,
Yet from herself a sweeter light to win.

So that I, gazing on that lovely one,
Discourse in this wise with my secret thought :

* Woe's me ! why am I not,
Even as my wish, alone with her alone,
That hair of hers, so heavily uplaid,
To shed down braid by braid,

And make myself two mirrors of her eyes
Within whose light all other glory dies ?

'

I look at the amorous beautiful mouth,
The spacious forehead which her locks enclose,
The small white teeth, the straight and shapely nose,
And the clear brows of a sweet pencilling.

And then the thought within me gains full growth,
Saying,

' Be careful that thy glance now goes
Between her lips, red as an open rose,

Quite full of every dear and precious thing ;

And listen to her gracious answering,
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Born of the gentle mind that in her dwells,
Which from all things can glean the nobler half.

Look thou when she doth laugh
How much her laugh is sweeter than aught else.'

Thus evermore my spirit makes avow
Touching her mouth ; till now

I would give anything that I possess,

Only to hear her mouth say frankly,
* Yes.'

I look at her white easy neck, so well
From shoulders and from bosom lifted out ;

And at her round cleft chin, which beyond doubt
No fancy in the world could have design'd.

And then, with longing grown more voluble,
* Were it not pleasant now,' pursues my thought,
* To have that neck within thy two arms caught
And kiss it till the mark were left behind ?

'

Then, urgently :
' The eyelids of thy mind

Open thou : if such loveliness be given
To sight here, what of that which she doth hide ?

Only the wondrous ride

Of sun and planets through the visible heaven
Tells us that there beyond is Paradise.

Thus, if thou fix thine eyes,
Of a truth certainly thou must infer

That every earthly joy abides in her.'

I look at the large arms, so lithe and round,
At the hands, which are white and rosy too,
At the long fingers, clasped and woven through,

Bright with the ring which one of them doth wear.
Then my thought whispers :

' Were thy body wound
Within those arms, as loving women's do,
In all thy veins were born a life made new
Which thou couldst find no language to declare.
Behold if any picture can compare
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With her just limbs, each fit in shape and size,

Or match her angel's colour like a pearl.
She is a gentle girl

To see ; yet when it needs, her scorn can rise.

Meek, bashful, and in all things temperate,
Her virtue holds its state ;

In whose least act there is that gift express'd
Which of all reverence makes her worthiest.'

Soft as a peacock steps she, or as a stork

Straight on herself, taller and statelier :

"Tis a good sight how every limb doth stir

For ever in a womanly sweet way.
1 Open thy soul to see God's perfect work,'

(My thought begins afresh,)
* and look at her

When with some lady-friend exceeding fair

She bends and mingles arms and locks in play.
Even as all lesser lights vanish away,

When the sun moves, before his dazzling -face,

So is this lady brighter than all these.
How should she fail to please,

Love's self being no more than her loveliness ?

In all her ways some beauty springs to view ;

All that she loves to do
Tends alway to her honour's single scope ;

And only from good deeds she draws her hope.'

Song, thou canst surely say, without pretence,
That since the first fair woman ever made,
Not one can have display'd
More power upon all hearts than this one doth ;

Because in her are both
Loveliness and the soul's true excellence :

And yet (woe's me !) is pity absent thence ?
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FROM
DANTE ALIGHIERI

He imagines a pleasant Voyage for Guido Cavalcanti, Lapo Gianni,
and himself, with their three Ladies

Guido, I wish that Lapo, thou, and I,

Could be by spells conveyed, as it were now,
Upon a barque, with all the winds that blow

Across all seas at our good will to hie.

So no mischance nor temper of the sky
Should mar our course with spite or cruel slip ;

But we, observing old companionship,
To be companions still should long thereby.
And Lady Joan, and Lady Beatrice,
And her the thirtieth on my roll, with us
Should our good wizard set, o'er seas to move
And not to talk of anything but love :

And they three ever to be well at ease,
As we should be, I think, if this were thus.
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FROM

FRANCOIS VILLON
The Ballad of Dead Ladies

Tell me now in what hidden way is

Lady Flora the lovely Roman ?

Where's Hipparchia, and where is Thais,
Neither of them the fairer woman ?

Where is Echo, beheld of no man,
Only heard on river and mere,
She whose beauty was more than human ?

But where are the snows of yester-year ?

Where's Heloise, the learned nun,
For whose sake Abeillard, I ween,

Lost manhood and put priesthood on ?

(From Love he won such dule and teen !)

And where, I pray you, is the Queen
Who willed that Buridan should steer

Sewed in a sack's mouth down the Seine ?

But where are the snows of yester-year ?

White Queen Blanche, like a queen of lies ,

With a voice like any mermaiden,
Bertha Broadfoot, Beatrice, Alice,
And Ermengarde the lady of Maine,
And that good Joan whom Englishmen

At Rouen doomed and burned her there,
Mother of God, where are they then ? . .

But where are the snows of yester-year ?

Nay, never ask this week, fair lord,
Where they are gone, nor yet this year,

Save with this much for an overword,
But where are the snows of yester-year ?
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FROM

FRANCOIS VILLON
To Death, of his Lady

Death, of thee do I make my moan,
Who hadst my lady away from me,
Nor wilt assuage thine enmity

Till with her life thou hast mine own :

For since that hour my strength has flown.
Lo ! what wrong was her life to thee,

Death ?

Two we were, and the heart was one ;

Which now being dead, dead I must be,
Or seem alive as lifelessly

As in the choir the painted stone,
Death !
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FROM

FRANCOIS VILLON
His Mother's Service to Our Lady

Lady of Heaven and Earth, and therewithal
Crowned Empress of the nether clefts of Hell,

I, thy poor Christian, on thy name do call,

Commending me to thee, with thee to dwell,
Albeit in nought I be commendable.

But all mine undeserving may not mar
Such mercies as thy sovereign mercies are ;

Without the which (as true words testify)
No soul can reach thy Heaven so fair and far.

Even in this faith I choose to live and die.

Unto thy Son say thou that I am His,
And to me graceless make Him gracious.

Sad Mary of Egypt lacked not of that bliss,

Nor yet the sorrowful clerk Theophilus,
Whose bitter sins were set aside even thus

Though to the Fiend his bounden service was.
Oh help me, lest in vain for me should pass
(Sweet Virgin that shalt have no loss thereby !)

The blessed Host and sacring of the Mass.
Even in this faith I choose to live and die.

A pitiful poor woman, shrunk and old,
I am, and nothing learn'd in letter-lore.

Within my parish-cloister I behold
A painted Heaven where harps and lutes adore,
And eke an Hell whose damned folk seethe full

sore:
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One bringeth fear, the other joy to me.
That joy, great Goddess, make thou mine to be t

-

Thou of whom all must ask it even as I ;

And that which faith desires, that let it see.

For in this faith I choose to live and die.

O excellent Virgin Princess ! thou didst bear

King Jesus, the most excellent comforter,
Who even of this our weakness craved a share,
And for our sake stooped to us from on high,

Offering to death His young life sweet and fair.

Such as He is, Our Lord, I Him declare,
And in this faith I choose to live and die.
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FROM

HARTMANN VON AUE (A.D. 11001200)

Henry the Leper A Swabian Miracle-Rhyme

Hartmann von Aue, the fame went,
Was a good knight, and well acquent
With books in every character.

Having sought this many a year,
He found at length a record fit,

As far as he apprehendeth it,

To smoothe the rugged paths uneven,
To glorify God which is in Heaven,
And gain kind thoughts from each true heart
For himself as also for his art.

Unto your ears this song sings he,
And begs, an you hear it patiently,
That his reward be held in store ;

And that whoso, when his days are o'er,
Shall read and understand this book,
For the writer unto God may look,

Praying that God may be his goal
And the place of rest to his poor soul.

That man his proper shrift shall win
Who prayeth for his brother's sin.

PART I

Once on a time, rhymeth the rhyme,
In Swabia-land once on a time,
There was a nobleman sojourning,
Unto whose nobleness everything
Of virtue and high-hearted excellence

Worthy his line and his large pretence
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With plentiful measure was meted out :

The land rejoiced in him round about.
He was like a prince in his governing
In his wealth he was like a king ;

But most of all by the fame far-flown
Of his great knightliness was he known,
North and south, upon land and sea.

By his name he was Henry of the Lea.
All things whereby the truth grew dim
Were held as hateful foes with him :

By solemn oath was he bounden fast
To shun them while his life should last.

In honour all his days went by :

Therefore his soul might look up high
To honourable authority.

A paragon of all graciousness,
A blossoming branch of youthfulness,A looking-glass to the world around,
A stainless and priceless diamond,
Of gallant 'haviour a beautiful wreath,
A home when the tyrant menaceth,
A buckler to the breast of his friend,
And courteous without measure or end ;

Whose deeds of arms 'twere long to tell ;

Of precious wisdom a limpid well,
A singer of ladies every one,
And very lordly to look upon
In feature and bearing and countenance :

-

Say, failed he in anything, perchance,
The summit of all glory to gain
And the lasting honour of all men ?

Alack ! the soul that was up so high
Dropped down into pitiful misery ;

The lofty courage was stricken low,
The steady triumph stumbled in woe,

73
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And the world-joy was hidden in the dust,
Even as all such shall be and must.
He whose life in the senses centreth
Is already in the shadow of death.

1

The joys, called great, of this under-state
Burn up the bosom early and late ;

And their shining is altogether vain,
For it bringeth anguish and trouble and pain,
The torch that flames for men to see
And wasteth to ashes inwardly
Is verily but an imaging
Of man's own life, the piteous thing.
The whole is brittleness and mishap :

We sit and dally in Fortune's lap
Till tears break in our smiles betwixt,
And the shallow honey-draught be mix'd
With sorrow's wormwood fathom-deep.
Oh ! rest not therefore, man, nor sleep :

In the blossoming of thy flower-crown
A sword is raised to smite thee down.

Even with Earl Henry it was thus :

Though gladsome and very glorious
Was the manner of his life, yet God
Upon his spirit's fulness trod.

The curse that fell was heavy and deep
A thunderbolt in the hour of sleep.
His body, whose beauty was so much,
Was turned unto loathing and reproach,
Full of foul sores, increasing fast,
Which grew into leprosy at last.

Ages ago the Lord even so
Ordained that Job should be brought low,
To prove him if in such distress
He would hold fast his righteousness.
The great rich Earl, who otherwhile
Met but man's praise and woman's smile,
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Was now no less than out-thrust quite.
The day of the world hath a dark night.

What time Lord Henry wholly knew
The stound that he was come into,

And saw folk shun him as he went,
And his pains food for merriment,
Then did he, as often it is done

By those whom sorrow falleth on
He wrapped not round him as a robe
The patience that was found in Job.
For holy Job meet semblance took,
And bowed him under God's rebuke,
Which had given to him the world's reverse,
And the shame, and the anguish, and the curse,

Only to snatch away his soul
From emptiness and earth's control :

Therefore his soul had triumphing
Inmostly at the troublous thing.

In such wise Henry bore him not ;

Its duteousness his heart forgot :

His pride waxed hard and kept its place,
But the glory departed from his face,
And that which was his strength grew weak.
The hand that smote him on the cheek
Was all too heavy. It was night
Now, and his sun withdrew its light.
To the pride of his uplifted thought
Much woe the weary knowledge brought
That the pleasant way his feet did wend
Was all passed o'er and had an end.
The day wherein his years had begun
Went in his mouth with a malison.
As the ill grew stronger and more strong,
There was but hope bore him along :

Even yet to hope he was full fain

That gold might help him back again
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Thither whence God had cast him out.

Ah ! weak to strive and little stout

'Gainst Heaven the strength that he possess'd.
North and south, and east and west,
Far and wide from every side,

Mediciners well proved and tried

Came to him at the voice of his woe ;

But, mused and pondered they everso,

They could but say, for all their care,
That he must be content to bear
The burthen of the anger of God :

For him there was none other road.

Already was his heart nigh down,
When yet to him one chance was shown ;

For in Salerno dwelt, folk said,
A leach who still might lend him aid,
Albeit unto his body's cure
All such had been as nought before.

Up rose fresh-hearted the sick man,
And sought the great physician,
And told him all, and prayed him hard,
With the proffer of a rich reward,
To take away his griefs foul cause.
Then said the leach without a pause,
' There is one means might healing yield,
Yet will you ever be unheal'd.'

And Henry said,
<

Say on ; define
Your thoughts ; your words are as thick wine.
Some means may bring recovery ?

I will recover ! Verily,
Unto your will my will shall bend,
So this mine anguish pass and end.'

Then said the leach,
* Give ear to me :

Thus stands it with your misery.
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Albeit there be a means of health,
From no man shall you win such wealth ;

Many have it, yet none will give ;

You shall lack it all the days you shall live ;

Strength gets it not ; valour gains it not ;

Nor with gold nor with silver is it bought.
Then, since God heedeth not your plaint,

Accept God's will and be content.'

1 Woe's me !' did Henry's speech begin ;

* Your pastime do you take herein,
To snatch the last hope from my sight ?

Riches are mine, and mine is might,
Why cast away such golden chance
As waiteth on my deliverance ?

You shall grow rich in succouring me :

Tell me the means, what they may be.'

Quoth the leach,
* Then know them, what they are ;

Yet still all hope must stand afar.

Truly if the cure for your care

Might be gotten anyway anywhere,
Did it hide in the furthest parts of earth,
This-wise I had not sent you forth.

But all my knowledge hath none avail ;

There is but one thing would not fail :

An innocent virgin for to find,

Chaste, and modest, and pure in mind,
Who, to save you from death, might choose
Her own young body's life to lose :

The heart's blood of the excellent maid
That and nought else can be your aid.

But there is none will be won thereby
For the love of another's life to die.'

'Twas then poor Henry knew indeed
That from his ill he might not be freed,
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Sith that no woman he might win
Of her own will to act herein.
Thus gat he but an ill return
For the journey he made unto Salerne,
And the hope he had upon that day
Was snatched from him and rent away.
Homeward he hied him back : full fain

With limbs in the dust he would have lain.

Of his substance lands and riches both
He rid himself; even as one doth
Who the breath of the last life of his hope
Once and for ever hath rendered up.
To his friends he gave, and to the poor ;

Unto God praying evermore
The spirit that was in him to save,
And make his bed soft in the grave.
What still remained, aside he set
For Holy Church's benefit.

Of all that heretofore was his

Nought held he for himself, I wis,
Save one small house, with byre and field :

There from the world he lived conceal'd,
There lived he and awaited Death,
Who, being awaited, lingereth.

Pity and ruth his troubles found

Alway through all the country round.
Who heard him named, had sorrow deep,
And for his piteous sake would weep.

PART II

The little farm, with herd and field,

Now, as it had been erst, was till'd

By a poor man of simple make
Whose heart right seldom had the ache.
A happy soul, and well content
With every chance that fortune sent,
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Being equal in fortune's pitch
Even unto him that is rich,

For that his master's kindly will

Set limit to his labour still,

And without cumbrance and in peace
He lived upon the field's increase.

With him poor Henry, trouble-press'd,
Dwelt, and to dwell with him was rest.

In grateful wise, neglecting nought,
Still was the peasant's service wrought :

Cheerily, both in heart and look,
The trouble and the toil he took,

Which, new as each day dawned anew,
For Henry he must bear and do.

With favour which to blessings ran,
God looked upon the worthy man :

He gave him strength to aid his life,

A sturdy heart, an honest wife,
And children such as bring to be
That a man's breast is brimmed with glee.

Among them was a little maid,
Red-cheeked, in yellow locks arrayed,
Whose tenth year was just passing her ;

With eyes most innocently clear,
Sweet smiles that soothe, sweet tones that lull ;

Of gracious semblance wonderful.

For her sick lord the dear good child

Was full of tender thoughts and mild.

Rarely from sitting at his feet

She rose ; because his speech was sweet,
To serve him she was proud and glad.
Great fear her little playmates had
At the sight of the loathly wight ;

But she, as often as she might,
Went to him and with him would stay ;

And her heart unto him alway
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Clave as a child's heart cleaves : his pain
And grief that ever must remain,
With childish grace she soothed the while,
And sat her at his feet with a smile.

And Henry loved the little one
Who had such thought his woes upon,
And he would buy her baubles bright
Such as to children give delight :

Nought else to peace his heart could lift

Like her innocent gladness at the gift.

A riband sometimes, broad and fair,

To twine with the tresses of her hair,
Or a looking-glass, or a little ring,
Or a girdle-clasp ; at anything
She was so thankful, was so pleased,
That in some sort his pain was eased,
And he would even say jestingly,
His own good little wife was she.
Seldom she left him long alone,

Winning him from his inward moan
With love and childish trustfulness ;

Her joyous seeming ne'er grew less ;

She was a balm unto his breast,
Unto his eyes she was shade and rest.

Already were three years outwrung,
And still his torment o'er him hung,
And still in death ceased not his life.

It chanced the peasant and his wife,
And his two little daughters, sate

Together when the day was late.

Their talk was all upon their lord,
And how the help they could afford
Was joy to them, and of the woe
They suffered for his sake, yet how
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His death, they feared, might bring them worse.

They thought that in the universe
No lord could be so good as he,
And if but once they lived to see
Another inherit of their friend,
That all their welfare needs must end.

Then to his lord the peasant spake.
1

Question, dear master, I would make,
So you permit me, of the cause
Wherefore thus long you have made pause
From seeking help from such as win
Worship by lore of medicine,
And famous are both near and far.

One such might yet break down the bar
That shuts you from your health's estate.

Wherefore, dear master, should you wait ?'

Then sighs from the soul of the sick man
Pressed outward, and his tears began ;

They were so sore that when he spake
It seemed as though his heart would break.

* From God this woful curse,' he said,

Wofully have I merited,
Whose mind but to world-vanity
Looked, and but thought how best to be
Wondrous in the thinking of men :

Worship I laboured to attain

By wealth, which God in His great views
Had given me for another use.
God's self I had well-nigh forgot,
The moulder of my human lot,

Whose gifts, ill ta'en, though well bestow'd,
Hindered me from the heaven-road ;

Till I at length, lost here as there,
Am chosen unto shame and despair.
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His wrath's insufferable weight
Made me to know Him but too late.

From bad to worse, from worse to worst,
At length I am cast forth and curs'd :

The whole world from my side doth flee ;

The wretchedest insulteth me ;

Looking on me, each ruffian

Accounts himself the better man,
And turns his visage from the sight,
As though I brought him bane and blight.
Therefore may God reward thee, thou
Who dost bear with me even now,
Not scorning him whose sore distress
No more may guerdon faithfulness.
And yet, however kind and true
The deeds thy goodness bids thee do,
Still, spite of all, it must at heart

Rejoice thee when my breath shall part.
How am I outcast and forlorn !

That I, who as thy lord was born,
Must now beseech thee of thy grace
To suffer me in mine evil case.
With a great blessing verily
Thou shalt be blest of God through me,
Because to me, whom God thus tries,

Pity thou grantest, Christian-wise.
The thing thou askest thou shalt know :

All the physicians long ago
Who might bring help in any kind
I sought ; but, woe is me ! to find

That all the help in all the earth
Avails not and is nothing worth.
One means there is indeed, and yet
That means nor gold nor prayers may get
A leach who is full of lore hath said
How it needeth that a virtuous maid
For my sake with her life should part,
And feel the steel cut to her heart :
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Only in the blood of such an one
My curse may cease beneath the sun.
But such an one what hope can show,
Who her own life would thus forego
To save my life ? Then let despair
Bow down within my soul to bear
The wrath God's justice doth up-pile.
When will death come ? Woe, woe the while !'

Of these, poor Henry's words, each word
The little maiden likewise heard
Who at his feet would always sit ;

And forgot it not, but remember'd it.

In the hid shrine, her heart's recess,
She held his words in silentness.
As the mind of an angel was her mind,
Grave and holy and Christ-inclin'd.

When in their chamber, day being past,
Her parents, after toil, slept fast,

Then always with the self-same stir

The sighs of her grief troubled her.
At the foot of her parents' bed
Lying, so many tears she shed

(Bitter and many) as to make
That they woke up and kept awake.

Her secret grieving once perceived,
They made much marvel why she grieved,
And questioned her of the evil chance
To which she gave sorrowful utterance
In her sobbings and in her under-cries :

But nothing answered she anywise,
Until her father bade her tell

Openly and truly and well

Why night by night within her bed
So many bitter tears she shed.
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' Alack !' quoth she,
* what should it be

But our kind master's misery
With thoughts how soon we now must miss
Both him and all our happiness ?

Our solace shall be ours no more :

There is no lord alive, be sure,

Who, like unto him and of his worth,
Shall bless our days with peace thenceforth.'

They answering said :
*

Right words and rare
Thou speak'st ; but it booteth not an hair
That we should make outcry and lament :

Brood thou no longer thereanent.
Unto us it is pain, as unto thee,
Perchance even more ; yet what can we
That may avail for succouring ?

Truly the Lord hath done this thing.'

Thus silenced they her speaking ; but
Her soul's complaint they silenced not.
Grief lay with her from hour to hour
Through the long night ; nor dawn had power
To rid her of it ; all beside
That near and about her might betide
Seemed nought. And when sleep covered men,
Again and again, and yet again,
Wakeful and faithful, she would crouch

Wearily on her little couch,
Tossing in trouble without sign :

And from her eyes the scalding brine
Flowed through sick grief that wept apart ;

As steadfastly within her heart
She pondered on her heart's sore ache
And on those words Earl Henry spake.
Long with herself communing so,
Her tears were softened in their flow ;

Because at length her will was fix'd

To stand his fate and him betwixt.
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Where now should such a child be sought,
Thinking even as this one thought,
Who, rather than her lord should die,
Chose her own death and held thereby ?

But once her purpose settled fast,
All woe went forth from her and pass'd ;

Her heart sat lightly in her breast,
And one thing only gave unrest.
Her lord's own hand, she feared, might stay
Her footsteps from the terrible way,
She feared her parents strength might lack,

And, through much loving, hold her back.

By reason of such fears, she fell

Into new grief unspeakable,
And that night, as the past nights, wept,
Waking her father where he slept.
* Thou foolish child,' thus did he say,
' Why wilt thou weep thine eyes away
For what no help thou hast can mend ?

Is not this moan thou mak'st to end ?

We would sleep ; let us sleep in peace.'
Thus chidingly he bade her cease,
Because his thought conceived in nought
The thing she had laid up in her thought.

Answered him the excellent maid :

1

Truly my own dear lord hath said

That by one means he may be heal'd.

So ye but your consenting yield,
It is my blood that he shall have.

I, being virgin-pure, to save
His days, do choose the edge o' the knife,
And my death rather than my life.'

The young girl's parents lay and heard,
And had sore grief of her spoken word ;

185
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And thus her father said :
' How now ?

What silly wish, child, wishest thou ?

Thou durst not do it in very truth.

What knows a child of these things, forsooth ?

Ugly Death thou hast never seen :

Were he once to near thee, I ween
Didst thou view the pit of the sepulchre
Thy face would change and thy flesh fear,
And thy soul within thee would shake,
And thy weak hands would toil to break
The grasp of the monster foul and grim,
Drawing thee from thyself to him.
Leave thy words and thy weeping too ;

What cannot be done, seek not to do.'

'

Nay, father mine,' replied the child,
* Though my words may be counted wild,
Well I know that the body's death
Is a torture and tortureth.

Yet truly this is truth no less :

He who is plagued with sharp distress,
Who hates his life, having but woe,
To him the end cometh, even so,
When for all the curses that he hath pass'd,
He scapes not the curse of death at last.

What booteth it him a long-drawn life

To have traversed in trouble and in strife,

If nothing after all he can win,
Except, being old, to enter in

At the self-same door which years ago
He might more firmly have passed through ?

But scantly may the soul see good,
So rough is world-driving and so rude ;

And, good once ended, hope once lorn,
Best it were I had not been born.
Therefore my lips give praise to God,
Who this great blessing hath bestow'd
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On me, by loss of body and limb
To have the life that lives with Him.
'Twere ill done, did ye make me loth

From what unto me and unto both

Bringeth joy and prosperity,
Gaining the crown of Christ for me ;

And you, from every troublous thing
That threateneth you, delivering.
The generous master ye shall keep
Who leaves you undisturbed to reap
The fruits our little field doth grow,
Earn'd, father, in the sweat of thy brow.
With you, while he liveth, it shall stay ;

He is good ; he will not drive you away.
But if we now should let him die,
Our ruining hasteneth thereby :

The thought whereof doth make me give

My own young life that he may live.

To such a choice, which profits all,

Meseems your chiding should be small.'

Then the mother broke forth at last,

Finding her daughter's purpose fast.
' Think, my own child, daughter mine, think

Of the bitter cup that I had to drink,
Of the pain that I suffered once for thee ;

And, thinking, turn thyself unto me.
Is this the guerdon thou dost give
Even to the womb that bade thee live ?

Her in pain must I lose again
Whom I bore and brought forth in pain ?

Wouldst leave thy parents for thy lord ?

This were hatred of God and of His word.
Clean from thy mind is the word gone
Which God pronounced ? Ponder thereon :

"
Listen," it is written,

" to their command,
That thy days may be long in the land."
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Lo ! how corrupt must be thine heart !

It hath striven the will of God to thwart.
And sayest thou, if thou losest thus

Thy life, good hap shall come to us ?

Oh no ! in us thou wilt give birth

To weariness and to scorn of earth.

In the whole world thou art alone
That which our joy is set upon.
Yes, little daughter, always dear,
'Tis thou shouldst make our gladness here ;

Thou shouldst be a lamp to our life,

Our aim in the troublesome hard strife,

And a staff our falling steps to save :

In place whereof, thine own black grave
With thine own hand thou digg'st, and sad
Grow the hope and the comfort that we had,
And I must weep at thy tomb all day
Till in plague and torment I pass away.
Yet oh ! whate'er our ills may be,
So much and more shall God do to thee.'

Then the pious maid answered and said :

4 O mother, that in my soul art laid,
How should I not at all times here
See the path of my duty clear,
When at all times my thankful mind
Meeteth thy love, tender and kind,
That kindly and tenderly ministers ?

Of a verity I am young in years ;

Yet this I know : what is mine, to wit,
Is mine but since thou gavest it.

And if the people grant me praise,
And look with favour in my face,
Yet my heart's tale is continual
That only thee must I thank for all

Which it pleaseth them to perceive in me ;

And that ne'er a thing should be brought to be
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By myself on myself, save such
As thou wouldst permit without reproach.
Mother, it was thou that didst give
These limbs and the life wherewith I live,

And is it thou wouldst grudge my soul

Its white robe and its aureole ?

The knowledge of evil in my breast
Hath not yet been, nor sin's unrest ;

Therefore, the road being overtrod,
I know I shall have portion with God.

Say not that this is foolishness ;

No hand but God's hand is in this :

Him must thou thank, Whose grace doth cleanse

My heart from earth's desire, till hence
It longs with a mighty will to go
Ere sin be known that's yet to know.
Well it needs that the joys of earth

(Deemed oftentimes of a priceless worth)
By man should be counted excellent :

How otherwise might he rest content
With anything but Christ's perfecting ?

Oh ! to such reeds let me not cling !

God knows how vain seem to my sight
The bliss of this world and the delight ;

For the delight turneth amiss,
And soul's tribulation hath the bliss.

What is their life ? a gasp for breath ;

And their guerdon ? but the burthen of death.
One thing alone is sure : should peace
Come to-day, with to-morrow it shall cease ;

Till the last evil thing at last

Shall find us out, and our days be past.
Nor birth nor wealth succoureth then,
Nor strength, nor the courage of strong men,
Nor honour, nor fealty, nor truth.

Out and alack ! our life, our youth,
Are but dust only and empty smoke :

We are laden branches that the winds rock.
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Woe to the fool who layeth hold
On earth's vain shadows manifold !

The marsh-fire gleam, as it hath shone,
Still shines, luring his footsteps on :

But he is dead ere he reach the goal,
And with his flesh dieth his soul.

Therefore, dear mother, be at rest,
And labour not to make manifest
That for my sake thou hold'st me here :

But let one silence make it clear
That my father's will is joined with thine.

Alas ! though I kept this life of mine,
'Tis verily but a little while
That ye may smile, or that I may smile.
Two years perchance, perchance even three,
In happiness I shall keep with ye :

Then must our lord be surely dead,
And sorrow and sighing find us instead ;

And your want shall your will withhold
From giving me any dowry-gold,
And no man will take me for his wife ;

And my life shall be trouble-rife,
And very hateful, and worse than death.
Or though this thing that threateneth
Were 'scaped, and ere our good lord died
Some bridegroom chose me for his bride,

Though then, ye think, all is made smooth,
Yet the bad is but made worse, forsooth;
For even with love, woes should not cease,
And not to love were the end of peace.
Thus through ill and grief I struggle still,

What to attain ? Even griefand ill.

In this strait, One would set me free,

My soul and my body asking of me,
That I may be with Him where He is.

Hold me not ; I would make myself His.
He only is the true Husbandman ;

The labour ends well which He began ;
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Ever His plough goeth aright ;

His barns fill ; for His fields there is no blight ;

In His lands life dies not anywhere ;

Never a child sorroweth there ;

There heat is not, neither is cold ;

There the lapse of years maketh not old ;

But peace hath its dwelling there for aye,
And abideth, and shall not pass away.
Thither, yea, thither let me go,
And be rid of this shadow-place below,
This place laid waste like a waste plain,
Where nothing is but torment and pain,
Where a day's blight falleth upon
The work of a year, and it is gone ;

Where ruinous thunder lifts its voice,
And where the harvest may not rejoice.
You love me ? Oh let your love be seen,
And labour no more to circumvene
My heart's desire for the happy place ! ,

To the Lord let me lift my face,
Even unto Jesus Christ my Friend,
Whose gracious mercies have no end,
In Whose name Love is the world's dear Lord,
And by Whom not the vilest is abhorr'd.
Alike with Him is man's estate,
As the rich the poor, the small as the great :

Were I a queen, be sure that He
With more joy could not welcome me.
Yet from your hearts do I turn my heart ?

Nay, from your love I will not part,
But rejoice to be subject unto you.
Then count not my thought to be untrue,
Because I deem, if I do this thing,
It is your weal I am furthering.
Whoso, men say, another's pelf
Heaping, pulls want upon himself,
Whoso his neighbour's fame would crown
By bringing ruin upon his own,
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His friendship is surely overmuch.
But this my purpose is none such :

For though ye too shall gain relief,

It is myself I would serve in chief.

O mother dear, weep not, nor mourn
My duty is this ; let it be borne.
Take heart, thou hast other children left ;

In theirs thy life shall be less bereft ;

They shall comfort thee for the loss of me :

Then my own gain let me bring to be,
And my lord's ; for to him upon the earth
This only can be of any worth.
Nor think that thou shalt look on my grave ;

That pain, at least, thou canst never have ;

Very far away is the land
Where that must be done which I have plann'd.
God guerdoneth ; in God is my faith ;

He shall loosen me from the bonds of Death.'

PART III

All trembling had the parents heard
Death by their daughter thus preferr'd
With a language so very marvellous

(Surely no child reasoneth thus),
Whose words between her lips made stir,

As though the Spirit were poured on her
Which giveth knowledge of tongues unknown.
So strange was every word and tone,

They knew not how they might answer it,

Except by striving to submit
To Him Who had made the child's heart rife

With the love of death and the scorn of life.

Therefore they said, silently still,
*

All-perfect One, it is Thy will.'

With fear and doubt's most bitter ban
They were a-cold ; so the poor man
And the poor woman sat alway
In their bed, without yea or nay.
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Ever alack ! they had no speech
The new dawn of their thought to reach.
With a wild sorrow unrepress'd
The mother caught the child to her breast ;

But the father after long interval

Said, though his soul smote him withal,
4

Daughter, if God is in thine heart,
Heed not our grieving, but depart.'

Then the sweet maid smiled quietly ;

And soon i' the morning hastened she
To the room where the sick man slept.

Up to his bed she softly stepp'd,

Saying,
' Do you sleep, my dear lord ?'

4 No, little wife,' was his first word,
' But why art thou so early to-day ?'

4 Grief made that I could not keep away
The great grief that I have for you.'

' God be with thee, faithful and true !

Often to ease my suffering
Thou hast done many a gracious thing.
But it lasteth ; it shall be always so.'

Then said the girl :
* On my troth, no !

Take courage and comfort ; it will turn.
The fire that in your flesh doth burn,
One means, you know, would quench at once.

My mind climbs to conclusions.
Not a day will I make delay,
Now I am 'ware of the one way.
Dear lord, I have heard yourself expound
How, if only a maiden could be found
To lose her life for you willingly,
From all your pains you might yet be free.

God He knoweth, I will do this :

My worth is not as yours, I wis.'
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Wondering and sore astonied,
The poor sick man looked at the maid,
Whose face smiled down unto his face,
While the tears gave each other chase
Over his cheeks from his weary eyes,
Till he made answer in this wise :

Trust me, this death is not, my child,
So tender a trouble and so mild
As thou, in thy reckoning, reckonest.
Thou didst keep madness from my breast,
And help me when other help was none :

I thank thee for all that thou hast done.

(May God unto thee be merciful
For thy tenderness in the day of dule

!)

I know thy mind, childlike and chaste,
And the innocent spirit that thou hast ;

But nothing more will I ask of thee
Than thou without wrong mayst do for me.
Long ago have I given up
The strife for deliverance and the hope ;

So that now in thy faithfulness
I pleasure me with a soul at peace,
Wishing not thy sweet life withdrawn
Sith my own life I have foregone.
Too suddenly, little wife, beside,
Like a child's, doth thine heart decide
On this which hath enter'd into it,

Unsure if thou shalt have benefit.
In little space sore were thy case
If once with Death thou wert face to face ;

And heavy and dark would the thing seem
Which thou hast desired in thy dream.
Therefore, good child, go in again :

Soon, I know, thou wilt count as vain
This thing to which thy mind is wrought,
When once thou hast ponder'd in thy thought
How hard a thing it is to remove
From the world and from the home of one's love,
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And think too what a grievous smart

Hereby must come to thy parents' heart,
And how bitter to them would be the stroke.

Shall I bring this thing on the honest folk

By whose pity my woes have been beguiled ?

To thy parents' counselling, my child,
For evermore look that thou incline :

So sorrow of heart shall not be thine.'

When thus he had answer'd tenderly,
Forth came the parents, who hard by
Had hearken'd to the speech that he spake.

Albeit his heart was nigh to break
With the load under which it bow'd,
The father spake these words aloud :

* God knows,' said he, we do willingly,
Dear master, aught that may vantage thee
Who hast been so good to us and so kind.
If God have in very truth design'd
That this young child should for thee atone,
Then, being God's will, let it be done.

Yea, through His power she hath been brought
To count the years of her youth for nought ;

And by no childish whim is she led
To her grave, as thou hast imagined.
To-day, alack ! is the third day
That with prayers we might not put away
She hath sorely entreated us that we
Would grant her the grace to die for thee.

By her words exceeding wonderful,
Our sharp resistance hath waxed dull,
Till now we may no longer dare
To pause from the granting of her prayer.'

When the sick man thus found that each
Spoke with good faith the selfsame speech,
And that in earnest the young maid
Proffered her life for his body's aid,
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There rose, the little room within,
Of sobbing and sorrow a great din,

And a strange dispute, that side and this,

In manner as there seldom is.

The Earl, at length winning unto
The means of health, raised much ado,

Loudly lamenting that his cure
From sickness should be thus made sure.
The parents grieved with a bitter woe
That their dear child should leave them so r

While yet they pray'd of him constantly
To grant her prayer that she should die.

And she meanwhile whose life-long years
It was to cost, shed sorrowful tears
For dread lest he whom she would save
Should deny to her the boon of the grave.

Thus they who, in pure faith's control
And in the strength of a godly soul,
Vied one with the other, sat there now,
Their eyes all wet with the bitter flow,
Each urging of what he had to say,
None yielding at all, nor giving way.
The sick man sat in thought a space,
Between his hands bowing his face,
While the others, with supplicating tone,

Softly besought him one by one.
Then his head at last he lifted up,
And let his tears fall without stop,
And said finally :

' So let it be.
Shall I, who am one, stand against three
Now know I surely that God's word,
Which speaks in silence, ye have heard ;

And that this thing must be very fit,

And even as God hath appointed it.

He, seeing my heart, doth read thereon
That I yield but to Him alone,
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Not to the wish that for my sake
Her grave this gracious child should make.'

Then the maid sprang to him full fain,
As though she had gotten a great gain ;

And both his feet clasp 'd and would kiss,
Not for sorrow sobbing now, but for bliss :

The while her sorrowing parents went
Forth from that room to make lament,
And weep apart for the heavy load
Which yet they knew was the will of God.

Then a kirtle was given unto the maid,
Broider'd all with the silken braid,
Such as never before she had put on ;

With sables the border was bedone,
And with jewels bound about and around :

On her so fair they were fairer found
Than song of mine can make discourse.
And they mounted her on a goodly horse :

That horse was to carry her very far,
Even to the place where the dead are.

In the taking of these gifts she smil'd.
Not any longer a silly child
She seemed, but a worshipful damozel,
Well begotten and nurtured well.
And her face had a quiet earnestness ;

And while she made ready, none the less
Did she comfort the trouble-stricken pair,
Who in awestruck wise looked on her there,
As a saintly being superior
And no daughter unto them any more.

Yet when the bitter moment came
Wherein their child must depart from them,
In sooth it was hard to separate.
The mother's grief was heavy and great,
Seeing that child lost to her, whom,
Years since, she had carried in her womb.
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And the father was sorely shaken too,
Now nought remained but to bid adieu
To that young life, full of the spring,
Which must wither before the blossoming.

What made the twain more strong at length
Was the young girl's wonderful strength,
Whose calm look and whose gentle word
Blunted the sharp point of the sword.
With her mouth she was eloquent,
As if to her ear an angel bent,

Whispering her that she might say
The word which wipes all tears away.
Thus, with her parents' benison

Upon her head, forth is she gone :

She is gone forth like to a bride,
Lifted and inwardly glorified ;

She seemed not as one that journeyeth
To the door of the house of death.

So they rode without stop or turn

By the paths that take unto Salerne.
Lo ! he is riding to new life

Whose countenance is laden and rife

With sorrow and care and great dismay.
But for her who rides the charnel-way
Oh ! up in her eyes sits the bright look
Which tells of a joy without rebuke.
With friendly speech, with cheerful jest,
She toils to give his sorrow rest,
To lighten the heavy time for him,
And shorten the road that was long and grim.

Thus on their way they still did wend
Till they were come to their journey's end.
Then prayed she of him that they might reach
That day the dwelling of the wise leach
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Who had shown how his ill might be allay'd.

And it was done even as she said.

His arm in hers, went the sick man
Unto the great physician,
And brought again to his mind the thing
Whereof they had erst made questioning.
* This maid,' he said, holds purpose now
To work my cure, as thy speech did show.'

But the leach held silence, as one doth
Whose heart to believe is well-nigh loth,

Even though his eyes witness a thing.
At length he said :

* By whose counselling
Comes this, my child ? Hast thou thought well

On that whereof this lord doth tell,

Or art thou led perforce thereto ?'

4

Nay,' quoth the maid,
* that which I do,

I do willingly ; none persuadeth me ;

It is, because I choose it should be.'

He took her hand, silently all,

And led her through a door in the wall
Into another room that was there,
Wherein he was quite alone with her.
Then thus :

* Thou poor ill-guided child,
What is it that maketh thee so wild,

Thy short life and thy little breath

Suddenly to yield up to death ?

An thou art constraint, e'en say 'tis so,
And I swear to thee thou art free to go.
Remember this how that thy blood
Unto the Earl can bring no good
If thou sheddest it with an inward strife.

Vain it were to bleed out thy life,

If still, when the whole hath come to pass,
Thy lord should be even as he was.
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Bethink thce and consider thereof
How the pains thou tempt' st are hard and rough.
First, with thy limbs naked and bare
Before mine eyes thou must appear,
So needs shall thy maiden shame be sore :

Yet still must the woe be more and more,
What time thou art bound by heel and arm,
And with sharp hurt and with grievous harm
I cut from out thy breast the part
That is most alive even thine heart.

With thine eyes thou shall surely see
The knife ere it enter into thee,
Thou shalt feel worse than death's worst sting
Ere the heart be drawn forth quivering.
How deemest thou ? Canst thou suffer this ?

Alack, poor wretch ! there is dreadfulness
Even in the thought. If only once
Thou do blench or shrink when the blood runs
If thou do repent but by an hair,
It is bootless all, in vain the care,
In vain the scathe, in vain the death.
Now what is the word thy free choice saith ?'

She look'd at him as at a friend,
And answer'd :

*

Sir, unto that end-
To wit, my choice I had ponder'd hard
Long ere I was borne hitherward.
I thank you, sir, that of your heart's ruth
You have warned me thus ; and of a truth,

By all the words that you have said
I well might feel dispirited,
The more that even yourself, meseems,
Are frightened by these idle dreams
Prom the work you should perform for the Earl.
Oh ! it might hardly grace a girl
Such cowardly reasoning to use !

Pardon me, sir ; I cannot choose
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But laugh, that you, with your mastership,
Should have a courage less firm and deep
Than a pitiful maiden without lore

Whose life even now ends and is o'er.

The part that is yours dare but to do,
As for me, I have trust to undergo.
Methinks the dule and the drearihead
You tell me of, must be sharp indeed,
Sith the mere thought is so troublesome.
Believe me, I never should have come,
Had I not known of myself alone
What the thing was to be undergone,
Were I not sure that, abash'd no whit,
This soul of mine could be through with it.

Yea, verily, by your sorrowing,
My poor heart's courage you can bring
Just to such sorrowful circumstance
As though I were going to the dance.

Worshipful sir, there nothing is

That can last alway without cease,
Nought that one day's remitted doom
Can save the feeble body from.
Thus then, you see, it is cheerfully
That I do all this ; and that while he
My lord, you willing, shall not die,
The endless life shall be mine thereby.
Resolve you, and so it shall be said
That the fame you have is well merited.
This brings me joy that I undertake,
Even for my dear kind master's sake,
And for what we two shall gain also,

I, there above, and you, here below.
Sir, inasmuch as the work is hard,
So much the more is our great reward.'

Then the leach said nothing, but was dumb ;

And, marvelling much, he sought the room
Where the sick man sat in expectancy.

201
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1 New courage may be yours,' quoth he ;

* For your sake she casts her life behind,
Not from empty fantasy of the mind ;

And the parting of her body and soul
Shall cleanse your limbs and make you whole.'
But Henry was full of troublous thought ;

Peradventure he hearken'd not,
For he answer'd not that which was sain.

So the leach turn'd, and went out again.

Again to the maid did he repair,
And straightway lock'd the doors with care,
That Henry might not see or know
What she for his sake must undergo.
And the leach said, Take thy raiment off.'

Then was her heart joyous enough,
And she obey'd, and in little space
Stood up before the old man's face
As naked as God had fashion'd her :

Only her innocence clothed her :

She fear'd not, and was not asham'd,
In the sight of God standing unblam'd,
To whom her dear life without price
She offered up for a sacrifice.

When thus she was beheld of the leach,
His soul spake with an inward speech,
Saying that beauty so excellent
Had scarce been known since the world went.
And he conceived for the poor thing
Such an unspeakable pitying,
And such a fear on his purpose lit,

That he scarce dared to accomplish it.

Slowly he gave her his command
To lie down on a table hard at hand,
To the which he bound her with strong cords :

Then he reach'd his hand forth afterwards,
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And took a broad long knife, and tried

The edge of the same on either side.

It was sharp, yet not as it should be

(He looked to its sharpness needfully,
Having sore grief for the piteous scathe
And desiring to shorten her death).
Therefore it was he took a stone,
And ground the knife finely thereon.

Earl Henry heard in bitterest woe
The blade, a-whetting, come and go.
Forward he sprang ; a sudden start

Of grief for the maid struck to his heart.
He thought what a peerless soul she bore,
And made a great haste unto the door,
And would have gone in, but it was shut.
Then his eyes burn'd, as he stood without,
In scalding tears ; transfigured
He felt himself ; and in the stead
Of his feebleness there was mightiness.
* Shall she/ he thought,

* who my life doth bless,-
The gracious, righteous, virtuous maid,
To this end be thrust down to the shade ?

Wilt thou, thpu fool, force the Most High,
That thy desire may come thereby ?

Deem'st thou that any, for good or ill,

Can live but a day against His will ?

And if by His will thou yet shalt live,
What more of help can her dying give ?

Sith all then is as God ordereth,
Rest evermore in the hand of faith.

As in past time, anger not now
The All-powerful ; seeing that thou
Canst anger Him only. 'Tis the ways
Of penitence lead unto grace.'
He was determined immediately,
And smote on the door powerfully,
And cried to the leach,

* Open to me !

'
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But the leach answer'd,
' It may not be :

I have something of weight that I must do/

Then Henry urged back upon him, * No !

Come quickly, and open, and give o'er.'

Quoth the other, Say your say through the door/

* Not so, not so ; let me enter in ;

It is my soul's rest I would win/

Then the door drew back, widely and well ;

And Henry look'd on the damozel,
Where she lay bound, body and limb,

Waiting Death's stroke, to conquer him.

* Hear me,' said he,
'

worshipful sir ;

It is horrible thus to look on her :

Rather the burthen of God's might
I choose to suffer, than this sight.
What I have said, that will I give ;

But let thou the brave maiden live/

PART IV

When the maiden learn'd assuredly
That by that death she was not to die,
And when she was loosed from the strong bands,
A sore moan made she. With her hands
She rent her hair ; and such were her tears
That it seem'd a great wrong had been hers.

* Woe worth the weary time 1

' she cried ;
* There is no pity on any side.
Woe is me ! It fades from my view
The recompense I was chosen to,
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The magnificent heaven-crown
I hoped with such a hope to put on.
Now it is I am truly dead,
Now it is I am truly ruined.
Oh ! shame and sorrowing on me,
And shame and sorrowing on thee,
Who the guerdon from my spirit hast riven,
And by whose hands I am snatch'd from Heaven !

Lo ! he chooseth his own calamity,
That so my crown may be reft from me !

'

Then with sharp prayer she pray'd them there
That still the death might be given her
For the which she had journey'd many a mile.
But being assured in a brief while
That the thing she sought would be denied,
She gazed with a piteous mien, and cried,

Rebuking her heart-beloved lord
* Is all then lost that my soul implor'd?
How faint art thou, how little brave,
To load me with this load that I have !

How have I been cheated with lies,

And cozen 'd with fair-seeming falsities !

They told me thou wast honest, and good,
And valiant, and full of noble blood,
The which, so help me God ! was false.

Thou art one the world strangely miscalls.
Thou art but a weak timorous man,
Whose soul, affrighted, fails to scan
The strength of a woman's sufferance.
Have I injured thee anyway, perchance ?

Say, how didst thou hear, sitting without ?

And yet meseems the wall was stout
Betwixt us. Nay, but thou must know
That it is to be that it will be so.

Take heed there is no second one
Who yet for thy life will lose her own.
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Oh ! turn to me and be pitiful,

And grudge not death to my poor soul !
'

But though her sueing was hard and hot,
His firmness never fail'd him a jot ;

So that at length, against her will,

She needs must end her cries and be still,-

Yielding her to the loath'd decree
That made her life a necessity.
Lord Henry to one will was wrought,
Fast settled in his steadfast thought :

He clothed her again with his own hand,
And again set forth to his native land,

Having given large reward to the leach.

He knew the shame and the evil speech
And the insult he must bear, yet bow'd
Meekly thereto ; knowing that God
Had will'd, in his regard, each thing
That wrought for him weal or suffering.

Thus by the damsel's help indeed
From a foul sickness he was freed,
Not from his body's sore and smart,
But from hardness and stubbornness of heart.
Then first was all that pride of his

Quite overthrown ; a better bliss

Came to his soul and dwelt with him
Than the bliss he Jpad

in the first time,
To wit, a blithe heart's priceless gain
That looks to God through the tears of pain.

But as they rode, the righteous maid
Mourn'd and might not be comforted.
Her soul was aghast, her heart was waste,
Her wits were all confused and displac'd :

Herseem'd that the leaning on God's might
Was turn'd for her to shame and despite :
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So her pure heart ceased not to pray
That the woe she had might be ta'en away.

Thus came the girl and the sick wight
To an hostel at the fall of the night.
Each in a little chamber alone,

They watch'd till many hours were gone.
The nobleman gave thanks to God
Who had turn'd him from the profitless road,
And cleansed him, by care and suffering,
From his loftiness and vain-glorying.
The damsel went down on her knees
And spake to God such words as these,

Why thus He had put aside, and left

Out of His grace, her and her gift,

Seeing how she had nothing more
To give but her one life bare and poor.
She prayed :

* Am I not good enough,
Thou Holy One, to partake thereof?

Then, O my God ! cleanse Thou mine heart ;

Let me not thus cease and depart :

Give me a sign, Father of mine,
That the absolving grace divine

By seeking may at length be found
While yet this earth shall hold me round.'

And God, who lifts souls from the dust,
Nor turns from the spirit that hath trust,
The same look'd down with looks unloth
On the troublesome sorrow of them both,
Both whose hearts and whose life-long days
He had won to Him for glory and praise,
Who had passed through the fire and come forth

And proved themselves salvation-worth.
The Father He who comforteth
His patient children that have faith

At length released these steadfast ones
From their manifold tribulations.
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In wondrous wise the Earl was stripp'd
Of all his sickness while he slept ;

And when, as the sunrise smote his e'en,
He found him once more whole and clean,
He rose from his couch and sought the maid.

On the sight for which she long had pray'd
She gazed and gazed some speechless space,
And then knelt down with lifted face
And said,

' The Lord God hath done this :

His was the deed the praise be His.
With solemn thinking let me take
The life which He hath given me back.'

PART V

The Earl return'd in joyful case
Unto his fathers' dwelling-place.
Every day brought back to him
A part of his joy, which had waxed dim ;

And he grew now, of face and mien,
More comely than ever he had been.
And unto all who in former years
Had been his friends and his comforters,
He told how God's all-mercifulness
Had deliver'd him out of his distress.

And they rejoiced, giving the praise
To God and His unsearchable ways.

Then thitherward full many a road
Men came, a gladsome multitude ;

They came in haste, they rode and they ran,
To welcome the gallant gentleman ;

Their own eyes they could scarce believe,

Beholding him in health and alive.

A strange sight, it may well be said,
When one revives that was counted dead.
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The worthy peasant who so long
Had tended him when the curse was strong,
In the good time stay'd not away,
Nor his wife could be brought to stay.
'Twas then that after long suspense
Their labour gat its recompense.
They who had hoped no other thing
Than the sight of their lord, on entering
Saw the sweet damsel by his side,
In perfect measure satisfied,
Who caught them round with either arm,
And clave to them closely and warm.

Long time they kissed her, in good sooth

They kissed her on her cheeks and mouth.
Within their breasts their hearts were light ;

And eyes which first laughed and were bright
Soon overbrimmed with many tears,
The tokens of the joy that was theirs.

Then the good honest Swabians
Who erst had shared the inheritance
Of the sick lord, gave back the land,
Unasked, which they had ta'en at his hand.
Him did they wholly reinstate
In every title and estate
That heretofore he had possess'd.
But ever he pondered in his breast

Upon those wondrous things which once
God wrought on his flesh and in his bones.

Nor did he in anywise forget
The friendly pair whose help, ere yet
His hours of pain were overpast,
Had stood him in such stead. The taste
Of bitter grief he had brought on them
Pound such reward as best became
He gave the little farm and the field,

With the cattle whereby they were till'd,
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With servants eke, to the honest twain ;

So that no fears plagued them again
Lest any other lord should come
At length and turn them from their home.
Also his thankful favour stay'd
Evermore with the pious maid :

Many a day with her he spent,
And gave her many an ornament,
Because of what is said in my rhyme
And the love he bore her from old time.

Thus, it may be, a year went o'er :

Then all his kinsfolk urged him sore
Some worthy woman for to woo,
And bring her as his wife thereto.

And he answer'd,
'

Truly as I live,

This is good counsel that ye give.'

So he summoned every lord his friend,
That to this matter they might bend
Such help as honest friends can bring.
And they all came at his summoning,
Everywhence, both far and near ;

And eke his whole vassalage was there,
Not a single man but was come :

It made, good sooth, a mighty sum.
And the Earl stepp'd forward in their sight,

Saying, Sirs, my mind is fixed aright
To wed even as your wills decide :

Take counsel then, and choose me a bride.'

So they got together and began ;

But there was a mind for every man.
Both ways they wrangled, aye and no,
As counsellors are sure to do.

Then again he spake to them and cried :

* Dear friends, now let alone the bride,
And rede me a thing. All of ye know,
Doubtless, that I, a while ago,
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With a most loathsome ill was cross'd,
And appear'd to be altogether lost,

So that all people avoided me
With cursings and cruel mockery.
And yet no man scorneth me now,
Nor woman either ; seeing how
God's mercy hath made me whole again.
Then tell me, I pray of ye full fain,
What I may do to His honouring
Who to mine aid hath done this thing.'

And they all answered immediately :

* By word and deed it behoveth thee
To offer thyself to the Most High,
And work for Him good works thereby,
That the life He spared may be made His.

* Then,' quoth the Earl, hearken me this.

The damozel who standeth here,
And whom I embrace, being most dear,
She it is unto whom I owe
The grace it hath pleased God to bestow.
He saw the simple- spirited
Earnestness of the holy maid,
And even in guerdon of her truth
Gave back to me the joys of my youth,
Which seem'd to be lost beyond all doubt.
And therefore I have chosen her out
To wed with me, knowing her free.

I think that God will let this be.
But now if I fail, and not obtain,
I will never embrace woman again ;

For all I am, and all I have,
Is but a gift, sirs, that she gave.
Lo ! I enjoin ye, with God's will,
That this my longing ye fulfil :

I pray ye all, have but one voice,
And let your choice go with my choice.'
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Then the cries ceased, and the counter-cries,
And all the battle of advice,
And every lord, being content
With Henry's choice, granted assent.

Then the priests came, to bind as one
Two lives in bridal unison.
Into his hand they folded hers,
Not to be loosed in coming years,
And utter'd between man and wife
God's blessing on the road of their life.]

Many a bright and pleasant day
The twain pursued their steadfast way,
Till, hand in hand, at length they trod

Upward to the kingdom of God.
Even as it was with them, even thus,
And quickly, it must be with us.
To such reward as theirs was then,
God help us in His hour. Amen.
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DANTE ALIGHIERI

Francesca da Rimini

When I made answer, I began :
4 Alas !

How many sweet thoughts and how much desire
Led these two onward to the dolorous pass !'

Then turned to them, as who would fain inquire,
And said :

'

Francesca, these thine agonies
Wring tears for pity and grief that they inspire :

But tell me, in the season of sweet sighs,
When and what way did Love instruct you so

That he in your vague longings made you wise ?'

Then she to me : There is no greater woe
Than the remembrance brings of happy days

In misery ; and this thy guide doth know.
But if the first beginnings to retrace
Of our sad love can yield thee solace here,

So will I be as one that weeps and says.
One day we read, for pastime and sweet cheer,

Of Lancelot, how he found Love tyrannous :

We were alone and without any fear.

Our eyes were drawn together, reading thus,
Full oft, and still our cheeks would pale and glow ;

But one sole point it was that conquered us.
For when we read of that great lover, how

He kissed the smile which he had longed to win,
Then he whom nought can sever from me now

For ever, kissed my mouth, all quivering.
A Galahalt was the book, and he that writ :

Upon that day we read no more therein.'
At the tale told, while one soul uttered it,

The other wept : a pang so pitiable
That I was seized, like death, in swooning-fit,

And even as a dead body falls, I fell.
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FROM

DANTE ALIGHIERI
To Giovanni Quirino : he sets forth what he feels at the approach

of Death

The King by whose rich grace His servants be
With plenty beyond measure set to dwell
Ordains that I my bitter wrath dispel

And lift mine eyes to the great consistory ;

Till, noting how in glorious quires agree
The citizens of that fair citadel,
To the Creator I His creature swell

Their song, and all their love possesses me.
So, when I contemplate the great reward
To which our God has called the Christian seed,

I long for nothing else but only this.

And then my soul is grieved in thy regard,
Dear friend, who reck'st not of thy nearest need,
Renouncing for slight joys the perfect bliss.
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NOTES BY WM. M. ROSSETTI

[My brother's few original notes are here indicated by the initials

D. G. R.]

P. i. THE STAFF AND SCRIP. My brother found the story
of this in the ' Gesta Romanorum,' and schemed out the poem in

September 1849. Its actual composition seems to me to have been
somewhat later, perhaps towards 1853. It was first published in ' The
Oxford and Cambridge Magazine,' 1856, and is one of the composi-
tions which Agresti translated into Italian. Canon Dixon, himself a

poet, has written thus :
' " The Staff and Scrip

"
is, in my judgment,

the finest of all Rossetti's poems, and one of the most glorious writings
in the language. It exhibits in flawless perfection the gift that he had
above all other writers absolute beauty and pure action.' Whether
this is 'the finest' of my brother's poems may be disputed: but I

certainly think that it yields to none. The tale which he found in the
4 Gesta Romanorum '

is numbered 25, with the title ' Of Ingratitude.'
Rossetti wholly transmuted it in sentiment and significance. The
tale, which is briefly narrated without descriptive or other amplifica-
tion, runs thus. A noble lady was oppressed and despoiled by a ty-
rannical king. A pilgrim visited her, and remained in her house some
while. He offered to fight on her behalf, on condition that, were he to

die, his staff and scrip should be preserved in her private chamber.
She promised this : he fought, conquered, and died, and the staff and

scrip were preserved as stipulated. The lady being now again in high
prosperity, three neighbouring kings, agreeing among themselves,
offered that she should choose any one of them as a husband. She
issued forth gorgeously habited : then, reflecting that the staff and

scrip would look shabby in her chamber, she had them removed, ' and
thus forgot her vows, and plainly evinced her ingratitude.' The tale

is followed by The Application.' The Lady is the Soul ; the Tyrant,
the Devil ; the Pilgrim, Christ ; the three Kings are the Devil, the

World, and the Flesh. These we receive into the chamber of our
souls, and put away the memorials of our Saviour's love.'

P. 9. -THE BURDEN OF NINEVEH. Written in the autumn
of 1850; and then, I think, brought to completion, but an attentive

revision was made later on. The poem was first published anony-
mously in 'The Oxford and Cambridge Magazine,' 1856, and roused
the strong admiration of Raskin before he knew its authorship.
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P. 16. CASSANDRA. The subject shows Cassandra prophesying
among her kindred, as Hector leaves them for his last battle. They
are on the platform of a fortress, from which the Trojan troops are

marching out. Helen is arming Paris; Priam soothes Hecuba; and
Andromache holds the child to her bosom. D.G.R. It was always a
matter of serious regret to my brother that, after designing the Cass-
andra subject with a view to carrying it out as a picture, circumstances

constantly interfered with the project, and he could never execute it.

P. 18. THE CLOUD CONFINES. Rossetti wrote this poem (in

1871) in a highly serious mood of mind : he intended it to be a definite

expression of his conceptions, indefinite as they were, upon problems
which no amount of knowledge and experience can make other than

mysterious and unfathomable. In writing to me he said that the

lyric was not meant to be a trifle
'

; and he consulted me as to whether
it might be better to leave the last four lines as they stand, or to

substitute other lines on the theory hardly of annihilation but of

absorption.' He also wrote to Mr. W. Bell Scott in the same con-
nexion, saying :

' I cannot suppose that any particle of life is " extin-

guished," though its permanent individuality may be more than

questionable. Absorption is not annihilation
; and it is even a real

retributive future for the special atom of life to be re-embodied (if so it

were) in a world which its own former identity had helped to fashion
for pain or pleasure.' Franz Hueffer, who edited the Tauchnitz
Edition of Rossetti's Ballads and Sonnets,' thought

< The Cloud
Confines ' ' his highest effort in the field of contemplative, not to say
philosophic, verse.'

P. 20. AT THE SUN-RISE IN 1848. We have here one of
Rossetti's few compositions bearing upon national or political matters.
It shows that he shared the aspirations and exultations of the year of
vast European upheavals.

P. 20. ON REFUSAL OF AID BETWEEN NATIONS. This
sonnet was written in 1849, or perhaps 1848. It refers to the apathy
with which other countries witnessed the national struggles of Italy
and Hungary against Austria. When Rossetti was getting the sonnet

printed in 1869, ^e asked me whether I should be in favour of altering
the title thus' On the Refusal of Aid to Hungary 1849, to Poland
1861, to Crete 1867.' It is odd that he failed to name Italy : this I can

only regard as an oversight having no significance. He certainly con-
demned the refusal in the case of Italy at least as much as in other
cases : though the old watchword, ' L'ltalia fara de se,' may have been
attractive to him in the abstract.

P. 22. VOX BCCLESLffi:, VOX CHRISTI. Written in 1849.

My brother wrote it to serve as a pendent to a sonnet of my own
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composition which was published in The Germ,' under the vague
title ' The Evil under the Sun '

('
How long, O Lord,' &c.). That

title was vamped up to appease the publisher's nervousness; the
sonnet being in fact written by me as a sorrowful commemoration of

the collapse the temporary collapse, as we now know it to have been
of various revolutionary movements in Europe, especially that of

Hungary. My own title for the sonnet was ' On the General Oppres-
sion of the Better by the Worse Cause, October 1849.' The sonnet
has of late years more than once been republished under a more
generalized title,

'

Democracy Downtrodden.' I mention these facts

solely in order to bring out the more clearly the precise point of view
which marks my brother's sonnet.

P. 23. THE CHURCH-PORCH. This sonnet was published by
my brother in the volume Ballads and Sonnets.' It was written as
one of a brace. He never published the second ; but this is to be
found in an article,

' Dante Gabriel Rossetti,' by Mr. Gosse, printed in
' The Century Magazine

'

in 1882. The sonnets may be regarded as
addressed to our sister Maria (rather than Christina). My brother

accompanied her to an Anglican church occasionally towards 1851,
when these may have been written. They might seem to relate to an
ancient and stately Roman- Catholic Church, but, so far as this goes,
the terms can only be regarded as ideal.

P. 23.-ON THE SITE OF A MULBERRY TREE, &c. My
brother never published this sonnet except in ' The Academy

'

for

15 February 1871. In the last line he substituted (in MS.) the
word 'Starveling's' for 'tailor's'; and I remember he once told me
that his real reason for not publishing the sonnet in either of his
volumes was to avoid hurting the feelings of some sensitive member
or members of the tailoring craft who might dislike the line in its

original wording. This point is referred to in a letter addressed by
my brother to Mr. Hall Caine, and published in that gentleman's
1 Recollections of Dante Gabriel Rossetti.' The phrase applied to

Shakespear,
' The world's enfranchised son, Who found the trees of

Life and Knowledge one,' has always appeared to me a felicitous and
comprehensive laconism.

P. 24. ON CERTAIN ELIZABETHAN REVIVALS. I am
not sure as to the date of this sonnet perhaps towards 1860 nor as
to the particular Elizabethan plays which had been revived on the

stage. In early years say 1848 to 1850 my brother often went to
Sadler's Wells Theatre under Phelps's management, and witnessed
and enjoyed the acting of such tragedies as Webster's 'Duchess of
Mai ft.' The sonnet would not apply to any drama of so high a rank
as that.
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P. 24. ENGLISH MAY. This sonnet was not published in

Rossetti's lifetime. I regard it as addressed to Miss Siddal. Its date

may probably have been 1854, or a little later.

P. 25. A MATCH WITH THE MOON. Was written in

December 1854.

P. 26. DAWN ON THE NIGHT-JOURNEY. Dante Rossetti
was not addicted to night (nor even to day) journeys. In the present
instance he speaks of beyond the hills upon the sea '

: so the sonnet

may perhaps apply to his return to England from France in September
1855, after he had been a few days in Paris with Miss Siddal, then on
her way to Nice for health's sake. I regard this sonnet as a good one :

my brother did not publish it possibly because the rhyme-structure
is somewhat defective, as having the rhyme past

' &c. in the sextett as

well as the octave.

P. 26. UNTIMELY LOST Oliver Madox Brown. It is perhaps
needless to say that Oliver was the son of Ford Madox Brown ; and, in

his brief life of less than twenty years, had given promise of excep-
tionally good work as both painter and novelist, and in some degree as

poet.

P. 27. SPRING. The sonnet on Spring, and the ensuing sonnet
on Winter, refer respectively to the spring of 1873, and the late winter
of 1873-4, as seen at Kelmscott.

P. 28.' FOUND.' The facts about the picture named ' Found' have
often been stated. The work shows how a young woman, inured to

vice and sinking into penury, was ' found '

in the streets of London by
her old rustic lover, a drover on his way to market. The subject was
designed perhaps as early as 1852, and the painting of it begun in 1854,
but never brought to entire completion. The sonnet, on the other

hand, is quite a late composition February 1881.

P. 29. FIVE ENGLISH POETS. I may make a few remarks
applicable to the five sonnets collectively, i, Chatterton: His writings
(as I have said in my Preface) were known to Dante Rossetti to some
extent at a very early date : but it was only in his closing years that

my brother paid minute attention to these writings, and then he
admired them enormously, and felt a remarkable degree of sympathy
with Chatterton, his performances and his personality. Mr. Watts-
Dunton codperated actively to this end. 2, Blake : I need hardly
dwell on my brother's early love and study of Blake's work in poetry
and design, and on the part he took in connexion with Gilchrist's
1 Life of Blake.' The design by Mr. Shields, referred to in the head-
ing of the sonnet, was reproduced in The Art-Journal

'

in 1903. The
sonnet refers to two several cupboards, but I can only see one in the
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design. 3, Coleridge, in certain of his poems not many amid the
entire number of them was always most deeply admired by Rossetti,

and, as years passed, increasingly so. Towards the close of his life

he would perhaps have exalted a few of Coleridge's poems above all

others produced in that period of our literature. The sonnet testifies

to his love of Coleridge : I am not sure that it goes very far towards

defining the quality of his excellence. 4, Keats's poetry became first

known to Rossetti in 1844, or perhaps 1845. He delighted in it then,
and ever afterwards; not however ignoring the imperfection of a

large percentage of Keats's work. Perhaps, in his last few years,
the poetry of Keats was more constantly present to my brother's

thoughts than that of any one else, hardly excepting even Dante.

5, Shelley : According to its heading, this sonnet is an '

inscription for

the Couch, still preserved, on which he passed the last night of his
life.' The couch in question is in my possession : it came to me from
Edward John Trelawny, and to him from Baron e Kirkup of Florence.
That Shelley passed the last night of his life on this couch is a highly
reasonable presumption, yet not a certainty : he must to all appear-
ance have done so, if the couch remained in Pisa (where the poet had
bought it), instead of being removed with some other furniture to San
Terenzio, on the Gulf of Spezia, where the Shelleys were staying for
the summer. My brother, even before reading Keats, had read Shelley
with the profoundest admiration a feeling which it would not have
been possible for him ever to lose. He was not however so unswerv-
ingly loyal to Shelley as to Keats ; resenting at times those elements
in Shelley's poetry where the abstract tends to lose sight of the con-
crete, or where revolutionary philanthropy, rather than the world of
men and women, is the dominant note. In all poetic literature, any-
thing of a didactic, hortatory, or expressly ethical quality was alien
from my brother's liking. That it should be more or less implied was
right, but that it should be propounded and preached was wrong : such
was his view. These five sonnets on Poets all belong to a late date in

Rossetti's life.

P. 32. TO PHILIP BOURKE MARSTON.-This sonnet was
printed in Mr. William Sharp's book, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, a
Record and a Study.' In line 4 he gives the word '

sight.' In the MS.
in my own possession I find Might' instead; but I incline to think
that Mr. Sharp's version is correct. I need hardly add that Mr.
Marston was blind from a very early period of childhood a point
which the sonnet emphasizes.

P. 32. TIBER, NILE, AND THAMES. - Was at first named
'

Cleopatra's Needle in London.' Was written in January 1881, and
sent by Dante Rossetti to Christina, with the message, 'With me,
sonnets mean insomnia.'
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P. 33. THE LAST THREE FROM TRAFALGAR. A lady
well known to me by correspondence told me an incident (which
pleased me much, and which I venture here to reproduce) regarding
this sonnet. She read it to a celebrated General, now a Field-Marshal,

I ought not perhaps to mention the name : it struck him powerfully,
and he exclaimed : I did not think there was any poet of these days
who would or could write such a sonnet.'

P. 34. AFTER THE FRENCH LIBERATION OF ITALY.
This sonnet was written in 1859, after Napoleon III., seconded by the
Piedmontese army, had expelled the Austrians from Lombardy, and
had concluded the peace of Villafranca, whereby Venetia was left

unenfranchised from the Austrian yoke, and all the rest of Italy had
to shift for itself as best it might, while France secured Savoy and
Nice, and garrisoned the Pope in Rome. Rossetti had of course no
objection quite the contrary to Napoleon's action in liberating
Lombardy : but he objected to the other features of his Italian policy,
and wrote this sonnet to commemorate his forecast of bad times for

Europe generally. The sonnet was printed in 1869, along with the

privately printed poems, but it has never till now been published:
the reason for with-holding it being, not anything involved in its real

subject-matter, but the strong form of imagery and words in which
this is clothed. It should not, I think, be suppressed for ever and a

day, and I now therefore give it publicity.

P. 34. AFTER THE GERMAN SUBJUGATION OF
FRANCE. This energetic sonnet, a sequel to the preceding one, had
hitherto remained unknown, in manuscript. The first being now
published, the second ought also to be published.

P. 36. A TRIP TO PARIS AND BELGIUM. In the autumn
of 1849 mY brother undertook this trip along with Mr. Holman-Hunt,
(see the note to ' World's Worth,' Vol. I., p. 224). He wrote the verses

mostly while actually travelling by rail, &c., and sent them in his letters

to me. Under the above heading I have pieced together such portions
of his verse-missives as appear to me most worthy of preservation.
The sonnet, 'Place de la Bastille, Paris,' (p. 21), belongs to the same
series ; it is the only one of the set which my brother published in one
of his volumes

('
Ballads and Sonnets

')
. I hardly know what amount of

poetry may by this time have been written, recording the aspects of

railway-travelling. This blank-verse Trip
' must have ranked among

the early ones, and I suppose it would still be among the best. This
is rather curious, as Dante Rossetti was so very little of a traveller,
whether by rail or in any other way. Some other portions of the blank-
verse were given in my edition (1895) of my brother's Family-letters,'
as forming a part of the letters themselves : those portions are little if

at all inferior to what appears here.
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P. 43. WORDS ON THE WINDOW-PANE.-For a woman's
fragmentary inscription. D.G.R.

I have in time past known what the words were, but have now for-

gotten. They were noticed by my brother, I think, at some place near
Stratford-on-Avon in 1853.

P. 43. DANTIS TENEBR^E. Possibly no explanation of this
sonnet is needed : but, lest some reader should say that it is not intel-

ligible, I may observe that the general purport of it is that our father
Gabriele Rossetti was a diligent explorer of Dante's writings, and that
Dante Gabriel Rossetti became the like. Our father, it is true, hunted
for inner and covert significances, which my brother was far from
doing : he looked to the prima facie meaning of the works, and their

poetic glory. Gabriele Rossetti died in 1854 : the date of this sonnet is,

I think, several years later more like 1861.

P. 44. FOR AN ANNUNCIATION, EARLY GERMAN.-This
is an early sonnet, 1847- the first of all the Sonnets on Pictures.' My
brother saw the painting in an auction-room.

P. 45. FOR A VENETIAN PASTORAL, by Giorgione. This
sonnet was published in ' The Germ,' terminating thus

' Nor name this ever. Be it as it was,
Silence of heat and solemn poetry.'

I liked that conclusion, and wrote so to my brother when he was
putting the sonnet, with the last line as now altered, into his privately
printed poems. He replied as follows, and I think very rightly so as

regards the general principle involved :
' I remember you expressed a

preference once before for the old line, which seems to me quite bad.
" Solemn poetry

"
belongs to the class of phrase absolutely forbidden, I

think, in poetry. It is intellectually incestuous poetry seeking to

beget its emotional offspring on its own identity. Whereas I see

nothing too " ideal
"

in the present line. It gives only the momentary
contact with the immortal which results from sensuous culmination,
and is always a half-conscious element of it.' Taking the couplet as
it now stands, I understand ' Nor name this ever '

to mean ' Nor name
this picture ever,' be contented with the vague designation of it

always hitherto current : and therefore the picture itself is termed
' Life touching lips with Immortality.' Mr. Hardinge, however, con-
siders that the ' Life touching lips

'

&c. applies to the moment of sated

enjoyment which the personages in the picture have attained to.

P. 45. FOR AN ALLEGORICAL DANCE OF WOMEN, by
Andrea Mantegna. This picture is entitled ' Le Parnasse,' and repre-
sents beyond a doubt the Muses (or other Deities) dancing to the music
of Apollo, while Vulcan is at his forge. Rossetti appears not to have
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been aware that the picture bore a definite title, settling its meaning
fairly enough ; for he wrote in ' The Germ ' ' It is necessary to mention
that this picture appears to have been, in the artist's mind, an allegory,
which the modern spectator may seek vainly to interpret.' Then,
starting from this idea of a quasi-allegory not readily interpretable, he

says in the sonnet that the emotion of the artist, which produced the

picture, is manifest, but not the particular thought which governed it.

P. 46. FOR RUGGIERO AND ANGELICA, by Ingres. Few of
Rossetti's sonnets have been more popular than these, written in 1849,
and published in ' The Germ.' He knew that this had been and would
be the case

;
and wrote in 1869

' I still have rather a grudge . . .

to the two on Ingres's picture, which are merely picturesque, and which

stupid people are sure to like better than better things.'

P. 46. 'Now the Dead Thing,' &c. When Rossetti wrote this

he had forgotten his Ariosto. The sea-monster does not become a
' dead thing

'

through the prowess of Ruggiero. The latter, after a

certain amount of fighting with the monster, stuns him with the
intolerable glare of his magic shield, and the monster survives to be
afterwards exterminated by Roland.

P. 47. FOR A VIRGIN AND CHILD, by Hans Memmelinck. -
Rossetti wrote on 25th October 1849 :

' The Royal Academy here

[at Bruges] possesses also some most stupendous works of Memling
among them one of a Virgin and Child, quite astounding.'

P. 47. -FOR A MARRIAGE OF ST. CATHERINE, by the
same. Speaking of the triptych which includes this composition, my
brother wrote :

' I assure you that the perfection of character and even
drawing, the astounding finish, the glory of colour, and above all the

pure religious sentiment and ecstatic poetry, of these works, is not to be
conceived or described The mind is at first bewildered by
such Godlike completeness.' These are very strong expressions,
testifying to the early

'

Praeraphaelite
' enthusiasm : but Rossetti's

admiration of Memling always continued vivid.

P. 48. FOR THE HOLY FAMILY, by Michelangelo. -In this

picture the Virgin Mother is seen with-holding from the Child Saviour
the prophetic writings in which His sufferings are foretold. Angelic
figures beside them examine a scroll. D.G.R.

P. 48. 'Honours this Lady?' The same lady, here surrounded
by the masque of Spring, is evidently the subject of a portrait by
Botticelli formerly in the Pourtales collection in Paris. This portrait
is inscribed ' Smeralda BandinelhV D.G.R. My brother bought the
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portrait in question. He afterwards sold it to Mr. Constantine lonides,
from whom it passed to the Victoria and Albert Museum. Leading
critics will now have it that the portrait is not "the work of Botticelli

himself, but of some one for whom they have invented the name 'Amico
di Sandro.'

P. 49. FOR OUR LADY OF THE ROCKS, by Leonardo da
Vinci. Several years ago, towards 1890, Mr. W. M. Hardinge published
in Temple Bar ' an interesting and thoughtful article On the Louvre
Sonnets of Rossetti,' including this one on the Leonardo. There is a

slight mistake here
; for, in fact, the sonnet does not relate to the

picture in the Louvre, but to the nearly similar one now in the National

Gallery. Rossetti wrote it
' in front of the picture in the British Institu-

tion many years ago' i.e., many years before 1869. Mr. Hardinge
most truly observes that the real and manifest subject of the picture is

the infant Jesus blessing the infant John Baptist ;
and that the ulterior

mystical interpretation put upon it by Rossetti
('
the Shadow of Death-

Blesses the dead,' &c.) is Rossetti's affair, and not Leonardo's. Not
indeed that Mr. Hardinge aims to undervalue this camera-obscura
exercise of Rossetti's transmuting imagination far from that. He
points to it as symptomatic and observable.

P. 49.
' Whose Peace Abides,' &c. It may be questioned whether

the antecedent of Whose '

is Lord,' or each spirit.' Mr. Hardinge
thought the former : I queried it at the time, but acknowledged that
he may be right.

P. 50. MARY MAGDALENE.-In the drawing Mary has left

a procession of revellers, and is ascending by a sudden impulse the

steps of the house where she sees Christ. Her lover has followed

her, and is trying to turn her back. D.G.R. The design was pro-
jected or begun in 1853, finished in 1858: Ruskin wrote of it as

magnificent to my mind in every possible way.' The sonnet belongs
to 1869, along with those on ' Cassandra ' and on ' The Passover in the

Holy Family.'

P. 51. THE PASSOVER IN THE HOLY FAMILY. The
scene is in the house-porch, where Christ holds a bowl of blood from
which Zacharias is sprinkling the posts and lintel. Joseph has brought
the lamb, and Elizabeth lights the pyre. The shoes which John
fastens and the bitter herbs which Mary is gathering form part of the
ritual. D.G.R.

The design was produced in 1855, and purchased by Mr. Ruskin
when only partially completed. In that state it remained highly
valued by Ruskin, in whose possession it continued up to his death.
The design re-appears in a stained glass window, the work of Mr.
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F. J. Shields, in Birchington Church, as a memorial to Rossetti,
who lies interred in the churchyard. The sonnet was written much
later, 1869. The subject of the design had been fixed upon as far

back as 1849. It was projected as a portion of a triptych : one of
the other subjects being The Virgin planting a Lily and a Rose,' and
the second ' Mary in the House of John.'

P. 52. ASPECTA MEDUSA. The drawing was intended to be
carried out as a picture, and was even commissioned as such, but the

project failed. These lines have a certain interest as being (so far as I

know) the first that my brother wrote, in 1865, after he had in 1862 con-
signed the bulk of his poetry to his wife's coffin, and had for the while

relinquished his idea of coming before the public as a poet.

P. 53. JENNY. This much - discussed poem was begun at an
extremely youthful age may even have been before the end of 1847, or
in Rossetti's twentieth year. The portion then written was short, and
was merely in the nature of general reflection not (as now) of semi-
dramatic monologue. The composition was finished towards 1858,
but again revised late in 1869. It has been translated into Italian

under the name of '

Gentl,' by Luigi Gamberale. The passage
' Like

a toad within a stone '

&c. belongs, I think, to the first draft of the

poem.

P. 55.
' And from the wise unchildish elf.' This is certainly a

reminiscence from the early boyhood of the author. He and I used
to walk down Regent Street to and from King's College School : and
to him it fell to serve as the ' schoolmate lesser than ' some boy, his

companion at the moment.

P. 65. SISTER HELEN. This poem was first published about

1854 in the ' Dtisseldorf Annual,' at the invitation of the editress, Mrs.
Howitt. It had been written a couple of years or so before. It reap-
peared with some improvements in the volume Poems '

of 1870 ;

and again in the partly modified re-issue of that volume in 1881.
Mr. Buchanan appraised it as 'affected rubbish': but this is not
the universal estimate. The stanzas regarding the bride of Keith
of Ewern are additions proper to that ultimate form of the poem.
Sister Helen '

(like two other poems previously occurring) was
translated into Italian by Antonio Agresti, along with some minor
lyrics.

P. 74. STRATTON WATER. The date of this ballad is I think
not later than 1853 : some revision was given to it in 1869.

P. 80. DENNIS SHAND. The date is not later than 1850.
Rossetti included 'Dennis Shand' in his privately printed volume;
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but he with -held it from publication, from a motive which he expressed
thus in a letter addressed to Mr. Hall Caine in 1880 :

-' It deals

trivially with a base amour (it was written very early), and is therefore

really reprehensible to some extent.' When I was compiling the

Collected Works' of Dante Rossetti in 1886 I thought it right to

conform to his decision, and I too omitted this piece. But it appears
to me that, as time goes on, and as more and more of a directly

literary interest attaches to an author's productions, the force of

any such consideration wanes not a little ; and I therefore, nearly
a quarter of a century after my brother's death, treat ' Dennis Shand '

like other compositions, and consign it to the public verdict. If

the public agree with me, they will say that the '

reprehensible
'

quality in the ballad, though not absolutely 'nil,' is really slight;
and that Rossetti's action in with-holding it, while commendable
on the ground of dignity and scrupulosity, went beyond any positive

requirement in the case. If he had in fact been a member of a
'

Fleshly School '

of Poetry or of Poets, he would have ' made no
bones' of publishing 'Dennis Shand.' His preference would have
been in the direction of publication. Mr. Caine himself wanted to

introduce this ballad into his ' Recollections of Dante Gabriel Rossetti.'

At that date 1882, immediately after my brother's death I, as owning
the copyright, objected: and I think I was then right, and am now
not wrong.

P. 83. CHIMBS. This was written, I suppose, not earlier than

1878. Some readers, it appears, vote it unintelligible, and others
trivial. It may however, less censoriously, be regarded from two

points of view, x, It is clearly an exercise in alliterative verse : if

several 1's or several h's can be got together with a fair amount of

sequent significance, its end so far is attained. 2, It represents,
rather than aught else, a number of thoughts and images passing
through the writer's mind in dreary dimness, when he was only
too prone to gloomy impressions. The title itself,

' Chimes,' prompts
us that sound, as truly as sense, has been the guiding clue here.

Sections 3, 4, 6, and 7, about the butterfly, love, the breakwater, and
the hurricane, must mean very much what they say, and present no
real difficulty. Sections i and 2, about the bee and the honeysuckle,
must adumbrate love-making followed by desertion. Section 5, a
trifle more intangible, suggests 'the fatal gift of beauty/ with its

perils and its mortality. It would be a mistake to expect, in a poem
of this description, anything closely knit and reasoned ; and again
a mistake to think that, lacking that, the poem is mere jingling
incoherence.

P. 86. -SOOTHSAY. Three verses of Soothsay' (at first entitled
' Commandments ') came into Rossetti's head during a walk at Kelms-
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cott in 1871 : most of the poem was however much later, 1880-81.

Mr. Walter Pater has written : 'One monumental lyrical piece,
" Sooth-

say," testifies more clearly even than the " Nineveh "
to the reflective

force, the dry reason, always at work behind his imaginative creations,
which at no time dispensed with a genuine intellectual structure.'

P. 87. Let thy soul strive,' &c. This stanza on early friendship
not ultimately maintained is worthy of note in relation to Rossetti's

career. Most of his early friendships were severed: some indeed

by death, but others by the course of events. In more books than
one I see the blame laid constantly on my brother. In certain

instances this is just: not by any means in all, as I think I have
shown in my Memoir of him.

P. 88. 'To God at best,' &c. This thought, or it might rather
be said this emotion, was often present to Dante Rossetti. He has
worded it very tersely in a fragment

< Would God I knew there were a God to thank
When thanks rise in me !

'

P. 90. A SEA-SPELL (for a Picture). The sonnet, without the

picture, may seem somewhat obscure. The idea is that of a Siren, or

Sea-Fairy, seated in a tree, whose lute summons a sea-bird to listen,

and whose song will soon prove fatal to some fascinated mariner.

P. 92. YOUTH AND LORDSHIP. This so-called 'Italian

Street-Song
'

is certainly my brother's own composition the Italian

as well as the English version. I have seen his MS. of it, replete
with alterations. In all the instances in which he wrote a composi-
tion in the two languages, the Italian was, I think, the first, and the

English the second.

P. 94. THE HOUSE OF LIFE. The dates of the various
sonnets which make up this series are extremely various. The earliest

of them may date in 1847. The latest come close before, or even in,

1881, in the autumn of which year the series was published in its com-
pleted form. One positive line of demarcation between the various
sonnets separates those which appeared in the volume Poems,' pub-
lished in the Spring of 1870, from any others. I am far from having a
clear idea or definite information as to the true dates of the sonnets.
But I think the reader is entitled to some sort of guidance regarding
them, forming as they do so extremely important a constituent in my
brother's poetical and intellectual record; and therefore, keeping in

view the line of demarcation above referred to, I append here a rough
suggestion of what may have been their sequence in point of date. All
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the items which are here entered ' Between 1847 and 1869
'

appeared in

the ' Poems '

of 1870, except the second and third sonnets (Numbers 75
and 76) of ' Old and New Art.'

Between 1847 and 1869.

Sonnets
Numbered

90. Retro me, Sathana !

71 to 73. The Choice.

74 to 76. Old and New Art.

69. Autumn Idleness.

47. Broken Music.

65. Known in Vain.

15. The Birth-bond.

67. The Landmark.
63. Inclusiveness.

77. Soul's Beauty.
78. Body's Beauty.
70. The Hill Summit.
97. A Superscription.
86. Lost Days.
87. Death's Songsters.
91. Lost on Both Sides.

92. The Sun's Shame i.

85. Vain Virtues.

48. Death-in-Love.

36. Life-in-Love.

37. The Love-Moon.
49 to 52. Willowwood.
55. Stillborn Love.
63. A Dark Day.
84. Farewell to the Glen.

Sonnets
Numbered

95. The Vase of Life.

6a. The Kiss.

6b. Nuptial Sleep.
7. Supreme Surrender.

9. Passion and Worship.
79. The Monochord.
98. He and I.

99, loo. Newborn Death.
101. The One Hope.

2. Bridal Birth.

3. Love's Testament.
4. Lovesight.

10. The Portrait.

11. The Love-letter.
16. A Day of Love.
21. Love- Sweetness.
23. Love's Baubles.

25. Winged Hours.
38. The Morrow's Message.
39. Sleepless Dreams.
45. Secret Parting.
46. Parted Love.
82. Hoarded Joy.
83. Barren Spring.

29. The Moonstar.

30. Last Fire.

31. Her Gifts.

32. Equal Troth.

33. Venus Victrix.

34. The Dark Glass.

35. The Lamp's Shrine.
20. Gracious Moonlight.
i. Love Enthroned.

5. Heart's Hope.
8. Love's Lovers.

12. The Lovers' Walk.

13. Youth's Antiphony.

Between 1870 and 1881.

43. Love and Hope.
44. Cloud and Wind.
53. Without Her.

54. Love's Fatality.
80. From Dawn to Noon.
96. Life the Beloved.

40. Severed Selves.

41. Through Death to Love.
60. Transfigured Life.

66. The Heart of the Night.
81. Memorial Thresholds.
88. Hero's Lamp.
89. The Trees of the Garden.
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Sonnets Sonnets
Numbered Numbered

14. Youth's Spring-tribute. 93. The Sun's Shame 2.

17. Beauty's Pageant. 61. The Song-throe.
18. Genius in Beauty. 62. The Soul's Sphere.
19. Silent Noon. 64. Ardour and Memory.
22. Heart's Haven. 59. Love's Last Gift.

26. Mid-Rapture. Introductory Sonnet.

27. Heart's Compass. 24. Pride of Youth.
28. Soul-light. 94. Michelangelo's Kiss.

42. Hope Overtaken. 56 to 58. True Woman.

The ' Recollections of Dante Gabriel Rossetti,' the work of the friend

of his closing days, Mr. Hall Caine, shows that the author regarded
' Stillborn Love,' ' Known in Vain,'

' Lost Days,' and ' The One
Hope' (Nos. 55, 65, 86, and 101), as about the best of the series.

In a book of mine entitled ' Dante Gabriel Rossetti as Designer and
Writer' I have called attention to twelve of the sonnets which bear

upon the question of the destiny of the soul. Of these, eight indicate a
belief in immortality; three a sense of uncertainty; one does not

point clearly in either direction.

Mr. Joseph Knight, in his biography of Rossetti, goes so far as to say
that,

' taken as a whole, this series of sonnets constitutes, in its class,
the greatest gift that poetry has received since the days of Shakespear.'
Madame Duclaux (then Miss Mary Robinson) exalted ' The House of
Life ' above all Rossetti's other poems, remarking Here, for the first

time since Milton, the English language is used with a sonority and

power rivalling the natural harmonies of Italian or Greek.' Some critics,

on the other hand notably Francis Hueffer and Watts-Dunton have

expressed the opinion that the best work of Rossetti is not to be found
in these and other sonnets, but rather in those poems which are more
or less in the ballad manner.

My book above-named contains, besides its main subject-matter, a

prose paraphrase of * The House of Life :

' not that I myself deemed
this work to be particularly in need of such an explanation, but I was
aware that some persons pronounced it to be partly obscure, sometimes

doubtfully intelligible. I shall here reproduce, as I find occasion, some
of the observations made in that book.
Besides the charge of obscurity, an objection which I have some-

times heard raised against
' The House of Life '

is its want of absolute
cohesion ; the series, it is averred, does not form one consecutive poem,
but only so many sonnets of sufficiently diverse subject-matter, grouped
together. Now this is abundantly true as a fact : whether it forms a
solid objection either to the sonnets regarded as a series, or to the act of

the author in thus combining them, is a question which readers will

decide for themselves. The sonnets are mostly of the kind which we
call ' occasional '

; some incident happened, or some emotion was
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dominant, and the author wrote a sonnet regarding it. When a good
number had been written, they came to form, if considered collectively,
a sort of record of his feelings and experiences, his reading of the pro-
blems of life an inscribed tablet of his mind : then, but not before then,
he began marshalling them together, and entitled them ' The House of
Life.' This is apparent enough on the face of his published books. In
the ' Poems ' of 1870 there was a section termed Sonnets and Songs
towards a Work to be entitled The House of Life '

: in his subsequent
volume, ' Ballads and Sonnets,' 1881, all the '

songs
' were excluded

from The House of Life,' and the series was completed by additional
sonnets. Rossetti certainly never professed, nor do I consider that he
ever wished his readers to assume, that all the items had been primarily
planned to form one connected and indivisible whole. The first part of
the series, named ' Love and Change,' has clearly some considerable
amount of interdependence ;

the second part,
' Change and Fate,' is

wider and more diversified in its range, but it may reasonably be main-
tained that (to put the question at its lowest) the several sonnets gain
rather than lose in weight of thought and in artistic balance by being
thus associated.
There is, I fancy, a prevailing impression that the tone of ' The

House of Life' is one of constant and little-mitigated gloom. I do
not perceive this to be correct. The tone is almost invariably
solemn and exalted : the scale includes melancholy which hardly eludes

despair; but it also includes happiness rising into rapture. I have
been at the pains of inspecting the sonnets one by one in relation to

this question ; and I find 42 sonnets the essential tone of which is

happy ; 35 the essential tone of which is unhappy ; and 26 which, though
certainly not unemotional, may be termed neutral in regard to happi-
ness or unhappiness. These figures make up the total number, which
(including the proem-sonnet) is 103.

I am not aware that any question has been raised as to the meaning
of the title ' The House of Life ;

' nor did I ever hear any explanation of
it from my brother. He was fond of anything related to astrology or

horoscopy not indeed that he ever paid the least detailed or practical
attention to these obsolete speculations ; and I understand him to use
the term ' The House of Life

'

as a zodiacal adept uses the term ' the
house of Leo.' As the sun is said to be ' in the house of Leo,' so (as
I construe it) Rossetti indicates ' Love, Change, and Fate,' as being
' in the House of Life

'

; or, in other words, a Human Life is ruled
and pervaded by the triple influence of Love, Change, and Fate.
As sonnets (not alone in 'The House of Life') form so large a pro-

portion of the poetic product of Dante Rossetti, it may be interesting to

give here some remarks of his in a letter addressed to William Bell
Scott in August 1871.

' In what you say of my sonnets I agree abso-

lutely as to principles, and partially as to application. I hardly ever do
produce a sonnet except on some basis of special momentary emotion.
But I think there is another class admissible also, and that is the only
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other I practise ; viz., the class depending on a line or two clearly given
you, you know not whence, and calling up a sequence of ideas. This
also is a just "raison d'etre

"
for a sonnet ; and such are all mine when

they do not in some sense belong to the "occasional" class.'

P. 94. INTRODUCTORY SONNET. The design which Rossetti
made to illustrate this sonnet appears as one of the plates in this

volume. He inserted the design into a copy of David Main's
'

Treasury of Sonnets,' and sent the book as a present to our mother on
her eightieth birthday, 1880. Ke described the drawing thus :

< The
Soul is instituting the " memorial to one dead deathless hour "

; a cere-

mony easily effected by placing a winged hour-glass in a rose-bush, at

the same time that she touches the fourteen- stringed harp of the

sonnet, hanging round her neck. On the rose-branches trailing over in

the opposite corner is seen hanging the Coin, which is the second

symbol used for the sonnet. Its " face " b3ars the soul, expressed in

the butterfly; its "converse" the Serpent of Eternity enclosing the

Alpha and Omega.'
P. 98. NUPTIAL SLEEP. In the first printed form of The

House of Life,' which was (as already stated) the ' Sonnets and Songs
towards a Work to be entitled The House of Life,' forming part of
the ' Poems ' of 1870 this sonnet occupied the same position which it

holds in the present volume, between ' The Kiss ' and ' Supreme Sur-
render.' I do not remember that any particular objection was raised

against it by any critic from the Spring of 1870 to the Autumn of 1871.
At the latter date Mr. Robert Buchanan, in his pseudonymous article

in ' The Contemporary Review,' denounced the sonnet as impure. It

remained in the successive editions of the ' Poems ' of 1870 : but in

1881, when ' The House of Life' in its final form was included in the
volume ' Ballads and Sonnets,' this particular item disappeared : it was
not there reproduced, and nothing was said about it. Similarly, when
I issued ' The House of Life '

in the ' Collected Works ' of Rossetti,

1886, and in some subsequent reprints, this sonnet was omitted.

The reader may ask,
' Why is it now re-inserted ?

' My answer is

that, after all this interval of years, I think it ought to be regarded as
an item in Rossetti's literary performance, and re-judged upon its own
actual merits. The controversy about < The Fleshly School of Poetry

'

is an old affair better forgotten in the interest of Mr. Buchanan him-
self, who publicly proclaimed in 1881 that his attack upon Rossetti had
been entirely erroneous and misjudged, and therefore wrongful
Rossetti's 'purpose' being in fact 'pure,' and his song 'blameless.'
Some persons, on now seeing the sonnet, will concur in Mr. Bucha-
nan's opinion of 1881 : it may be that some others will prefer his

opinion of 1871, but, even if they do so, it will be without any such

feeling of suspicion and repulsion against the general tone of
Rossetti's poetry as ' Thomas Maitland ' then endeavoured to impose
upon the credulous.
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As I have stated, my brother, in his volume of 1881, withdrew this

sonnet : but I do not think that he did so because he was convinced of
its peccancy, but because he was willing to concede the point to the
timorous-minded. Soon after the '

Fleshly School '

article had ap-
peared in 1871 he published in 'The Athenaeum' a rejoinder named
4 The Stealthy School of Criticism,' in which he spoke thus of '

Nuptial
Sleep

'
:

' A Sonnet entitled" Nuptial Sleep" is quoted and abused at page 338
of the " Review," and is there dwelt upon as a " whole poem," describ-

ing
"
merely animal sensations." It is no more a whole poem, in

reality, than is any single stanza of any poem throughout the book.
The poem, written chiefly in sonnets, and of which this is one sonnet-

stanza, is entitled "The House of Life"; and even in my first

published instalment of the whole work (as contained in the volume
under notice) ample evidence is included that no such passing phase of

description as the one headed "
Nuptial Sleep

" could possibly be put
forward by the author of " The House of Life " as his own representa-
tive view of the subject of love. In proof of this, I will direct attention

(among the love-sonnets of this poem) to Nos. 2, 8, n, 17, 28, and
more especially 13. [These numbers are correct for the "Poems"
of 1870 not for the later forms of the series. The sonnets in

question are 'Love's Redemption' (now called 'Love's Testament'),
Passion and Worship,' 'The Birth -bond,' 'The Love-Moon,'

' Stillborn Love,' and (No. 13)
' Love- Sweetness.'] Any reader may

bring any artistic charge he pleases against the sonnet " Love-
Sweetness "

; but one charge it would be impossible to maintain

against the writer of the series in which it occurs, and that is, the
wish on his part to assert that the body is greater than the soul.

For here all the passionate and just delights of the body are declared
somewhat figuratively, it is true, but unmistakably to be as nought if

not ennobled by the concurrence of the soul at all times. Thus much
for " The House of Life," of which the sonnet "

Nuptial Sleep
"

is one
stanza, embodying, for its small constituent share, a beauty of natural
universal function, only to be reprobated in art if dwelt on (as I have
shown that it is not here) to the exclusion of those other highest things
of which it is the harmonious concomitant.'

My own comment on this sonnet, in the original preface to the
Collected Works ' from which I omitted it, ran as follows :

"
Nuptial

Sleep
"
appeared in the volume of " Poems "

1870, but was objected to

by Mr. Buchanan, and I suppose by some other censors, as being
indelicate ; and my brother excluded it from " The House of Life

"

in his third volume. I consider that there is nothing in the sonnet
which need imperatively banish it from his Collected Works. But his

own decision commands mine : and besides it could not now be reintro-

duced into " The House of Life," which he moulded into a complete
whole without it, and would be misplaced if isolated by itself a point
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as to which his opinion is very plainly set forth in his prose-paper
"The Stealthy School of Criticism.'" As I now hold that 'Nuptial
Sleep

'

ought to be ' banished ' no longer, and as that reason for

including it is more cogent than the second reason assigned for with-

holding it, I have inserted the item in its original sequence; and I

number two sonnets 6a and 6b, leaving the numeration otherwise
unaltered.

I will mention one other point. Tennyson, it is well known, was a
resolute adversary of anything even tending towards the licentious
in poetry. What was his opinion of Nuptial Sleep ?

' We find
it authentically recorded by his old friend Professor Francis T.

Palgrave in the ' Memoir of Tennyson
'

by his son, vol. 2, p. 505 : The
passion and imaginative power of the sonnet "

Nuptial Sleep
" im-

pressed him deeply.' I know that, in attempting to bolster up the
abusive Buchanan-Maitland of 1871 against the contrite Buchanan of
188 1, Tennyson's opinion has been represented to a very different

purport: but Professor Palgrave's account of the matter cannot be
other than true, and his statement claims acceptance as final upon
this point.

P. 99. PASSION AND WORSHIP. The central idea of this

sonnet may be thus defined : When love has passed from the stage of
desire to the stage of fruition or possession, and when passion is the
dominant emotion, that feeling of lowly homage which characterized
the earlier stage of love still continues to subsist: it has its place,
though it has become secondary to passion.

P. 105. LOVE-SWEETNESS. This is the sonnet which Rossetti,
in his '

Stealthy School of Criticism,' cited as showing that, in f The
House of Life,'

' all the passionate and just delights of the body are
declared somewhat figuratively, it is true, but unmistakably to be as

nought if not ennobled by the concurrence of the soul at all times.' I

presume that the figurative element of the sonnet, in its conclusion, is

reasonably plain. Lest any one should say that it is not plain to him,
I will add that the phrase as to the wing of the spirit which feels the
breath of kindred plumes against its feet

'
is to be interpreted as indi-

cating the two loving souls, with their interchange of thought and
emotion.

P. in. VENUS VICTRIX. I think the charge of some obscurity
may properly attach to the close of this sonnet. I understand: My
Lady is in herself the co- equal ofJuno, Pallas, and Venus. But to me
she bears a still sweeter name, that of Helen. She is as if Venus,
transforming herself into Helen, became mine.

P. 113. THE LOVE-MOON. It is clear that in the last line of
this sonnet the name Love is applied not to any earthly passion, to

emotions controlled by any Cupid,' but to Deity.
' God is Love.' The
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same, more or less expressly, may be noted in Sonnet I. of this series,
and in the penultimate stanza of ' The Portrait.'

P. 115. THROUGH DEATH TO LOVE. No doubt the allusions
at the close are to some passages or incidents in the Bible. Of angel-
greeted doors several are recorded, and it may be difficult to say which
is more particularly meant. The 'wing-winnowed threshing-floor'
must be that of Oman (i Chronicles, xxi. 15). The angel, who was
stayed from destroying Jerusalem after David had numbered the

people,
' stood by the threshing-floor of Oman the Jebusite.'

P.I 16. HOPE OVERTAKEN. The Lover, now united to his

Lady, refers here to the untoward delay which took place before the
union was effected. He speaks of his '

Hope,' which may at starting be
understood as meaning the hope that he entertained for union with the

Lady; but this idea merges in the idea of the object hoped for, the

Lady herself, and the imagery used develops accordingly. The next

ensuing sonnet is a direct sequel to this, and the following one prolongs
the theme.

P. 119. DEATH-IN-LOVE. In this sonnet the imagery is distinct,
and the apologue is narrated unambiguously. The thing signified,

however, may be less tangible, and open to some difference of inter-

pretation. The title,
' Death-in-Love,' must serve as our guide. It

intimates that Earthly Love partakes of the nature of Death. Death
dominates and concludes Earthly Love; Love is the thrall of mor-
tality.

P. 119. WILLOWWOOD. Rossetti has thus described this quat-
rain of sonnets, more particularly the first of them. ' The sonnet
describes a dream or trance of divided love momentarily re-united by
the longing fancy ; and in the imagery of the dream, the face of the
beloved rises through deep dark waters to kiss the lover.'

P. 120. ' Soul-struck widowhood,' &c. I cannot but consider it a

grave defect in versification that the word ' willowwood ' should have
been treated as if it constituted a dactylic rhyme, chiming (only too

imperfectly) with widowhood ' and '

pillow could.' Clearly, the only
true rhyme-syllable is the final ' wood,' which, in other lines, is, with
moderate correctness, rhymed with wooed ' and ' food.'

P. xaa. LOVE'S FATALITY. The leading idea of this sonnet

appears to be as follows : Love is in himself free and happy. But
Loving Desire, enchained by the necessities and prohibitions of Life, is

a dismal captive, and brings Love himself into the same fetters and the
same misery.

P. 122. STILLBORN LOVE. Briefly stated, the meaning of this

sonnet stands thus : A man and a woman love, but the moment when
their love might find actual fruition occurs not in this world nor in

time only in the realm of eternity. That moment is, as it were, a
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child which, totally secluded from them in time, hails them in eternity
as its parents.

P. 123. TRUE WOMAN. These three sonnets were written

towards September 1881, and are (I think) the latest-composed of all

Dante Rossetti's published work.

P. 123. The heart-shaped seal of green,' &c. This image will be
clear to any one who has looked with ordinary attention at a snowdrop,
and it needs no explanation. But it may be worth observing that

shortly before the time when Rossetti wrote this sonnet he was paint-

ing the picture entitled ' The Day-Dream.
' In that picture the flower

now depicted is the honeysuckle ; but it had originally been the snow-

drop, and no doubt his recent careful observation of the snowdrop, for

the purpose of his painting, was what prompted this image of < the

heart-shaped seal of green.'

P. 124. HER HEAVEN. The Seer, named in line 2, is Sweden-
borg.

P. 125. TRANSFIGURED LIFE. This sonnet sets forth (what
Rossetti profoundly believed to be the truth concerning good poetry)
that ' the song

'

i.e., a poem is the '

transfigured life
' of its author

;

his essential self developed into words under the control of art. The
abundant rain ' of the conclusion of the sonnet is not, I think, merely

' tearful emotion,' but -also '

fertilizing and purifying influence.' Tear-
ful emotion, however, is clearly indicated in Sonnet 61, which follows
on with Sonnet 60. I suppose it can hardly be requisite to say to

English readers that the ' abundant rain ' &c. form a Biblical allusion.

After the three years' terrific drought, Elijah announced to Ahab
that there was 'a sound of abundance of rain.' He then sent up his

servant to the top of Mount Carmel, to watch : the servant saw ' a little

cloud out of the sea, like a man's hand,' and it was followed by 'a

great rain' (i Kings, ch. xviii.). The accomplished French translator
of The House of Life,' Madame Clemence Couve, had evidently
not perceived the allusion.

P. 125. THE SONG-THROE. As this is an important affirmation
of Rossetti's view concerning good poetry, it may be well to mention
that it comes very late in his career, April 1880.

P. 126. INCLUSIVENESS. I question whether the word 'Inclu-
siveness' quite indicates to the reader what the author meant to

convey in this sonnet. The uncouth word 'many-sidedness,' or
1

divergent identity,' might be more apt. The gist of the sonnet-
emphasized more especially in its conclusion is that one same
thing has different aspects and influences to different persons and
according to different conditions.
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P. 127. KNOWN IN VAIN. The essential point in this sonnet

requires reflection rather than explanation. The idea is that of a
man who in youth has been feeble in will, indolent and scattered, but

who, when too late, wakes up to the duty and the privileges of work.
Without insisting overmuch upon its value in an autobiographical
relation, one can scarcely doubt that this sonnet was written by its

author in a moment of some self-reproach with a sense of faculties

untrained and opportunities slighted. The date of the sonnet is

quite early, January 1853. This was the month in which a purchaser
for the oil-picture of ' The Annunciation,' painted and exhibited in 1850,
was at length secured, and was a full year before my brother made
acquaintance with Mr. Ruskin. From the date of that acquaintance
his professional prospects became less uncertain : but meanwhile there
had been a period of no little dimness and anxiety, aggravated at times

by a feeling that more earnest efforts ought to have been made.
People who see that youthful work of his in the National British

Gallery may incline to condone his laxities.

P. 128. THE HEART OF THE NIGHT. This sonnet, evidently
a very intense personal utterance, seems to belong to something of the
same mood of mind as the preceding one. I presume it however to be
far later in date : it was not included in the volume of 1870.

P. 130. THE HILL SUMMIT. In its immediate primary mean-
ing, this sonnet manifestly describes a resplendent day nearing its

close, and the poet, on a day-long journey, contemplating the sunset
from a height : and I have no doubt the sonnet was a direct outcome
of such an incident. On the other hand, the implied or analogous
meaning is likewise intentional that of a career which, having reached
its shining culmination, has thereafter to decline into the shade, and
close in the night of the tomb. A letter from my brother, September
1869, speaks of his having made a change in the sextett, whereby 'the

symbolism
' has become more distinct than before.

P. 130. THE CHOICE. I need scarcely point out to the reader
that in this trio of sonnets, ' The Choice,' three theories of human life

are presented. Each of the three theories is based on one simple and
irrefragable consideration, 'To-morrow thou shalt die.' In Sonnet i,

the deduction is ' Eat and drink ' the theory of physical enjoyment.
In Sonnet 2, the deduction is ' Watch and fear ' the theory of religious
asceticism. In Sonnet 3, the deduction is ' Think and act

'
the theory

of self-development. These sonnets were written at a very early age ;

probably about 1847, or when the author was from eighteen to nineteen

years of age, at a time when
' The world was all before him, where to choose.'

From the tone of the sonnets it will be obvious that he gave, in antici-

pation, the preference to ' Think and act
'

; in performance he gave the
same preference. But this was never because he ignored the other
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two theories ; he only refused them co-equal rank. It is rather curious

that, when Rossetti was preparing his privately printed poems, he

boggled a good deal at including
' The Choice '

: I assured him that

it ought to go in, and he consented first relieving the sonnets of some
juvenilities of expression, but leaving all their essential meaning as it

stood. In his '

Stealthy School of Criticism ' he was able most justly
to cite ' The Choice ' as express proof that he was not a member of

any
'

Fleshly School of Poetry.'

P. 132. OLD AND NEW ART. This trio of sonnets forms a
manifesto perhaps the best manifesto that it ever received in writing
of the Praeraphaelite movement, begun in the autumn of 1848. Nos.
2 and 3 were written in 1848; No. i, in 1849. This sonnet,

' St. Luke
the Painter,' was intended to illustrate a picture (never painted) of
St. Luke preaching, having beside him pictures, his own work, of
Christ and the Virgin Mary. No. 3 was at first entitled * To the

Young Painters of England, in memory of those before Raphael
' a

name sufficiently savouring of the P.R.B.

Pp. 133 and 134. SOUL'S BEAUTY and BODY'S BEAUTY.
These two sonnets were written respectively for Rossetti's pictures
entitled 'Sibylla Palmifera' and Lilith.' They embody more

especially
the 'Soul's Beauty' some particulars which are strictly

indicative of details to be seen in the pictures. In 1870 these sonnets
were published with their original titles, among the ' Sonnets for

Pictures.' This was not however their first appearance. They
were printed, along with the sonnet * Venus Verticordia,' in a pamphlet
on the Royal Academy by Mr. Swinburne (I wrote a different section
of the pamphlet) : and thus they marked the first move towards poetic
publicity which had been made by Dante Rossetti since the death of
his wife.

P. 134. BODY'S BEAUTY. Rossetti's picture of 'Lilith' repre-
sents a beautiful woman in modern dishabille, combing out her profuse
golden locks. His poem of ' Eden Bower '

presents Lilith as a serpent
who had been changed into the form of woman, and had been the
wife of Adam prior to the creation of Eve. These points should
be borne in mind as one reads the sonnet,

'

Body's Beauty.' Nor
should the reader forget a passage in Gothe's ' Faust '

I give it as
translated by Shelley. On the Walpurgis-night Mephistopheles points
out to Faust

'
Lilith, the first wife of Adam.

Beware of her fair hair, for she excels
All women in the magic of her locks ;

And, when she winds them round a young man's neck,
She will not ever set him free again.'

P. 134. THE MONOCHORD. Of all the sonnets in The House of

Life,' this is the one which seems to me most obscure. It was pub-
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lished in the Poems '

of 1870 ;
not as forming part of ' The House of

Life,' but as a separate sonnet, the last in the volume, with the addi-
tional heading

' Written during Music.' The first line stood at that

time thus ' Is it the moved air or the moving sound.' In that form
ihe sonnet would naturally be understood as indicating, in very
figurative language, the power of music over the human soul. The
question arises When Rossetti substituted the present opening,

' Is

it this sky's vast vault or ocean's sound,' did he intend to retain
the idea of music under a metaphor, or did he discard that idea,
and truly deal with the vast influences of nature, sky and sea ?

I fancy the latter. If so, I understand the general purport of the
sonnet to be this : There is an unspeakably mysterious bond between
the universe and the soul of man (macrocosm and microcosm) : the

phenomena of nature search the inmost recesses of the soul, inspiring
awe, administering solace.

The musical term ' Monochord '

is defined as ' an instrument of
one string, used to ascertain and demonstrate the several lengths
of the string required to produce the several notes of the musical
scale.' Evidently, however, the word ' Monochord '

is not (even in

the original form of the sonnet) applied in this literal sense ; it may
now rather indicate the mysterious bond above-named, unifying nature
and the soul.

P. 135. FROM DAWN TO NOON. This sonnet is not, I think,
difficult

;
but it requires a certain amount of reflection, which may

best be condensed into a free paraphrase. When a man's thought,
some act of creative or inventive thought, has attained its full

development, the man remains dubious whether the tentative stage,
when the thought still remained obscure to himself, or the realizing
stage, when the thought assumed express and definite form, was the
more important factor in the result. This is like the experience of
a child now grown up, who in childhood does not analyse any of
his impressions as to the persons and objects that surround him,
but in adult age can recall the impressions, and can through these

analyse the motive causes of them.

P. 135. MEMORIAL THRESHOLDS. This doorway is asso-
ciated with my past life on earth : this same doorway the events
of my life related to this doorway must fashion my fate in eternity.
See, for a cognate thought, the close of Sonnet 63,

* Inclusiveness.'

P. 137. VAIN VIRTUES. The drift of this sonnet is no doubt
clear enough. But it may be worth while to call attention to its

double character (i) as an ethical meditation, and (2) as an apologue,
or spiritual impersonation. (i) The ethical meditation is to the effect

that the damnation or eternal condemnation of sin is not so dreadful a
thing to reflect upon as the fact that a soul, sinful at last, may have
been virtuous at first, and thus, when the soul is finally condemned,
its virtues may be regarded as damned along with its sins. (a) The
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apologue can be presented thus. A virtuous deed, the offspring of
a human Soul, is a fair Virgin, who, were the Soul then to pass out
of earthly life, would become a saint in heaven. But the Soul after-

wards commits a mortal sin links itself to Sin. The destiny of the
Sin is that, when the Soul dies, she shall become the bride of the
Devil : but, even while the Sin is still blithe on earth,' the fair Virgin,
the virtuous deed, has her prospective sainthood forfeited, and is

sucked down helpless into the pit of doom.

P. 138. DEATH'S SONGSTERS. The application of this sonnet
is not entirely clear to me. It will be observed that, except for its last

two lines, the sonnet consists entirely of a reference to two acts of
heroic self-discipline recorded of Ulysses. Then in the last two lines

comes the application. This application, as I apprehend it, is an

appeal of the poet to his own moral conscience, and relates to the

question of a noble or degrading tone in the poetry which he affects, as
writer or reader. Will he, like Ulysses, disregard and disdain the
blandishment of the song of the Sirens, and of the wiles of Helen ?

P. 138.
' Nor shames her lip the cheek of victory.'

' Her lip
'

might
grammatically mean either the lip of Death,' or < the lip of Victory.'
I think, with some dubiety, that the former is intended.

P. 139. HERO'S LAMP. After the deaths of Leander and of Hero,
the signal-lamp was dedicated to Anteros, with the edict that no man
should light it unless his love had proved fortunate. D. G. R.

P. 140. RETRO ME, SATHANA ! This (as indicated in my note
to p. 94) is a very early sonnet : perhaps the earliest of all those which
form 'The House of Life.' I think it was written in 1847, when
Rossetti was painting, under the same title, an oil-picture which did
not proceed very far.

P. 140. LOST ON BOTH SIDES. One has to conjecture the

application of this sonnet, a comparatively early one. I think it refers
to my brother's aspirations for attainment as painter and as poet,
partially baulked as yet.

P. 142. MICHELANGELO'S KISS. The incident here referred to

is recorded by Condivi, a scholar and biographer of Michelangelo the
4 true heart ' of line 4.

P. 142.
* O Buonarruoti good at Art's fire-wheels,' &c. Rossetti

here takes the surname Buonarruoti, and assumes that it is com-
pounded of the words 'buon-a-ruote' i.e., 'good at wheels.' I think
this is decidedly incorrect. The true derivation of the name Buonar-
ruoti or Buonarruoto, for it would be preferable to consider the name
in its singular number must be Buon-arruoto,' which means ' Good
adjutant

' the primary meaning of the word ' arruoto '

being
'

addition,

supplement.' According to the constitution of the Florentine Repub-
lic, the sixteen Gonfalonieri were assisted, or supplemented, by eighty
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citizens of the plebeian class, who had to supervise suffrages and elec-
tions, and declare their result. These eighty men were termed
4

Arruoti,' or Adjutants. It seems more than probable that some
ancestor of Michelangelo Buonarruoti may have distinguished himself

by probity in this employ, and may have hence earned the name of
' Buon-arruoto,' which devolved upon his descendants.

P. 142. -THE VASE OF LIFE. This sonnet (which is a com-
paratively early performance) is made up entirely of imagery, and
requires a little scrutiny preparatory to our reading it off. i, Human
Life is figured as a vase sculptured with a bas-relief: the bas-relief

represents a youth running a race, which he wins, and stands crowned.
2, A certain person, whom we may regard as a man rich in faculty and
bold in enterprise a man of genius does not, like other less finely-
endowed men, creep around this vase; but turns it from side to

side, and masters its imaged significance. 3, He fills it with the

rapid and ardent experiences of his career, and it is finally to receive
his own ashes. These are the principal contents of the sonnet : some
details are rather obscurely expressed. I never knew whether my
brother was thinking of some particular

' man of genius
' when he

wrote this sonnet : but have always suspected that he had in his

eye his own early colleague in the race of life and of art, the illustrious

painter Sir John Millais.

P. 142.-
And he has filled this vase with wine for blood,
With blood for tears, with spice for burning vow,
With watered flowers for buried love most fit.'

The use of the word ' for
'

in these lines is not quite clear to me. In
the first line ' for

'

appears to mean instead of,' and so perhaps in the
earlier instance in the second line : wine instead of blood, and blood
instead of tears. The next ' for

'

appears to mean ' on account of,'

or ' by way of '

: spice by way of burnt-offering. In the last line ' for
'

has its natural primary sense, following the adjective
'
fit.'

P. 143. A SUPERSCRIPTION. The subject of this sonnet is

the Sense of Loss.' Chiefly, the sense of loss in the death of one
supremely beloved would be referred to; but we should not wholly
exclude from the purview the sense of loss in any lost opportunity, any
duty irrecoverably neglected, and the like (compare Sonnet 86, Lost

Days'). In the present sonnet the Sense of Loss is spoken of as

remaining comparatively dull and passive, under the ordinary con-
ditions of life

; but as re-asserting itself with direful force at moments
when the soul feels beguiled into happiness or contentment. Then
comes the re-action the feeling of what ' might have been '

the ache
of unforgiving memory.

P. 144. HE AND I. -People, I fancy, have often 'given up' this

sonnet as an insoluble riddle : and yet its meaning appears to me
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very plain, when one analyses it. The sonnet, I consider, exhibits

the dismal surprise with which a man finds that he is no longer
himself, and yet is himself. He used to be youthful and buoyant :

how is it that he is now ageing and dejected ? I offer a paraphrase.
Whence came his feet [the feet of this new and melancholy occu-

pant] into my field [of life], and why ? How is it that he sees all so
drear ? How do I see his seeing (i.e., How do I see some object any
and every object under the same aspect in which he sees it ?) and how

dp I hear it named or designated accordingly, although he, in his

bitter silence, leaves it unnamed ? This was the little fold of separate
sky whose pasturing clouds, within the soul's atmosphere, drew living

light from one continual year. How should he find it lifeless ? Is it

he who finds it lifeless, or is it I ? Lo, this new Self now wanders
round my field, with plaints for every flower, and for each tree a

moan, the sighing wind's auxiliary ; and he weeps over sweet waters
of my life, which yield to his lips no draught save only tears unsealed
even in my place he weeps. He ? No, I not he.

P. 144. NEWBORN DEATH (i). This is the utterance of a
man who feels himself growing old, or for some other reason nearing
the close of his career. My brother never grew old ; he wrote the

verses in December 1868, when his age was forty. Death is figured as
the child of Life. The child is as yet an infant it is only incipient
Death : Life sets it to dally with the man, so that the two may
familiarize themselves one with the other before they depart together
from this world. When the moment for departure comes, will Death
be still a mere child, or will she be full-grown, and welcome to the
man like a helpful daughter? In other words is he to die soon,
or only after a long interval of decadence, by the end of which he
shall wish for death ?

P. 145. THE ONE HOPE. This final sonnet seems to me clear.

Still, the imagery is a little complex, and may bear some words of

exposition. The poet first asks himself the question :
' When I die,

the puppet to the last of desire and regret, how will my soul stand in

relation to these feelings !
' He looks forward to final peace of soul

not annihilation ; but he queries whether this peace will be attained

soon, or after long delay. Then comes (occupying the residue of
the sonnet) the image under which he figures the possibility of an

early attainment of peace. He imagines the Soul, in its new con-
dition, stooping through the spray of some sweet life-fountain,' and
culling a flower inscribed (as the Greek fancy assumed the hyacinth to

be inscribed) with some lettering, indicating what is to be the boon
accorded to the Soul as its portion in eternity. What he longs
to find inscribed upon the flower is the one Hope's one name'

that is, the name of the woman supremely beloved upon earth.

It surprises me that two translators Madame Clemence Couve for
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French and Herr Otto Hauser for German- should have been wholly
abroad as to this meaning of ' The one Hope 'they translate a*
if mere hope, the simple emotion or the theological virtue, were
intended.

P. 146. FROM DANTE THE LADY OF PITY. This is one of
the sonnets in Dante's Vita Nuova.' For any one who may not
have read that beautiful book, I may explain that Dante recounts

how, some while after the death of Beatrice, he beheld a lady looking
at him from a window with earnest compassion : he at once wrote this

sonnet on the incident.

P. I47.-FROM BERNARDO DA BOLOGNA.-No other writing
by Bernardo appears to be known, nor any detail of his life. The
original sonnet is densely obscure, and a semi-creative effort was
needed on Rossetti's part for making what he has here made of it.

P. 148. FROM CINO DA PISTOIA. His correct name was
Guittone de'Sinibuldi, born in Pistoia 1270, died (probably) 1336. His
lady, Selvaggia, whom he knew mostly in Lombardy, belonged to the

Vergiolesi family. Cino was a celebrated jurist, as well as poet.

P. 149. FROM GIOTTO DI BONDONE. The following are the
remarks made by Dante Rossetti on this noticeable utterance of the

great painter :

Giotto's Canzone on the doctrine of voluntary poverty, the only
poem we have of his, is a protest against a perversion of gospel
teaching which had gained ground in his day to the extent of becoming
a popular frenzy. People went literally mad upon it. Giotto's can-
zone is all the more curious when we remember his noble fresco

at Assisi, of Saint Francis wedded to Poverty. It would really almost
seem as if the poem had been written as a sort of safety-valve for

the painter's true feelings, during the composition of the picture.
At any rate, it affords another proof of the strong common sense and
turn for humour which all accounts attribute to Giotto.

P. 152. FROM GIOVANNI BOCCACCIO Of his last sight of
Fiammetta. The reader may notice that this sonnet bears a certain

relation to Rossetti's own sonnet,
' Fiammetta,' as more especially

to the picture which those verses illustrate. Fiammetta, named in

many of Boccaccio's writings, is reputed to have been a member (not

legitimate) of the royal family of Naples.

P. 154. FROM FRANCO SACCHETTI (two Poems). I find

that the second of these specimens has been attributed by some to

Sacchetti, by others to Ugolino Ubaldini. My brother gave the

following details regarding Sacchetti :

Franco Sacchetti ; born, 1335 ; died, shortly after 1400. He is the

earliest Italian poet with whom playfulness is the chief characteristic ;

for even with Boccaccio, in his poetry, this is hardly the case, and we
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can but ill accept as playfulness the cynical humour of Cecco Angiolieri:

perhaps Rustico di Filippo alone might put in claims to priority in this

respect. However, Franco Sacchetti wrote poems also on political sub-

jects. Besides his poetry, he is the author of a well-known series of
three hundred stories ;

and Trucchi gives a list of prose works by him
which are still in MS., and whose subjects are genealogical, historical,
natural -historical, and even theological. He was a prolific writer.

The pieces which I have translated, like many others of his, are written
for music.
Franco Sacchetti was a Florentine noble by birth, and was the

son of Benci di Uguccione Sacchetti. Between this family and the

Alighieri there had been a ' vendetta ' of long standing, but which
was probably set at rest before Franco's time, by the deaths of at

least one Alighieri and two Sacchetti. After some years passed in

study, Franco devoted himself to commerce, like many nobles of
the republic, and for that purpose spent some time in Sclavonia,
whose uncongenial influences he has recorded in an amusing poem.
As his literary fame increased, he was called to many important
offices; was one of the 'Priori' in 1383, and for some time was
deputed to the government of Faenza, in the absence of its lord,
Astorre Manfredi. He was three times married.

P. 156. 'The nightingales that sing, "Fly away O die away.'"
It may be interesting to some readers to know that in Sacchetti's
Italian the song of the nightingale runs ' Piu bel ve', piu bel ve'

'

:

which may be rendered,
' Still prettier look.'

P. 158. FROM JACOPO DA LENTINO. A Sicilian poet, dating
towards 1250 : mostly called ' The Notary of Lentino.'

P. 159. FROM GIACOMINO PUGLIESL He was a knight of
Prato (near Florence), living towards 1250. Beyond this, nothing
seems to be known of the life of a poet who, in this canzone, has left us
a masterpiece.

P. 161. FROM FRANCESCO DA BARBERINO. Rossetti gave
an account of Barberino, which I condense as follows :

Francesco da Barberino; born, 1264; died, 1348. With the exception
of Brunette Latini, Francesco da Barberino shows by far the most
sustained productiveness among the poets who preceded Dante, or
were contemporaries of his youth. Though born only one year in

advance of Dante, Barberino seems to have undertaken, if not com-
pleted, his two long poetic treatises, some years before the commence-
ment of the ' Commedia.'
This poet was born at Barberino di Valdelsa, of a noble family, his

father being Neri di Rinuccio da Barberino. Up to the year of his
father's death, 1296, he pursued the study of law chiefly in Bologna and
Padua ; but afterwards removed to Florence for the same purpose, and
seems to have been there, even earlier, one of the many distinguished
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disciples of Brunei to Latini. Both as lawyer and as citizen, he held

great trusts and discharged them honourably. He was twice married.
At the age of eighty-four he died in the great Plague of Florence. Of
the two works which Barberino has left, one bears the title of ' Docu-
menti d'Amore,' literally

' Documents of Love,' but perhaps more
properly rendered as ' Laws of Courtesy

'

; while the other is called
4 Del Reggimento e dei Costumi delle Donne,'' Of the Government
and Conduct of Women.' They may be described, in the main, as
manuals of good breeding, or social chivalry, the one for men and the
other for women. Mixed with vagueness, tediousness, and not seldom
with artless absurdity, they contain much simple wisdom, much
curious record of manners, occasional poetic sweetness or power.
The first-named treatise, however, has much more of such qualities
than the second ; and contains, moreover, passages of homely humour
which startle by their truth as if written yesterday. Both these works
remained long unprinted. Barberino attained some knowledge of

drawing, and Ubaldini had seen his original MS. of the 4 Documenti,'
containing, as he says, skilful miniatures by the author. Barberino
never appears to have taken a very active part in politics, but he
inclined to the Imperial and Ghibelline party.

P. 164. FROM FAZIO DEGLI UBERTI. Here again I con-
dense my brother's statement :

Fazio Degli Uberti, 132660. The dates of this poet's birth and
death are not ascertainable, but I have set against his name two dates
which result from his writings as belonging to his lifetime. He was
a member of that great house of the Uberti which was driven from
Florence on the expulsion of the Ghibellines in 1267, and which was
ever afterwards specially excluded by name from the various amnes-
ties offered from time to time to the exiled Florentines. His grand-
father was Farinata degli Uberti, whose stern nature, unyielding even
amid penal fires, has been recorded by Dante in the tenth canto of the
( Inferno.' Farinata's son Lapo, himself a poet, was the father of
Fazio (i.e., Bonifazio), who was no doubt born in the lifetime of Dante,
and in some place of exile, but where is not known. In his youth he
was enamoured of a certain Veronese lady named Angiola, and was
afterwards married, but whether to her or not is again among the
uncertainties. Certain it is that he had a son named Leopardo, who,
after his father's death at Verona, settled in Venice, where his des-
cendants maintained an honourable rank for the space of two succeed-

ing centuries. Though Fazio appears to have suffered sometimes
from poverty, he enjoyed high reputation as a poet, and is even said,
on the authority of various early writers, to have publicly received
the laurel crown ; but in what city of Italy this took place we do not
learn.

There is much beauty in several of Fazio's lyrical poems, of which,
however, no great number have been preserved. The finest of all is
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the Canzone which I have translated; whose excellence is such as
to have procured it the high honour of being attributed to Dante,
so that it is to be found in most editions of the ' Canzoniere '

;

and as far as poetic beauty is concerned, it must be allowed to hold
even there an eminent place. Its style, however, is more particulariz-

ing than accords with the practice of Dante. This contested Canzone
is well worth fighting for : and the victor would deserve to receive hia

prize at the hands of a peerless Queen of Beauty, for never was beauty
better described. I believe we may decide that the triumph belongs by
right to Fazio.
An exile by inheritance, Fazio seems to have acquired restless

tastes ; and in the latter years of his life (which was prolonged to

old age), he travelled over a great part of Europe, and composed
his long poem entitled ' II Dittamondo,' ' The Song of the World.'

P. 166.' All that she loves to do,' &c. There are various readings
of this canzone. According to one reading the meaning of these three
lines would stand thus :

' He who is pleasing and acceptable to her is

solely of decorous and fine breeding, and I found hope upon her well-

doing.' Or possibly upon " his
"
well-doing

'
: a phrase which would

seem to imply that the writer himself is a man of this quality.

P. 167. -FROM DANTE. This sunny-tempered sonnet was trans-
lated also by Shelley.

P. 167.' And her the thirtieth on my roll.' That is, his list of
the sixty most beautiful ladies of Florence, referred to in the ' Vita
Nuova' ; among whom Lapo Gianni's lady, Lagia, would seem to have
stood thirtieth. D.G.R.

P. 172. FROM HARTMANN VON AUE Henry the Leper. My
brother learned German at home, beginning towards 1843, under the
tuition of an excellent teacher and excellent man, Dr. Adolf Heimann,
the Professor in University College. He was soon fired with a wish
to translate some German poems. He Englished Burger's

' Lenore '

;

and, beginning in 1845, tne earlier portion of the '

Nibelungenlied.'
The latter translation has perished. He then took up the ancient

poem by Hartmann von Aue, ' Der Arme Heinrich.' The date of this

translation must be 1846, or possibly running on into 1847. My
brother was not dissatisfied with it in later years, and more than
once thought of putting it into print, but did not actually do so.

Longfellow re-adapted
* Der Arme Heinrich '

in his ' Golden Legend,'
published in 1851.

P. 214. FROM DANTE. This sonnet, written in the near pros-
pect of death, is reputed to be the last production of Dante. It is a

reply to a sonnet from Giovanni Quirino, of whom little, or one might
say nothing, is known. Quirino expressed regret at having lost sight
of Dante, in whose absence, as he said, his own character was
lowering.
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